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Abstract
Purpose: Advancement in three-dimensional printing (3DP) or additive manufacturing (AM)

technology has consequences for how firms innovate. Research on these consequences of the

overall innovation process is however limited. The purpose of this paper is to explore how

firms can benefit from implementing AM technology in its innovation processes.

Methodology: We adopt a pragmatic lens and a abductive methodological approach to theory

development. In doing so, we analyse the impact of AM technology following a qualitative

multi-method study, drawing on both descriptive and explanatory analysis of available

secondary data to achieve triangulation. Furthermore, we show the relevance of our findings

for practitioners by conducting an illustrative case study.

Findings: Findings show that the implementation of AM enables new avenues for value

creation, but increases the complexity of value capture in innovation processes. AM was also

shown to improve ideation tools, reduce risk in innovation processes, and to effectivize

implementation of ideas.

Research limitations: The credibility of our analysis is based on subjective interpretation of

causal relationships, it can thus be debated whether we are establishing actual causal

relationships. We argue for a certain degree of transferability to other technological settings,

but acknowledge limitations stemming from potential weaknesses in the dependability and

credibility of our data collection and analysis.

Practical implications: The practical value of our research is related to its employability in

existing innovation practises. We bring forth how AM influences existing practises within

innovation management, and discuss the subsequent practical considerations.

Originality/value: There are few empirical studies that explore the effect adopting AM have

on innovation processes. This paper brings value to the area of managing AM innovations,

especially with regards to illuminating how AM impacts a firm's ability to generate, select,

and implement novel concepts - an original approach that until now had yet to be explored.

Keywords: Innovation, additive manufacturing, 3D-printing, technology, ecosystems, value

creation
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Motivation
The three of us come from a business and administration background - two already from

CBS, and one from BI Bergen in Norway. Though we are three quite different people, we

unite in our interests and ambitions. As our business studies have progressed, we have all

gained a growing fascination for how markets and novel technologies are organized. When

we first started to discuss collaborating on our thesis, we recognized this fascination to be

central for what we were going to write. We therefore wished to investigate how business and

society is actively organized around a novel technology. The three of us all see ourselves

working with novel technology in the future, so we thought; why not write about the

technologies of the future, today?

We were first truly introduced to 3D-printing (3DP) in the course Managing Innovations

during the second semester of our Strategy, Organization, and Leadership (SOL) graduate

studies. Prior to this, we had no idea of the true potential of the technology. Our fascination

grew as we learned more about its ability to truly change how business is conducted globally,

and we all agreed that investigating the impact of 3DP would be a profoundly interesting

study.

We are all drawn towards studies that elucidate the dynamics of technological innovation.

Therefore, we wanted to understand the impact a technology like 3DP can have, not only on

how business is conducted and changes the status quo, but also to get to the bottom of how

novel technologies can change how innovation is conducted on a fundamental level.

With 3DP being at the intersection between the disruption of market fundamentals,

innovation, and technological novelty - it was the perfect topic to dive into. Our aim with this

thesis (beyond answering our research question) is to gain a deeper understanding of how

firms can (and should) introduce entirely new technology into its business, and how such

technological introduction will affect the broader social, market, and organizational

dynamics. We believe 3DP will serve as an appropriate topic of investigation to satisfy this

aim of accumulating valuable insights about the technological and market dynamics that will

characterize the future, and we look forward to sharing our findings with you.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Introduction to additive manufacturing

Additive manufacturing (AM) technology, commonly known as 3D-printing (3DP), is a

process in which materials are added together in successive layers to create three-dimensional

objects from 3D-model data (van Wijk & van Wijk, 2015; BMRC, 2021). AM techniques

plays a key role in many applications, most important of which are: manufacturing, medicine,

architecture, custom art and design (BMCR, 2021), and can be used to produce everything

from “clothes to houses and bridges, from tea cups to bikes and cars, from medical

prostheses to living tissues and organs, from jewelry to food” (van Wijk & van Wijk, 2015, p.

20).

In its early days, 3D-printing was aimed at creating prototypes and highly customized tooling

(Jimeno-Morenilla et al., 2021). Now, 3D-printing is predicted to change how business is

conducted on a global scale (Prince, 2014; Byers, 2020). For example, competition rules,

industry structures, and customer demands are said to be affected in the foreseeable future

(Gilchrist, 2016; Bartodziej, 2017; in Dalenogare et al., 2018). And scholars deem the

technology crucial in ‘the digitization of manufacturing’ (See for example Prince, 2014).

D’Aveni (2015) takes the claim further stating that “3-D Printing Will Change the World”

(p.1). Additive manufacturing can no longer be regarded as a solely prototyping and tooling

technology, and is according to McKinsey (2014) “ready to emerge from its niche status and

become a viable alternative to conventional manufacturing processes in an increasing

number of applications''.

1.2 The development of AM

The basic functions of a three-dimensional printer (3D printer) were first described by the

sci-fi author Arthur C. Clarke in 1964. The first working 3D printer, or “additive

manufacturing” technology was however developed by Charles “Chuck” Hull of 3D Systems

in 1984, but was first delivered in 1992. Today's 3D home printing machines are based on the

Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM), which was first made in 1991. The first desktop 3D

printer was made in 2001, and is now sold by over 100 companies worldwide (van Wijk &

van Wijk, 2015; 3Dhubs, 2021). 3D printers were initially very costly (with a price tag of
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approximately $200.000) and mainly used for industrial prototyping (3DHubs, 2021).

Nowadays, AM technology has become a technology that any business (or specially

interested consumers) can afford, with prices ranging down to as little as $350 (Rayna &

Striukova, 2015). Whereas one could only use plastics and (mostly) print with only one

material at the time in the 1980’s and the early 1990’s, recent developments in AM

technology has enabled 3D printers to print using over 100 materials with up to 14 materials

simultaneously (Rayna & Striukova, 2015). Nowadays, AM technology can be used to print

metals, ceramics, sand, food, plastics and organic living cells with less waste and less energy.

1.2 How AM works

3D-printing (3DP), Additive Manufacturing (AM) technology or Digital Direct

Manufacturing (DDM) covers a variety of processes in which materials are added together

(e.g. liquid molecules or powdered particles) in successive layers to create three-dimensional

objects from 3D-model data (van Wijk & van Wijk, 2015; BMRC, 2021). It is a rapidly

developing manufacturing technology that is fundamentally different from traditional

subtractive (an object is carved out of a block of raw material) or formative (a molten

material is injected into a solid mold) manufacturing technologies (Rayna & Striukova, 2015;

3Dhubs, 2021). The printing process begins by creating a digital model of the object to be

printed, usually done with Computer-Assisted Design (CAD) modeling software, or by using

a 3D scanner to automatically create a model of an existing object. Once appropriate

materials and other specifications are determined, the printing can commence immediately

(Rayna & Striukova, 2015. p. 2).

1.4 Why business firms use AM in brief

AM has significant impacts on manufacturing through its main usage areas: on-demand

3D-printing of tools, functional prototypes, and ready-to-use parts or products (van Wijk &

van Wijk, 2015; Rayna & Striukova, 2016). The technology allows for objects to be

fabricated in a single piece, rather than being assembled from different pieces, as with

conventional methods (Lim, Le, Lu & Wong, 2016). This enables a high degree of production

speed and flexibility (Niaki & Nonino, 2017) as “products can be digitally modified before

their physical production, reducing the processing times, resources and tools needed”

(Dalenogare, Benitez, Ayala & Frank, 2018, p. 390). Along, comes many implications for the

innovation process.
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Firstly, 3D-printing allow firms to manufacture at a reduced cost through AMs influence on

manufacturing processes (Weller et al., 2015; Niaki & Nonino, 2017), logistics (Tuck et al.,

2006; Holmström et al., 2010; Geraedts et al., 2012; Fawcett and Waller, 2014; Van Wijk &

van Wijk, 2015), and material and energy savings (Geraedts et al., 2012; Baumers, et al.,

2013; Huang et al., 2013; Yoon et al., 2014). Secondly, AM enables mass manufacturing of

customizable objects (Geraedts et al., 2012; Van Wijk & van Wijk, 2015) without cost

penalties (Niaki & Nonino, 2017). Finally, the technology facilitates a flexible and rapid

NPD (Tuck et al., 2006; Dedoussis & Giannatsis, 2009), helping accelerate codesign

activities while promoting more customized products (Yin et al., 2018).

The american hearing aid industry is an example encapsulating all the above mentioned

opportunities. Here, close to 100% of the industry’s players use additive technology to reduce

costs while simultaneously mass producing highly customizable products (D’Aveni, 2015).

Another example is UPS, turning its logistics business’ airport warehouses into

mini-factories, enabling customized production upon request (Janssen et al., 2014). Sasson

and Johnson (2016) summarizes the current state of AM and its usage by stating that the

technology has the potential to disrupt the manufacturing economy.

Thus, the nature of additive manufacturing’s workings enables manufacturing with lower

working capital, it eliminates the need for large stocks of raw materials, semi-manufactured

parts and labor cost, while manufacturing can take place near the point of demand -

effectivizing entire product development processes, supply-chains and logistics, and leaving

virtually no production waste. Hence, the opportunities from adopting additive manufacturing

become more clear alongside an increased popularity, and more and more companies are

aware of the technology’s potential benefits.

1.4 The market for 3D-printing

In 2019, the global 3D-printing market was estimated at an average of $12,1B, having

experienced a 25% year-over-year growth since 2014. The 3DP market growth is forecasted

to continue with an annual growth of 24% for the next five years, reaching $35B by 2025,

and doubling in size approximately every three years. These growth numbers are however

dependent on variable factors internal to the 3DP industry, such as: the rate of adoption for

serial production, developments in materials and systems, and reduction in total cost, and
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external factors such as: customer demands and the greater economic climate (3DHubs, 2020,

p. 16).

EY found that out of 900 manufacturing companies, 65% are already applying 3DP, and 18%

of the respondents already deploy AM for serial production. This means that the adoption rate

of 3DP has gone past the significant “chasm of adoption” (at 16%) according to the

‘technology adoption life cycle model’ - and is at this rate expected to be adopted by the

‘early majority’ (50% of all companies) by 2022 (EY, 2019; 3DHubs, 2020, p. 17).

The total value of online 3D-printed parts tripled from 2018 to 2019, while the number of

parts printed increased at a significantly lower rate. 3DHubs (2020) recognize this as a clear

indicator that online 3D-printing has moved away from the low-value consumer market, and

is now becoming integrated into the workflows of professional users that have higher

demands in terms of performance and quality, and are therefore willing to pay a higher price

tag, (3DHubs, 2020, p. 19).

The increase in the development of 3DP (with promising gains in speed and flexibility), and

the increasing demand for prototyping applications in different industries (especially in

healthcare, automotive, aerospace and defense) are the major factors driving the 3DP market

growth (BMRC, 2021).

3DP use is escalating 65% of businesses surveyed have experience of AM (up from

24% in 2016). 4 out of 10 have in-house systems in place (EY,

2019).

Asia is surging ahead 4 out of 5 South Korean and Chinese firms have used 3DP (up

from 24% in 2016) (EY, 2019)

Aerospace tops sector

use

78% of aerospace companies apply 3DP (more than any other

industry) (EY, 2019)

Businesses adopt

exploration mode

39% of companies are at maturity Level 2 with AM

(experimenting, testing, and identifying how it could benefit

them and via which applications) (EY, 2019)
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North America and

Europe lead global

demand

North America and Europe represent 95% of all global

demand, and 75% of online printing orders come from the top

three countries: the US, the UK, and the Netherlands

(3DHubs, 2020).

Key industries with the

greatest potential

Heavy industries, automotive, consumer goods, health,

medical and aerospace represent 76% of global manufacturing

(BMCR, 2021)

Table 1: AM by the numbers.

1.5 Problem Identification

Additive manufacturing is evolving as a technology. 3D-printers are becoming increasingly

sophisticated, more and more businesses are deploying AM, and peer-reviewed articles on the

subject are ever-increasing.

How the technologies’ opportunities come into play for business firms’ innovation processes

are however unclear on a generalizable framework level (Kumke et al., 2016). In the context

of innovation, studies on 3D-printing and co-creation have been conducted (e.g. Clark et al.,

2014; Rayna et al., 2015). Rayna & Striukova (2014) made an overview over AM in relation

to business models as a concept. Xu et al., (2016) researched 3D-printing and eco-systems.

Studies on its effect on business competitiveness has also been conducted (see for example:

Petrick & Simpson, 2015; in Niaki & Nonino, 2017). But scholars still acknowledge a

lacking understanding in how additive manufacturing will influence firms' product

development processes as a whole (Lindwall et al., 2017). Jimeno-Morenilla et al., (2021)

shows that most research on the topic is angled towards the realization of prototypes, and that

examples where AM is implemented within a product development process are few.

We will build on the remarks made by Jimeno-Morenilla et al., (2021), Kumke et al., (2016),

and Lindwall et al., (2017) who claims that existing literature surrounding additive

manufacturing in business firms is only covering parts of the whole picture. The ways

businesses can reap benefits from the adoption of AM seem clear at first sight, however only

on a segmented and often case-by-case basis. The previously discussed cases reveal 3DP’s

ability to reduce production costs, improve product quality, conduct business model
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innovation and reduce environmental impact. For example, when several steps in a supply

chain can be eliminated, or replaced by novel technology, products can become cheaper to

produce as a result, and so on. But the effect 3D-printing can have on a business still lacks

integration into an actionable framework for business firms regarding innovation processes.

1.6 Research Question

The aim of our thesis is thus to shed light on the effects business firms can face alongside

3D-printing. These effects are illuminated through a modified, holistic innovation meta-

framework. Our research question can be formulated as:

“How can business firms benefit from additive manufacturing technology in their

innovation processes?”

We will attempt to encompass generalizable ways businesses can benefit from 3D-printing by

segmenting our research question into nine sub-questions, each addressing one topic related

to our research area. They are as follows:

Sub-question Description

1. What theory can be used to

understand innovation processes?

Answered in chapter 3, literature review,

concepts. The aim is to break down a firms'

innovation processes in order to identify

relevant stages and activities in connection to

novel technologies.

2. What is AM technology, and what are

its areas of application for business

firms?

Answered in chapter 4, AM meta-studies. The

aim is to map out the characteristics of AM and

how, why and where businesses use the

technology today.

3. How can AM technology affect

innovation processes?

Answered in chapter 5, theoretical analysis. By

combining question 1 and 2 , the aim is to

illustrate the relationship between AM
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technology and innovation processes. We

identify specific areas within an innovation

process that can be affected by various

outcomes of utilizing AM. We will hence

illuminate the connection between attributes of

AM technology and a firm's innovation process.

4. How can the changing conditions that

rise parallel to AM be illustrated in a

practical setting?

Answered in chapter 6, case-analysis. The aim

of this chapter is to illustrate important

considerations from chapter 5 through an

illustrative case-study analysis

5. What are the practical dynamics of

our findings in a real-life business

setting?

Answered in chapter 7, discussion. The aim of

this chapter is to practically discuss how the

impacts of AM affects the firms’ innovation

process, and how firms can benefit accordingly.

6. What are the managerial implications

for managing AM innovations?

Answered in chapter 8, concluding remarks.

The aim of this chapter is to present managers

with an overview of what should be considered

when considering the use of AM innovations in

the innovation process, and furthermore to

illuminate how managers should contemplate

their respective approach.

7. What are the implications for future

research

Answered in chapter 8, concluding remarks.

Here, we aim to compare our findings with

existing research, and subsequently suggest

approaches and avenues for future research.

Table 2: Sub-research question.

1.7 Findings

We made a detailed literature review over additive manufacturing. A thorough review over

literature covering concepts relevant to both innovation and technology were also conducted.
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Accordingly, we analysed how AM might affect innovation processes on a theoretical level

supplemented with real-life examples. We then discussed our findings through a cross-case

analysis to increase its practicality. Our findings are summarized below:

(1) Regarding innovation strategy, 3D-printing enables value creation for business firms, but

increases the complexity of capturing that value simultaneously.

(2) Regarding idea generation, 3D-printing permits firms to use more effective tools for

ideation.

(3) Regarding idea selection, 3D-printing is likely to contribute to risk reduction associated

with innovation.

(4) Regarding idea implementation, 3D-printing has the potential to increase the efficiency of

implementing ideas.

Our paper follows the following structure. Firstly, we describe our methodology in chapter

two. Then we explore innovation concepts in chapter three, and a meta-study of additive

manufacturing literature in chapter four. Our theoretical analysis takes part in chapter five,

while our illustrative case analysis is found in chapter six. This is followed by a

case-discussion in chapter seven, and finally, our concluding remarks, managerial

implications, suggestions for future research, and our final conclusion are presented in

chapter nine.

2. Methodology
In this chapter, we explain and justify our research process and methodological choices in

detail. We believe this to be important for the reader to understand how we collect, analyse

and interpret the different sources of data in this thesis.

We first share some general reflections on the research process, illuminating how our

research process has taken its current form. We then walk the reader through the entirety of

our research process following the research “onion” of Sanders, Lewis, and Thornhill (2016).

The sections explain and justify our philosophy of science, methodological approach,

research design, research strategy and data collection.
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Following the specifics of our research design, we assess the dependability, credibility, and

transferability of our scientific process and results. Lastly, we address the limitations of our

methodology, research design, and data analysis.

2.1 Reflections on our research process

When embarking on this study, we truly had no idea of the extent to which 3DP is changing

business as we know it. Though we are all familiar, relatively experienced even, with

researching and analyzing the impact that novel technologies can, and will have on practical

business settings, we must admit that we were taken aback by the immense complexity that

goes with organizing AM innovations.

Our study was initially begun with a considerable emphasis on new product development

(NPD) and the changing role of the consumer. We found much evidence that the consumer is

increasingly becoming an integral part of the NPD process, and this contributed to us

adopting a frame of focusing on the relation between the consumer and NPD processes.

As we progressed, we realized that the situation was considerably more complex. A primary

focus on NPD on consumers would therefore not be sufficient to provide us with some truly

interesting findings. Our supervisor, Henrik Johannsen Duus, was very helpful in this regard.

He proposed that we should instead focus on how businesses can benefit from AM

technology, rather than trying to more generally establish the changing dynamics between the

consumer and NPD processes. This put us on a new path, towards a new avenue of research.

Two of us had previously worked with the meta-innovation framework, the Pentathlon,

during our Minor here at CBS. We figured that this holistic innovation management

framework would be an interesting starting point for systematically breaking down the

innovation process deductively, and furthermore to extract dynamics and considerations that

previous research had not yet illuminated. Resultantly, we moved our emphasis away from

only product development, towards the overall innovation process.

There have been some significant benefits of choosing this framework, but it has

simultaneously brought some serious headaches. The advantages of the approach has been

that we have been able to consider the impact of 3DP up against more or less everything that
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comprises the innovation process. But this has also been our biggest challenge. We have

experienced significant issues with organizing our approach - especially with regards to the

analysis, where myriads of frameworks and supporting sources have been modified in

accordance with each other. Though this consequently has led us to behind our schedule more

than once, we believe the result was worth the effort.

In hindsight we realize we could have made it easier for ourselves by choosing less general

frameworks that are more focused on technological innovation and NPD processes. But this,

we believe, would not result in any truly significant findings that contrast from, or expand on,

what exists in academia today.

For a while, we contemplated whether or not to reach out to industry experts, or

representatives from the chosen, illustrative case-companies, as this could have contributed to

specify our research into the organizational process of AM innovations. We actually managed

to get ahold of an Airbus employee who worked with 3D-printing, but the employee could

unfortunately not contribute with any data - as the data was classified. Therefore, we instead

endeavoured to gather information about how the four firms have - and are still using AM to

innovate, from various secondary sources. Also, considering the number of literature and

research that was already available about 3D-printing, we concluded that sole use of

secondary sources would be sufficient to satisfy our scope.

To our knowledge, there is currently no research that has provided as much contribution to

illuminate how 3DP changes the dynamics of the holistic innovation process.What you are

about to read is the product of extensive research and careful consideration of what, in our

opinion, is the most important consideration that managers must contemplate when

considering the introduction of AM technologies into the innovation process. We hope this

may contribute to broadening your knowledge about the subject, and that you enjoy the read.

2.2 Philosophy of Science

Our study of how business firms can benefit from AM technology aims to provide a

framework for better understanding the role of AM technologies in society and the business

world. We intend to do this following a pragmatist stance, focusing on combining relevant,

yet distinct, theories on the management of innovation processes. Hence, the fundamental
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differences in ontological, epistemological and axiological stances of selected literature is not

viewed as detrimental to the research design. Rather, we wish to reconcile these differences

through showing their usefulness in a practical setting - namely the increasing impact and

relevance of AM technology for business firms.

The ontology, epistemology, and axiology providing the basis of this study, however, is

important to consider. We adopt a subjective, relativist (ontology) understanding of the world,

acknowledging the existence of multiple realities that are socially constructed through

on-going and continuous social processes. Furthermore, we see true knowledge

(epistemology) as more than what we observe directly (i.e., an objectivist stance). What we

observe does not necessarily constitute the phenomena as it is seen by others. Moreover,

these considerations dictate a reflexive research process (axiology) for us as researchers. As

such, we do not intend to “detach” ourselves from the values and assumptions shaping our

research agenda in becoming as objective as possible. Rather we seek to inform the reader of

the fundamental assumptions shaping the research process. We hope this will contribute to

further understanding the phenomena of AM technologies by stimulating debate surrounding

the practical interpretation of AM technology in business firms.

We intend to answer the research question considering practical solutions and concepts

following the pragmatist approach. Acknowledging our ontological, epistemological, and

axiological stance, we believe, makes it easier for readers to understand the reasoning as to

why we deem certain theories, concepts, observations, empirics, etc. as practically relevant in

the case of AM technology. We will thoroughly explain the reasoning behind our data

collection later in this chapter. This is further emphasized through the formulation of our

research questions, and adhering sub-questions, as they are practically oriented with the sole

purpose of providing a nuanced and pragmatic “solution” to the phenomena at hand.

Considering our subjective understanding of the world it might seem natural to adopt an

interpretivist or postmodernist approach (Saunders et al., 2016) to our study. Both stances are

subjective and focused towards a reflexive research process. Using one of the two would,

however, have some practical implications to our research agenda. Although we see the world

subjectively, we do not wish to exclude concepts, theories, or frameworks that are developed

from an objective point of view as we believe they might have explanatory power in

combination with subjective approaches.
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Positivism and critical realism (Saunders et al., 2016) are two other stances that were

considered for our philosophical approach to the research project. Positivism is inherently

objective and too focused, in our opinion, towards inductive theory development. Although

we acknowledge the use of inductive reasoning, we do not see it as adequate by itself nor a

realistic approach to our understanding of research. critical realism, on the other hand, allows

for abductive approaches (usually referred to as retroduction in critical realism) to theory

development (Saunders et al., 2016). Principally, we could have employed such an approach

to our research project, but we still deem the flexibility of pragmatism as more suitable in

regards to how we view ontology, epistemology, and axiology.

2.3 Abduction

A pragmatic method of exploring the phenomena is chosen to be abduction. This is a

practical result of the research agenda demanding both inductive and deductive approaches to

collecting and analysing data, following Saunders et al., (2016). The theoretical analysis is

based on deductive reasoning as we use the Pentathlon framework as a coding template

(forthcoming elaboration). Drawing on the template, we work deductively to establish

relationships between theories and the coding template, and inductively in aggregating

meta-studies to support changing dynamics of AM. As such, a pragmatic way of dealing with

the phenomena at hand is to move between the interactions deriving from the specific

(inductive) and the general (deductive). We will explain how this is done in practice when

addressing our research design and strategies below.

2.4 Research design

In designing our research agenda we have been inspired by the master thesis counsellor,

Vibeke Ankersborg`s stipulations on theoretical research with minor empirical detail (2020).

This is grounded in the difficulty to gain access to relevant primary sources of data during the

covid-19 pandemic. As such, we decided to follow Ankersborg`s frame (2020) for conducting

a theoretical analysis of existing literature, and use illustrative cases to show relevance for

management practitioners. Drawing on this frame, we move on with explaining the overall

design of our research process.
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The research design in this project is structured as a theoretical analysis of innovation

management literature and specific meta-studies on AM, supported by four illustrative cases.

The intention behind this is to develop a new frame for understanding how business firms can

benefit from the new conditions created by AM technology, and by using illustrative cases we

hope to construct a narrative that supports our accumulated theoretical understanding of the

phenomena. This use of a multi-method qualitative study (Saunders et al., 2016) is expected

to strengthen the conclusion as it contributes to triangulation (Yin, 2018) of our findings.

Our multi-method qualitative study will involve four separate analyses, with different

purposes in regard to answering our research question. The literature review of Innovation

Management literature (Chapter 3) and meta-studies on AM technology (Chapter 4) have a

descriptive role in that they intend to describe what scientists have explored prior to our

research. The theoretical analysis (Chapter 5) will accordingly be used as an explanatory

analysis that connects our descriptive elements (Chapter 3 & 4) to tease out potential areas

business firms can benefit from. Furthermore, we have conducted an illustrative study of the

case companies (Chapter 6) that are contrasted with our explanatory findings (Chapter 5) in

the discussion (Chapter 7). As such, our research project can be argued to follow a

descripto-explanatory study design (Saunders et. al., 2016). The specifics of the

multi-method process will be outlined in the following sections.

2.4.1 Theoretical analysis

The theoretical analysis aims at answering the research question through an extensive review

of relevant literature in the field of innovation management. To understand how business

firms can adapt to a changing technological environment on a general and normative level,

we consider a theoretical analysis as purposeful because it encapsulates well-founded

business dynamics that can be observed and validated across different environments and

contexts. By analysing such dynamics and contrasting them with the changes AM technology

is producing, we hope to provide considerations that can be applied to, or combined with,

acknowledged ways of doing business.
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The analysis will be conducted with an abductive approach in mind, as explained earlier. The

advantage of this approach (as opposed to induction and deduction alone) is that it

fundamentally acknowledges the fact that we as researchers are neither purely objective nor

subjective. As a result, we cannot dissect a phenomena legitimately by striving to be either

inductive or deductive when we in fact shift betweens these extremes on a continuous basis

when researching. This is, of course, not the only legitimate way of doing research, rather it is

what we deem legitimate for ourselves considering our subjectivist and pragmatic

understanding of the world.

2.4.2 Illustrative multiple cases

The four illustrative cases can be seen as having a supportive role to the theoretical analysis.

The findings from analysing the literature will be contrasted to the four contexts found in the

cases. As such, the case study element of this project serves as a point of reference for

managers and thus also a natural limitation to the scope of this project. Cases are selected

from a typical case sampling perspective (Saunders et al., 2016), where we use pre-selected

categorizations to select purposeful cases in a matrix (Table 2). Firstly, cases are selected on

the basis of their relative size and/or maturity. By doing this we identify two cases that reflect

an incumbent's position, and two cases that reflect a challengers position. Secondly, cases are

also selected to reflect B2B and B2C relations to encapsulate potential dynamics occurring

between different types of customers and firms.

Incumbent Challenger

B2B Industry: Aerospace

Company: Airbus

Industry: Service providers

Company: Carbon

B2C Industry: Medical Devices

Company: Sonova

Industry: Housing

Company: ICON

Figure 3: Our two-by-two matrix for selecting the illustrative cases

We hope these distinctions will provide a nuanced, and relatively representative, sample size

for the process of assessing how business firms can benefit from AM technology. We do,
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however, stress that the purpose of the multiple case study is to illustrate the theoretical

dynamics in a practical setting, and show the relevance of our findings for management

practitioners (Ankersborg, 2020).

2.5 Research strategy and data collection

Having established our philosophical approach and the overall intention with our research

design, we present the following research strategy for coupling our pragmatist stance with our

methods of collecting qualitative secondary data. As such, we will walk the reader through

how we have collected and categorized data, and exemplify the interpretation of the

secondary data used in this project. Moreover, the use of a multi-method qualitative study

entails the use of three specific research strategies, namely how our literature reviews

(descriptive), theoretical analysis (explanatory), and case analysis (illustrative) have been

approached to develop theory.

2.5.1 Descriptive analysis - Literature Review

Our literature review is organized in two chapters to separate general innovation management

literature (Chapter 3) and specific meta-studies on the role of AM technology (Chapter 4).

Both analyses do, however, follow the same research strategy. We have hence chosen to

approach the collection of descriptive secondary data from an archival research perspective

(Saunders et al., 2016). Using secondary data (academic articles and meta-studies) as the

basis for our theoretical findings will have implications for the research agenda and require

careful assessment of collected data. Both chapters are categorized following theory-driven

categorization (Saunders et al., 2016) (we will discuss the categorization process in more

detail concerning the theoretical analysis).

In order to map out the science field of innovation management (Chapter 3), we utilized

mainly Google Scholar, LibSearch (CBS library), our supervisor Henrik Johannsen Duus, and

the contents of our previous courses in the SOL concentration. By using search words like

innovation process, innovation management, technology management, strategic management,

and customer-centricity, we were able to identify a vast amount of theories, frameworks, and

models that could be used in explaining and understanding innovation processes. The

identified academic articles were, in turn, used to identify further literary connections. An

example of this is how we discovered the “multi-invention context” framework (Somaya et
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al., 2011), by reviewing literature on value vapture (e.g., Teece, 1986, 2006, 2018). We feel

confident in the chosen academic literature's potential in explaining important dynamics for

business firms wanting to adopt AM technology and benefit from it. That being said, the

research question could naturally have been approached from other theoretical perspectives

deemed appropriate by other scientists.

The literature review of meta-studies (Chapter 4) was conducted with the same approach as

the review of innovation management literatur, although with other search criterias. Here we

utilized more specific search words like additive manufacturing, 3D-printing, and advanced

manufacturing. As we accumulated a knowledge base, we were able to extend the search

criterias including even more specific terminology like for example direct manufacturing,

and rapid tooling (methods of AM). Considering that many of the meta-studies investigate

specific phenomena in a specific context, we have included other scientists literature reviews

of AM technology's impact on business (e.g., Niaki & Nonino, 2017) to encapsulate

aggregated interpretations of the effects AM have on various business settings. As such, we

use meta-studies to support an inductive identification of potential changes AM can produce,

and other literature reviews to deductively validate the relevancy of these empirics in our

framework.

2.5.2 Theoretical analysis - strategy

The chosen innovation literature (Chapter 3) and identified changes AM can produce

(Chapter 4) are connected in what we call the theoretical analysis (Chapter 5). The aim here

is to analyse and identify how business firms potentially can benefit from AM technology in

innovation processes.

We use an allover Template Analysis approach (Saunders et al., 2016) to analyse the collected

qualitative secondary data (Chapter 3 & 4). In doing so, we used theory-driven coding to

establish our template (Saunders et al., 2016), which is the five phases of the Pentathlon

Framework (Innovation Strategy, Idea Generation, Selection, Implementation, Organization).

On this basis, we could start coding theories (Chapter 3) and the identified AM impacts

(Chapter 4) based on their interpreted fit with any of the phases. This was carried out

following a pattern matching method (Saunders et al., 2016), which entails establishing

patterns within our template (the Pentathlon) that emphasise changes in the conditions for the
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innovation process caused by AM technology. An example is how we identified a pattern

between co-creation processes and the idea generation phase. Establishing this allowed us to

identify further patterns, for example that rapid prototyping has considerable potential in

optimizing co-creation processes. Considering the heavy theoretical focus in this thesis, we

decided to stick with theory-driven categorization when coding each respective phase. This

was judged necessary to maintain a consistent scope, and not risk analyzing aspects not truly

relevant to how firms can benefit from AM technology in innovation processes.

During the coding process, it became clear that we lacked sufficient data (primary data) for

analysing internal organizational aspects. As such, we decided to not investigate the internal

organization and rather focus on external organizational aspects. The shift in organizational

focus has led to an increased focus on the role of external relationships in delivering AM

innovations for a firm. This decision was grounded in the stipulations from the Profiting

From Innovation framework (Teece, 1986, 2006, 2018), which is elaborated on in chapter 3.

Structuring our theoretical analysis (Chapter 5) based on theory-driven, “a priori” principles

have advantages and disadvantages in terms of our theory development. The main advantage

of “a priori” coding, we believe, is the references to well-known innovation and business

“labels” and theories. If we are to assess how firms can benefit from AM in innovation

processes, we argue that this is best approached using established practices and frameworks

(for example the Pentathlon framework) for managers. The disadvantage of this is the risk of

excluding or missing important aspects as they might be defined as being “outside” the frame

of the Pentathlon. We do, however, argue that the Pentathlon framework encapsulates most

dynamics regarding innovation processes and the management of it. That being said, we

again emphasise how other researchers could have framed the research strategy and data

categorization in other ways (by for example utilizing different theories or using data-driven

coding principles). The use of theory-driven coding is as such judged purposeful for our

research strategy because it provides a well-known frame for managers to act upon, as well as

a consistent scope for the analysis. Saunders et al., (2016) furthermore support the use of

theory-driven coding when conducting research based on existing literature and research.
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2.5.3 Illustrative cases - strategy

The case analysis serves the purpose of illustrating our findings, and making them relevant

for management practitioners, following Ankersborg`s (2020). This has given us a lot of

freedom in designing the case analysis, as we will not use the data for any other purpose than

to illustrate. Any potential claims we can make in terms of transferability or generalisability

will be based on data drawn from peer-reviewed scientific articles. As such, we do not aim to

contribute to triangulation by analysing the cases, but simply show the relevance of our

findings for managers.

Based on the matrix requirements for case selection, we have identified the four cases:

Sonova, Airbus, Carbon, and ICON. Many potential case companies were discovered during

our literature search (explained above), as there has been a surge of AM adoption in business

firms lately. The challenging aspect of selecting cases was to find case companies that had

considerable levels of internal AM adoption, as many firms utilizing AM technology today

organize the technology by outsourcing (which means they are not truly adopting the

technology into its internal processes). We are, however, quite satisfied with the practical

illustration the four cases contribute with in our discussion, and we hope the four cases

provide interesting insights and dynamics that show practical relevance to our theoretical

findings.

2.6 Assessing the quality and limitations of our research

When conducting research it is imperative to understand the strengths of our research design,

but also the limitations of our data and scope. We argue that utilizing a qualitative

multi-method study will contribute to triangulation of our data (Yin, 2018), as we combine

data from two different sources (innovation management theory and meta-studies on AM).

Furthermore, we also utilize two different methods of qualitative analysis, namely a

descriptive analysis of existing literature and an explanatory analysis (template coding and

pattern matching) for connecting the two different sources of data with the pentathlon

framework. Generally, this approach has the potential of producing legitimate scientific

findings assuming that the data we have used are valid and actually contributes to

triangulating our findings (Yin, 2016). We will now assess the dependability (reliability),

credibility (internal validity), and transferability (external validity) of our study, following

Lincoln & Guba (in Saunders et al., 2016).
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The dependability of our research process and design has several strengths and weaknesses.

We provide a thorough explanation of how we have collected and analysed data, as well as

sharing our reflections on the research process. Based on this, we believe we have given

potential readers an adequate understanding of how we view the phenomena of AM

technology, and how this is interpreted to change the conditions for innovation processes.

There are, however, several pitfalls concerning our potential researchers errors and biases

(Saunders et al., 2016). Accordingly, we face the risk of producing interpretation errors when

analysing the impact of AM on innovation processes. For example, we face the risk of

interpreting findings that are derived from a specific context wrongly, when applying it to our

unit of analysis. Moreover, our research is susceptible to interpretation biases, as we have

based our data analysis on our theoretical understanding of innovation processes. As such, the

conclusions made in this paper are highly influenced by the three researchers' understanding

of the world. This might implicate efforts to replicate our findings for other researchers.

The credibility of our explanatory analysis (Chapter 5) can be assessed on the basis of

theoretical findings, and whether these indicate a relationship between our research question

and the analysed findings. Considering that we do establish a causal relation between the

impact of AM and increased innovation potential for business firms, we can argue that the

conclusion of this thesis is credible at an overall level. There are, however, several

implications to this overall pattern. The credibility depends on whether we have interpreted

the influence of AM technology as we intend methodologically, and, thus, whether we

actually measure what we intended to. This is a normal limitation of qualitative studies as it

will involve subjective interpretation of the data (Saunders et al., 2016). Understanding the

complex relationship between AM and the innovation process is no easy task, and we

therefore stress the potential lack of credibility in our theoretical findings.

Considering that the dependability and the credibility of our research process is susceptible to

research errors and biases, we cannot argue that our results are transferable on a general level

(Saunders et al., 2016). We do, however, see a clear connection in innovation management

literature between AM technology and other novel technologies. For example, Artificial

Intelligence and other information process technologies are often organized similar to how

we argue AM technology is. This is no surprise, considering that the theoretical literature we

utilize is based on novel and emerging technologies. As such, we will argue that most of our
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theoretical considerations will apply to other “radical” technologies, with similar effects as

AM technology. What we cannot argue, however, is that the result is transferable to other

business contexts than the ones we draw examples from. The lack of reliability and validity

of our case study is the main reason for this, as we cannot generalize on behalf of all

incumbents and challengers when using only publicly available information. We can only

illustrate how the companies are perceived to benefit from AM technology in their respective

contextes.

In sum, we believe that the theoretical foundation provides some degree of transferability

because we draw upon general theories on innovation management and the role of

technology, which is supported by empirical evidence, peer-reviewed, and used by

practitioners. The degree of transferability could, in turn, be significantly strengthened by

connecting the theory to primary case data (point for future research).

3.0 Literature Review

In this chapter, we provide the reader with the necessary theoretical background as well as

how the reviewed literature is connected to each other. We stress the importance of

understanding the selected literature, as the interpreted patterns established in our theoretical

analysis are deducted from our accumulated theoretical understanding of innovation,

technology, and innovation management. As such, the literature should be viewed as a

descriptive analysis, where we collect appropriate theories based on their potential in

explaining innovation process dynamics in the context of AM technology. The theories are

categorized based on our coding template, the Pentathlon, in chapter 5.

In the first section, we introduce the field of innovation management by considering Joseph

A. Schumpeter's groundbreaking thoughts on innovation in the early and mid-20th century.

We then describe and justify our working definitions on innovation, innovation management,

innovation strategy, and business model, as well as the connection between them. Lastly, we

walk the reader through general innovation terminology and our perspective on technology.
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In the second section, we investigate specific literature on innovation process models that

answer our sub-question: (1) what theory can be used to understand innovation processes?

Lastly, in the third section, we elaborate on supporting theories that provide important

considerations in terms of strategic management and managing customer-interaction in

innovation processes.

3.1 Introduction to Innovation Management

“Innovation is the market introduction of a technical or organisational novelty, not just its

invention” - Joseph A. Schumpeter

The field of innovation management has been at the attention of academics and management

practitioners since the emergence of corporations in the early 20th century. It is not a surprise,

considering the paradoxical nature of how firms generate both enormous success and

catastrophic failures when bringing innovations to the market. Many scientists have tried to

explain the sources of innovation and the dynamics that produce them, which we will

illustrate in this chapter.

Joseph A. Schumpeter was arguably one of the first scholars to conceptualize the role of

innovation in economics and business in the early 20th century (Teece, 2006). Schumpeter

believed that innovation could take the form of new or improved: (1) products, (2) processes,

(3) markets, (4) organizations, and (5) supply arrangements (adapted from Duus, 2020). Such

changes in the system (market) were argued to result from new configurations of production

factors (capital, wages, plants, processes, etc.). Importantly, Schumpeter saw innovation as an

entrepreneur's ability to increase value in a system (through any of the five forms of

innovation), and how innovations bring about economic growth by temporarily disturbing

markets (Duus, 2020). This disturbance, or imbalance in the system, is what Schumpeter

conceptualized as the process of creative destruction, that allows new business cycles (i.e.,

technology s-curves) to emerge in a market system (Teece, 2006).

Schumpeter has been a prominent and highly influential figure within the innovation

management research paradigm. Many contemporary innovation management researchers

(e.g., Teece, 1986, 2006, 2018, Goffin & Mitchel, 2010) acknowledge and build upon the

fundamental notion of Schumpeter's entrepreneur (the innovator), creative destruction &

business cycles (rendering previous market solutions obsolete by bringing innovations to
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market) and innovation (products, services, processes, BMs, etc.). This set the premise for

our following literature review.

3.2 Defining Innovation and General Concepts

“The difficulty lies not in the new ideas, but in escaping from the old ones, which ramify, for

those brought up as most of us have been, into every corner of our minds.” - John Maynard

Keynes (1937)

Innovation is an ambiguous concept associated with many different understandings of how

new value is created in business and society alike. As such, before we move on with the more

specific application of innovation theory to this project, we wish to establish our

understanding of commonly used innovation terminology and concepts.

3.2.1 Defining Innovation, Business Models and Innovation Management

In defining innovation, we depart from Schumpeter's five forms of innovation (Duus, 2020)

as laid out above, to define the characteristics of an innovation (e.g., product or processes).

The reader should note that we have adapted Schumpeter's five forms slightly (e.g., by

viewing new markets, organizations and supply-arrangements as new business models, and

by including service innovation). Furthermore, we define the outcome of a successful

innovation as the ability to deliver increased value to customers, following Pisano (2015).

Drawing on this, we define an innovation as: A new (or improved) product, service, process,

or business model that enables delivery of novel (or increased) value to customers.

The definition is quite open, and serves the purpose of encapsulating all forms of novelty or

improvement that produce increased value within (or outside) a business firm. As such, we

view innovation as a phenomena that can happen at all levels in the intra-firm, the

supply-chain, or the competitive environment, and that it can be achieved by any

market-agent pursuing an innovation opportunity. We now turn to explain how value can be

created and captured through a business model lens.

Business Models - Creating and Capturing Value

The overall characteristic of a business model is explored in order to draw later connections

between (innovation) strategy and an innovation process. The purpose is not to explore the
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details of business models, but rather the overall purpose of one for business firms in creating

and capturing value from innovations.

DaSilva and Trkman (2013) defines a business model as a combination of a business firm’s

resources which through transactions generate value for the company and its customers.

Similarly, Teece (2018b) argues that innovators will fail to either deliver or to capture value

from their innovations without a well-developed business model. The essence of a business

model is how a firm delivers value to customers, entices customers to pay for that value, and

converts those payments to profit (Teece, 2018b). Thus, a business model reflects a

hypothesis about consumers’ demands, how they want it, and how the firm can organize to

best meet those needs, get paid for doing so, and make a profit (Teece, 2018b).

However, a resource (or technology) has limited value alone (Chesbrough, 2007). Value is

created through the transactions made with the use of those resources (DaSilva & Trkman,

2013). For example, “Ryanair’s business model can be interpreted as a combination of

resources (e.g., non-unionized workforce, standard-plane fleet) and the way they are

deployed through transactions (e.g., online ticket bookings)” (DaSilva & Trkman, 2013, p.

382). This transaction is done through organizing, and thus, a business model embodies

nothing less than the organizational and financial ‘architecture’ of a business (Teece, 2018b).

The concept of a business model can facilitate analysis of the way in which a firm derives

economic value from a newly developed technology (Rasmussen, 2007). Specifically, a

business model outlines the architecture of revenues, costs, and profits associated with the

business enterprise delivering that value (Teece, 2018b). The concept is furthermore

concerned with how the firm defines its competitive strategy through the design of the

product or service it offers to its market, how it charges for it and what it costs to produce.

How it differentiates itself from other firms by the nature of its value proposition. It also

describes how the firm integrates its own value chain with that of other firms in the industry’s

value networks (Rasmussen, 2007).

In conclusion, a business model can be defined as a combination of a business firm’s

resources and capabilities which through transactions generate value for the company and its

customers (DaSilva and Trkman, 2013). Embedded in the business model is the architecture

of revenues, costs, and profits associated with the business enterprise delivering that value
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(Teece, 2018b). Importantly, we see business model design as an essential constituent of both

innovation strategy and innovation processes, in terms of creating and capturing value from

innovations. We utilize Pisano`s (2015) framework for analyzing value capture and the

Profiting From Innovation Framework (Teece, 1986, 2006, 2018) will be used to analyse

value capture (forthcoming elaboration).

Innovation Management

In defining Innovation Management, Goffin & Mitchell (2010) and Pisano (2015) are

considered to integrate an emphasis on supportive functions as they are deemed integral parts

of managing innovation processes. The firm’s innovation strategy dictates what types of

innovations to pursue, and shapes how firms create value for the customer and how the firm

goes about capturing a share of that value (Pisano, 2015). In regards to value creation, Pisano

(2015, para 12) argues that “unless innovation induces potential customers to pay more, saves

them money, or provides some larger societal benefit like improved health or cleaner water, it

is not creating value”. The innovation strategy will furthermore determine how firms

organize their innovations, generate ideas, select concepts, and how ideas are implemented

(Goffin & Mitchell, 2010).

Drawing on these aspects, we have defined Innovation Management as: The activity of

managing innovation processes through determining an innovation strategy and designing

a business model that enables value creation, and aligning asset structures (resources &

capabilities) with that of the strategy to ensure appropriate value capture mechanisms.

The definition is more specific than our working definition of innovation. The purpose of this

is to provide a delineated scope for investigating how innovation processes might change as a

result of AM technology. The definition opens up for the inclusion of innovation strategy and

business model design (how value is created and captured) and supporting asset structures

(strategic fit) to the process of managing innovation. Importantly, the definition excludes the

aspect of internal organization (explained and justified in Chapter 2, Methodology).

To conclude, we posit that the discipline of managing innovation processes involves several

important strategizing activities. Managers must formulate an innovation strategy that

considers innovation opportunities in the business environment, how new value from such

opportunities can be created through a business model design, and how resources and
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capabilities (assets) can be organized to capture the value created from the business model.

This will accordingly influence how we interpret and use the forthcoming innovation process

models in the analysis (Chapter 5).

3.2.2 General concepts and terminology

The first consideration that is often made when dealing with innovations is the distinction

between product- and process innovations, i.e., the nature of a specific innovation. Product

innovations refer to either new or improved products or services that are delivered directly to

customers (Schilling, 2020). Process innovations are new or improved “ways of doing”

business that enables more efficient delivery of value to customers (Schilling, 2020). The first

iPhone or the improved camera of iPhone X illustrate typical product innovations. Process

innovations can refer to a simple upgrade in a production line, improving e.g., the throughput

time or consistency in quality of components. More importantly, it often involves a complete

restructuring of the processes constituting a firm's business model, effectively taking the form

of a Business Model Innovation (Pisano, 2015). As such, process innovations can involve

everything from minor improvements in manufacturing or a business unit to a complete

restructuring of the entire firm's business model and/or organizational structure.

Having established the classical distinction between tangible (products and services) and

intangible (processes) innovations, we move on to another common way of characterizing

innovations in terms of their level of novelty and impact on the business environment. These

distinctions apply for both product and process innovations. The reader should be aware that

other conceptualizations exist, and accordingly could have been applied to much of the same

effect.

Incremental innovations are minor changes or adjustments to existing systems and practices,

with the aim of improving the performance of a given product or process (Schilling, 2020).

As such, incremental innovation does not require any changes in the BM nor technological

competencies (Pisano, 2015). Radical innovations, in contrast, is a radically new product or

process that is very different from existing solutions (Schilling, 2020). Radical innovations

are typically a result of a firm's technological breakthrough (Pisano, 2015). The first iPhone

is with little doubt a radical innovation (e.g., by introducing touch-screen technology),

whereas the improved camera of iPhone X can be viewed as an incremental innovation (more

pixels and slightly better performance than the predecessor).
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Furthermore, disruptive innovations (Christensen et al., 2015) entail disrupting a market or

industry through business model innovation by challenging the way existing actors organize

their value creation and capture mechanisms (Pisano, 2015). A well-known example is

Netflix`s on-demand, streaming service that disrupted the Blockbuster “brick-and-mortar”

business model in the 2000s. Lastly, architectural innovation combines disruptive and radical

innovations, by bringing a new product or process “architecture” to the market. This entails

building a new business model based on new technological competencies (Pisano, 2015).

The four different types of innovations can be thought to reflect different strategic approaches

to innovation (Pisano, 2015). Actors wanting to pursue BMI typically deploy disruptive

and/or incremental innovations. Conversely, actors wanting to pursue technological

innovation tend to pursue radical and/or architectural innovations. This is ultimately reflected

in the latters need for a technological breakthrough in order to produce innovations, whereas

BMI allows for reconfiguration and increased value without the need for new technological

capabilities (Pisano, 2015). Moreover, an important observation, considering the different

nature and types of innovations, is that innovative firms usually deploy several variants in

order to pursue different innovation opportunities (Goffin & Mitchell, 2010). The firm's

innovation performance might, in turn, be accredited to the strategic fit between the strategic

approach (nature and types of innovation to pursue) and the internal capabilities and

resources of the firm (Pisano, 2015).

Other general and relevant concepts or terms used in this project are outlined briefly in Table

4. Further elaboration will follow throughout the thesis depending on the context it is being

applied.

Concept Explanation

Product Innovation Product innovations are embodied in the

outputs of an organization—its goods or

services (Schilling, 2020)

Process Innovation Process innovations are innovations in the

way an organization conducts its business,

such as in the techniques of producing or

marketing goods or services (Schilling,
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2020)

Radical innovation An innovation that is very new and different

from prior solutions (Schilling, 2020)

Incremental innovation An innovation that makes a relatively minor

change from (or adjustment to) existing

practices (Schilling, 2020).

Technological trajectory The path a technology takes through its

lifetime. This path may refer to its rate of

performance improvement, its rate of

diffusion, or other change of interest.

(Schilling, 2020)

Architectural innovation An innovation that changes the overall

design of a system or the way its

components interact with each other.

(Abernathy & Clark, 1994)

Business model A business model describes an architecture

for how a firm creates and delivers value to

customers and the mechanisms employed to

capture a share of that value (Teece, 2018b).

Business Model Innovation (BMI) Innovations in the way value is created,

delivered, and captured for a firm (Pisano,

2015)

Time-To-Market (TTM) The overall process of bringing an

innovation to the market (Schilling, 2020)

(Socio-Technical) Regimes The contemporary understandings,

practices, policies, standards, legislations,

production techniques, etc. that constitute a

paradigm or collective understanding of the
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world (Geels, 2001; Geels & Schot, 2008)

Table 4: Key theoretical concepts summarized.

3.2.3 Defining Technology

Considering the fact that we investigate how Additive Manufacturing (AM) technology can

change innovation processes, we will use the term technology extensively throughout this

thesis. We will refer to specific technologies (such as AM or AI), but also the typical

characteristics of the purpose a technology serves in a market setting (e.g., process- and

product technology). Moreover, we will also refer to many different 3D-printing and

manufacturing techniques and processes. In order to not confuse the reader, we provide our

working definition of technology below, as well as some relevant considerations.

There are many ways in which technology can be understood and defined. We have chosen to

use the broad definition provided by Oxford Dictionary: “the application of scientific

knowledge for practical purposes, especially in industry” (Slack, 2019, p. 237).

By using a broad definition of technology, we are able to identify and analyse a broad range

of practical AM applications in our case study. This is important, we believe, as a narrow

definition might exclude important AM applications not captured by generalized categories.

As such, we put emphasis on the many forms and dynamics a technology might hold (i.e., the

practical application of AM in businesses). Moreover, technology should be understood as

the scientific knowledge that enables established or new practices, techniques, processes,

methods, and/or skills (not exhaustive) to be carried out efficiently. The definition also

emphasises industry as a particular area where such applications can allow for practical

purposes, which is suiting in regards to our illustrative case study that reflects four industry

positions.

3.3 Managing innovation processes

Having established some of the most fundamental terminology and concepts in the innovation

management literature, we move on to the more specific application of innovation process

models - which aims at answering our sub-question 1: What theory can be used to understand

innovation processes?
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3.3.1 The Evolution of Innovation Process Models

The evolution of innovation process models have seen important changes in the fundamental

assumptions and conceptualizations throughout the last decades. Rothwell (1994), supported

by Tidd (2006), suggests that the evolution of innovation process models has been shaped

through five “generations”. The purpose of using Rothwell`s (1994) categorization is to map

out the general evolution of innovation process models in the scientific literature. We will

mainly draw upon 4th and 5th generation models in answering our research question.

The first and second generation models, developed in the 1950s and 1960s, are linear,

sequential models based on a “Technology-push” or “market-pull” perspective, respectively.

This generation of models is strictly linear and aims at “prescribing” the right recipe for

successful innovation processes. The problem with linear approaches to innovation, however,

is the lack of context specific conditions that help managers guide innovation in their

respective industries and markets (Rothwell, 1994).

The third generation of innovation models introduced the “coupling model” (Tidd, 2006)

principle in the early 1970s. These models emphasized the interaction and interdependence

between different functions and stages in the innovation process, effectively coupling

technological capabilities (technology-push) and market needs (market-pull) by introducing

feedback loops (Rothwell, 1994). This approach alleviates the shortcomings of the two

previous generations, as it does not treat the sources of innovation as either stemming from

technological know-how or market needs. It effectively recognizes that the source of

innovation will differ in different contexts, and that it actually can be a combination of the

two extremes in the first and second generation models (Rothwell, 1994).

The fourth generation of innovation process models emerged in the early 1980s as a result of

new approaches to NPD and manufacturing in Japanese firms (Rothwell, 1994), and differ

substantially from the previous three generations. This difference can be seen in the move

from sequential to parallel processes, and the focus on integration of stakeholders and internal

activities in the PD process (Tidd, 2006).

The fifth generation of innovation processes, as seen by Rothwell (1994), is an extension of

the fourth generation models with the same focus on parallel processes and internal/external

integration of stakeholders in PD processes. Importantly, the fifth generation models add
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elements of flexibility, networking, and systems integration to the management of innovation

processes (Rothwell, 1994). As such, fifth generation models can be seen as multi-actor

process models that necessitate high levels of internal and external integration (Tidd, 2006).

It is important to note that Rothwell (1994) made assumptions on the emergence of the fifth

generation models, as they were emerging at the time he formulated his categorization. It

seems, though, that he was largely right in his prescriptions as most modern innovation

process models are indeed dynamic and parallel, multi-actor models with high levels of

integration. The basis for our analysis, the Pentathlon model (Goffin & Mitchell, 2010),

serves as an example of a 5th generation process model (elaboration forthcoming).

Despite the various suggestions that have emerged in the last few decades, it can be argued

that the management of innovation processes has shifted from being viewed as a linear and

internal process to an all-encompassing multi-actor process of managing the environment of

the firm.

3.3.2 Managing Innovation Processes

Introducing new, innovative products to the market is the single most critical factor

influencing a firm’s success or failure. Several scholars share the view that in order to prosper

in doing so, a firm must successfully maximize product fit with customer needs and minimize

time to market (A. Schilling & W. L. Hill, 1998; Goffin & Pfeiffer, 2002), and being effective

and efficient in the process (Cooper, 1990). Several innovation management frameworks and

models addressing this have been created - serving as blueprints for managing the process of

moving new products from idea to market launch.

In a metastudy conducted by Bagno, Salerno, and da Silva (2017), 120 academic articles and

tens of books were analysed in an attempt to generate a deeper understanding of the

innovation management field. They identified 16 models addressing innovation processes

that were divided into four groupings with varied characteristics, illustrating several

approaches to innovation management.

The first grouping consists of models focused on the New Product Development (NPD)

process, and are often referred to as linear models (Bagno et al., 2017). The linearity refers to

a set of sequential steps firms follow when developing new products. The process is clearly

stated, making linear models highly prescriptive. Cooper’s (1990, 2008, 2014, 2016)
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stage-gate model is arguably the best known and most used in practise. Here the development

of innovations follows a set of stages and gates ranging from idea to product launch. The

earliest stage-gate model (1993) has since been modified (Cooper, 2008, 2016), becoming

increasingly more iterative by including elements of agile models (Eg. Ghezzi & Cavallo,

2020), emphasizing movements in both directions along its axis. Cooper (2016) thus

disagrees on the notion of his stage-gate model being linear.

The next grouping, funnel models, differ little from NPD models, but explicitly emphasize

selectivity throughout the innovation process. This is illustrated through a funnel that

becomes narrower (screening out projects) alongside the innovation process. Models in this

paradigm also acknowledge the importance of open innovation (see e.g., Chesbrough, 2003).

This has, however, later been implemented in stage-gate models (Cooper, 2008), leading to

few differences between NPD and funnel models.

The third and fourth groupings are also similar, as they focus on internal capabilities. These

capability-centered models “go beyond the development of new products and reinforce the

need for balanced organizational hardware and software” (Bagno et al., 2017, p. 47). This is

illustrated through a focus on an alignment between an NPD process and a firm's overall

innovation strategy, as well as human capital and other internal resources. This is showcased

in for example Goffin and Mitchell’s (2010) five-step Pentathlon framework, where the

central axis of the Pentathlon refers to the typical NPD process. An important notion here lies

in the fact that the Pentathlon framework is exactly that - a framework - as opposed to the

stage-gate model, rendering their practical usage slightly different.

To conclude, the divide between innovation management paradigms are becoming narrower,

as scholars increasingly share a consensus on process based, iterative methods. Companies

utilizing such frameworks and models should in theory benefit from higher product output

and increased value creation by early identification of ‘winner’ and ‘loser’ products (Cooper,

1990, Bagno et al., 2017).

3.3.2 The Pentathlon Framework

The Pentathlon framework touches upon five key elements of innovation management; (1)

idea generation, (2) selection, (3) implementation, (4) innovation strategy, and (5) people,
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culture and organization. Here, as per our methodology, we will not process the latter

element - people, culture and organization - as a stand-alone phase. A business firm generates

ideas, creates an innovation portfolio through idea selection, and implements the concepts

satisfying set requirements. The scope of these elements are typically determined by

guidelines sat in the firm’s overall innovation strategy. Goffin and Mitchell (2010) sees

innovation management as competing in the Olympic pentathlon; high performance in each

area is necessary for outcompeting rivals. The components of the framework are thus

interconnected, and the authors emphasize that even though the framework illustrates

separate stages, overlaps will occur. A pentathlon framework is thus used to take an

innovation from idea to launch while making sure it is aligned with strategy and supported by

the organization, in order to out-compete rivals and win the ‘gold medal’.

Figure 1: The Innovation Pentathlon Framework (Goffin & Mitchell, 2010).

Innovation strategy

A firm’s innovation strategy lies at the top of the Pentathlon framework as it is shaping and

influencing all its other elements. For example, ideas are guided by strategic goal setting, and
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selection occurs based on criterias decided by management. A firm’s strategy also influences

organizational culture, employee training, and recruitment. Thus, strategy is an integral part

of any innovation management process (Goffin & Mitchell, 2010).

Business firm’s need for innovation occurs when undesirable projections for the future are

identified. Innovation strategy involves confronting uncertainty regarding future projections,

considering not only how our world will develop, but also about how the proposed innovative

responses could work out in practise. Businesses should be ready to anticipate the evolution

of consumer roles, the emergence of dominant designs, and other trends, as businesses and

markets develop at a record phase (Goffin & Mitchell, 2010). The identification of big

opportunities and threats is thus an integral part of developing and implementing an

innovation strategy.

The first step is mapping market trends and assessing how these may affect innovation

processes in a firm’s specific sector. Here, business firms need to consider the role of

technology, and subsequently, the opportunities it can open, and how to acquire expertise in

the relevant areas (Goffin & Pfeiffer, 2002). A firm’s resources must then fit its chosen

strategy - first-to-market approaches require for example particular R&D capabilities and

market footholds. Lastly, firms need to incorporate appropriate measures to assess innovation

performance. For example, a firm should assess whether the concepts in its innovation

portfolio are correctly weighted between e.g., incremental, radical, disruptive and

architectural innovations. Thus, portfolio selection criterias are also a key part in any

innovation strategy (Goffin & Mitchell, 2010). To conclude, an innovation strategy shapes

how firms conduct innovation, and influence the outcomes of its efforts.

Idea generation

The first stage in the Pentathlon framework is the fuzzy front end (FFE) - a funnel of ideas;

some go through to project selection and some to implementation. Here, many ideas for

incremental, breakthrough and radical innovations are generated, quickly evaluated,

developed into further concepts, or rejected. Goffin and Mitchell (2010) emphasize the fact

that creativity is not the only tool utilized here; the application of knowledge and effective

ways of recognizing customer requirements are also critical components. The goal is to

identify customer problems and its origins, potential solutions, and to potentially develop the

solution into full product concepts further into the process.
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An effective output in the idea generation stage is a product idea description that includes

primary features, its prioritization, and customer benefits. Companies face risks of

progressing ideas that look attractive but fail for technical or market reasons into full

concepts, and rejecting initially unattractive ideas with actual potential. This must be

balanced in order for firms to optimize their innovation portfolio.

In avoiding false positives or negatives, firms (should) utilize customer, market, and

competitor insights. Generating actionable findings help firms to better identify commercially

viable concepts and the product attributes increasing its chances of becoming so. Generating

insights is often done through traditional surveys, focus groups and interviews. But traditional

market research usually generates incremental improvements as customers might struggle to

articulate their actual needs due to limited experience. Therefore, many firms aim to extract

hidden needs - those wishes that are hard to communicate - as these insights better cater to

radical and breakthrough innovations. Goffin and Mitchell (2010) describes open innovation

(eg. workshops, competitions and crowdsourcing) and testing of rapid prototyping with lead

users as best practices in achieving this. Potential solutions are tested and modified in

collaboration with users enabling firms to reduce uncertainty regarding choice of product

attributes.

Once product attributes are generated through insights, firms then need to identify what

attributes are valued the most in order to ‘rank’ them. Best practise here is also described in

terms of open innovation, through for example conjoint analysis, where consumers are

presented with two alternative product variations. For car manufacturers this could entail

making customers choose between two seemingly identical cars; but one is priced high and

produces lots of power, while the other is priced reasonably with a lower power output. Firms

can then rank product attributes by acknowledging what attributes its target customers value

the most. By these intense interactions with customers, ideas can be enhanced, leading to

improved concepts (Goffin & Pfeiffer, 2002; Goffin & Mitchell, 2010).

Idea selection

Concepts satisfying the criterias to surpass the idea generation phase move into the idea

selection stages.
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“Fail soon to succeed quicker” (Goffin & Mitchell, 2010, p. 211) is a covering description,

because extensive assessment methods are used to identify unsuitable concepts quickly.

Concepts move alongside the funnel as progress is being made and its potential becomes

clearer. The latter is achieved as the continuous process becomes increasingly objective along

the selection process. When a set of criterias are met the concept enters the implementation

phase (Goffin & Pfeiffer, 2002; Goffin & Mitchell, 2010).

When making decisions about project selection, the attention lies on avoiding projects that

are likely to fail; but the firm must also be attentive that the impact of missing out on a good

project may be far greater than choosing a bad one (Goffin & Mitchell, 2010).

Goffin and Mitchell (2010) explain that the key issues to be considered with regards to

selecting the innovation portfolio is the product value (each project should in itself represent

good value to the organization), portfolio balance (balance between e.g. long-term and short

term projects, or between parts of the business), and strategic fit (in addition to maintaining

value and balance, the portfolio must also respond to the organization’s strategic priorities)

(p. 212).

These criterias are typically a combination of non-financial and financial decision aids. The

latter is the most commonly used assessment method. Analysis can be done with varying

degrees of sophistication and methods, depending on a firm's available data and needs. More

complex projects require equally complex analysis, and vice versa. But financial information

at early stages is typically of lesser reliability due to lacking or incomplete data. Especially

with breakthrough and radical projects. Non-financial decision aids are therefore required.

The typical method is a multi-criteria analysis - the assessment of concepts against criteria

pointing to likelihood of success (Goffin & Pfeiffer, 2002; Goffin & Mitchell, 2010). Specific

aids for non-financial and financial will be discussed separately below.

Financial assessment methods are used to get an idea of a project's potential return to a firm

and its investors. As projects, innovation strategies, and firms differ, methods do as well.

Commonly used methods to measure criterias are discussed below.

Regarding financial selection criterias, break-even-time (TBE), NPV, and payback period are

described as commonly adopted amongst most business firms. These calculations are
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furthermore performed using different data in order to ensure robustness - how sensitive the

evaluation is to key assumptions made. Examples of assumptions are budget and time for

manufacturing the product. Furthermore, many firms incorporate probability of success into

their financial selection criterias. For example, a stage-gate managed project with four stages

- e.g. feasibility, design, pilot, and sales - are assessed using NPV. Each stage is allocated a

cost and a probability of success. The goal is to reduce uncertainty, which is achieved by

dividing costs and stopping the project if the probability of success falls below an accepted

percentage.

Numbers used are typically forecasts and estimates, and firms often adjust formulas to

include percentage of project failure into its financial calculations. This tweak uses

confidence levels ascribed to the outcomes of various calculations, referred to as ‘expected

(commercial value)’, to yield single value outcomes (Goffin & Pfeiffer, 2002; Goffin &

Mitchell, 2010).

Method Category Description

Forecasted

profit margin

Profit/loss Revenue acquired from an innovation and the cost of

it.

NPV Profit/loss NPV (net present value) measures the profitability of

an investment based on what the present value of

future discounted cash flows is.

IRR Profit/loss IRR (Internal rate of return)

Companies often reject projects that do not meet a

threshold value for IRR.

Payback period Phase of results Financial returns from most projects will follow a

curve, starting with a period of loss when expenditure

is made but income has not yet begun, moving to the

break even point when the income balances the

expenditure, and then on to overall profit.

TBE Phase of results Time to break even. Companies often reject projects
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that do not meet a threshold value for TBE.

Figure 5: Financial criterias frequently used in assessing innovations, adapted from Goffin &

Mitchell (2010). Descriptions: Hillier et al., 2014.

Tools and processes - non-financial analysis - are used in making decisions more rational to

weigh up scarce financial data. For non-financial selection criterias, time-to-market is

described as a universal best-practice in conjunction with market fit. The former is done by

assessing what resources the project would require, and what capabilities the firm has - thus

drawing a picture of how fast the project can be commercialized. The latter is typically done

initially (e.g. in the idea generation phase of the Pentathlon) by discussing product

descriptions and features with consumers. Later on, the process is repeated using visual

sketches and other intangible aids. As the concept moves along the NPD-process, a raw

prototype is typically made to rank attributes (Goffin & Mitchell, 2010) using customer input.

This ensures a gradual reduction of risk involved with a concept in development. Thus, early

decisions to continue a project based on non-financial data are typically partly made on the

basis of customer feedback on sketches and illustrations, and not prototypes.

Best practise is described as supplementing numbers using multi-criteria analysis (Goffin &

Mitchell, 2010). This entails setting projects up to various criterias that point to likelihood of

success. Potential projects are scored according to how well they meet each criteria. The sum

gives a total score pointing to attractiveness. Again, as circumstances differ, so does the

optimal set of criterias. The selection typically changes based on the task in hand. But most

firms have similarities, and time to market is pointed to as a key parameter. For example, a

delayed product launch might remove any chances of benefitting from a first mover

advantage (Goffin & Mitchell, 2010). But other criteria are arguably of equal importance to

several firms, and strategic alignment, market size, competitive advantage, McKinsey’s

market attractiveness model and SWOT are highlighted by Goffin & Mitchell (2010). Even

though firms differ, they have a lot of similarities. A great selection of the above industry

agnostic criterias are thus in wide practical use across firms and sectors.

Implementation

The implementation phase in the Pentathlon framework concerns, as the name suggests, how

an innovation is implemented. Implementing new products, services, BMs, and processes
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entails turning viable concepts into concrete innovations which in turn is introduced to the

market based on strategic fit and portfolio selection criteria (Goffin & Mitchell, 2010). The

implementation phase begins when major uncertainties have been resolved, and a firm

decision can be made to take the innovation to market (p. 255). As such, idea generation and

selection are essential constituents of the implementation process. Idea generation provides

input in the form of developed ideas (viable concepts) to the implementation process,

whereas selection processes determine which innovation projects to pursue and which to

terminate throughout the assessment gates. The described process can be conceptualized by

using a stage-gate system (Cooper, 1990, 2014), which divides the process of implementation

into specific stages and gates.

Goffin and Mitchell (2010) emphasizes the importance of utilizing a product development

model in the concept development phases. But here managers must recall the fact that the

Pentathlon framework is not a linear sequence of collecting ideas, making a go/kill decision

and then starting implementation activities. Rather, the framework is iterative, and a

consequence is fluid borders between its phases. Necessary steps in implementing a concept

are for example often completed in previous stages. Thus, when Goffin and Mitchell (2010)

underline the significance of product development models, they refer to its usages alongside

the entire chain of phases in the Pentathlon. The scholars call attention to Cooper’s (1990,

2008, 2014) Stage-Gate model as a best practise. This product development model and its

relationship with the Pentathlon framework will be discussed later in this chapter.

3.3.3 The Pentathlon Framework and the Stage-Gate model

Goffin & Mitchell (2010) underscores the need for a systematic product development process

during innovation efforts, and refers to the management of phases underlying the ‘idea

generation’, ‘idea selection’ and ‘implementation’ elements in the Pentathlon framework. The

Stage-Gate model will be used for this purpose, as previously discussed. In practise, this can

be illustrated as a Pentathlon framework with a Stage-Gate system placed beneath its middle

horizontal axis. For example, criterias highlighted during the selection phases can constitute

the gates of a stage-gate. Thus, the three concept related elements of the Pentathlon

framework will be scattered appropriately amongst the Stage-Gates’s five stages.
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The Stage-Gate model

The Stage-Gate model is a blueprint for managing the process of moving new products from

idea to launch (the horizontally lying elements of the Pentathlon). It is divided into various

stages with accompanying gates. “The stages are where the work is done; the gates ensure

that the quality is sufficient” (Cooper, 1990, p. 46). Typical systems include 4 - 6 steps

(sometimes shaped as funnels or containing agile elements), depending on the company and

context. And certain deliverables and milestones need to be met at each gate, as the process

cannot move further until various criteria are satisfying. Companies utilizing the Stage-Gate

model should in theory benefit from higher product output and increased value creation by

early identification of ‘winner’ and ‘loser’ products (Cooper, 1990).

A generic stage-gate model consists of the five steps 1) idea scoping, 2) build a business case,

3) development, 4) testing and validation and 5) launch. The wording and number of stages

and gates vary, and several variations are made. Examples are Cooper’s (2014) own, and

Sommer and colleagues' (2015) Agile/stage-gate hybrid model. Regardless, scholars sharing

this paradigm agree on the core concept of stages and gates, as they agree on the notion that

no such thing as a one-fits-all model exists (Pisano, 2015). We will therefore refer to the

below generic stage-gate system, and disregard specific, niche variations on an overall level.

Figure 2: The stage-gate system (Cooper, 1990, p. 46).

The explanation behind the stage-gate system’s structure lies in its ability to maintain a linear

relationship between risk and expenditures. True prototypes would arguably be manufactured
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for every half-decent idea if companies had no interest in paying dividends to its owners.

More information is collected (and risk reduced) before a new, more costly stage is entered.

In ‘Idea scoping’, for example, an idea is initially screened by conducting market- and

competitor analysis, as well as reviewing internal capabilities and technical feasibility. Risk is

reduced while investments remain miniscule. The next stage, ‘Build business case’, is more

costly, but the information obtained reduces risk even further. A study of user needs and

wants are conducted with potential customers, whose needs, pain points and requirements are

mapped. This information is subsequently used to create a business plan to further assess the

idea’s viability. Now a firm should know if its idea is economically and practically viable,

and have an idea of its positioning and distribution. Stage three, ‘Development’, lies next.

Crude prototypes are given to consumers, whose reactions are gauged. Their purchase intent

is also mapped, weakening or strengthening the overall business case. Firms view it as viable

to produce a functional prototype if the latter outcome is positive. Field trials and beta tests in

actual in-use conditions are deployed in ‘Testing and validation’, providing the final piece of

information needed to either launch or reassess the idea.

3.3.4 Profiting from innovation (PFI)

The PFI framework tries to explain how managerial decisions, knowledge, IP protection, and

asset structures influence a firm's ability to appropriate profits from innovation (Teece, 1986).

The framework explains both key strategic decisions – such as make/buy or license/not

license decisions – and how profits from innovation are likely to be distributed between the

actors in an industry or market – such as customers, innovators, imitators, suppliers and

complementors (Teece, 2006). Effectively providing a framework that encapsulates not only

managerial decision-making under uncertainty, but also the dynamics of profit distribution

that are likely to occur when innovations are introduced to a market.

The ability to appropriate profits from innovations lies, arguably, not in market structures

(such as large enterprises and monopoly power issues), but in the asset structure of a given

industry or market (Teece, 2006). This is where PFI distinguishes itself from neo-classic and

Schumpeterian approaches to understanding the distribution of profits deriving from

innovation. Underpinning the asset structure is the concept of imitability which is determined
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by the degree to which complementary assets are specialized, cospecialized, or generic

(Teece, 1986). As such, the ownership dynamics regarding complementary assets are central

to the distribution of profits and, thus, also central in explaining which actor ends up

appropriating most of the profits from an innovation (Teece, 2006).

The need for specialized, co-specialized, and generic assets for an innovator is dependent on

the type of appropriability regime and dominant design constituting the market the innovator

operates in. The appropriability regime can be tight (easy to protect innovations through IP

protection mechanisms) or weak (difficult to protect innovations formally). Tight regimes are

rather the exception than the rule, although e.g. chemical producers often find themselves in a

position where they can relatively easily protect their products through patents, copyrights,

and the likes. Weak regimes are more commonly seen in the business world. Firms can and

should use IP protection to some degree in such regimes, but solely relying on IP protection

mechanisms would make them susceptible to imitation by competitors controlling

complementary assets. Following Teece (2006), weak regimes require focus on the

specialization and co-specialization of complementary assets to predict which actors will end

up appropriating the profits.

Dominant design is another important aspect, as mentioned, and involves the change in the

competitive situation as a dominant design, or narrow class of designs, emerges as a result of

innovations introduced to the market (move from product to process). This aspect involves

timing (such as first-mover advantages) and path-dependencies (e.g. how assets are

orchestrated or IP protection decisions). Usually, emerging design(s) satisfies a “whole set of

user needs in a relatively complete fashion” (Teece, 2006, p. 1133), and is constituted by IP

protection regimes. However, the degree of specialization on complementary assets tends to

determine who “wins” in the longer run.

The initial PFI framework, as laid out by Teece (1986), addressed much of what is already

laid out above but had some shortcomings which have been revisited by Teece (2006, 2018).

The perhaps most important modification to the framework is the increased emphasis of

complementary technologies, innovations, and infrastructure. Prior to Teece`s revisit of the

framework, these aspects were simply considered as complementary assets. Moreover, the

framework has been closely coupled to the Resource-Based View (Teece, 2006) of the firm

and the concept of Dynamic Capabilities (Teece, 2006). This provides a better foundation for

understanding the impact of AM technology on the distribution of profits from innovation, as
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well as the ripple effects created that impact strategic decision-making and management of

business models.

Complementary technology and innovations, and supporting infrastructure are highly

relevant aspects to consider when investigating AM technology, or any other high-tech

innovation being introduced to the market. This is further emphasised as advanced

technology is increasingly embedded into products and services in the modern age as means

of differentiation and novelty for firms. Technologies can be bottleneck assets in that a given

system depends on its compatibility with other technologies, innovations, products, services

etc. Teece (2006) argues that complementary technologies often are necessary for being able

to commercialize innovations, as many technologies today are in fact systemic and highly

dependent on other technologies. This dynamic can be encapsulated by the interplay between

general-purpose technologies and enabling technologies (Tecce, 2018). Accordingly,

enabling technologies emphasise the role of un-tested, emerging technologies that have

potential in enabling innovation opportunities in combination with general-purpose

technologies. The interesting point here, following Teece (2018), is the tendency of

general-purpose technologies to produce technological inertia within business firms. As

such, Teece (2018) emphasises the radical innovation opportunities that can emerge from

realizing the potential of enabling technologies in combination with general-purpose

technologies.

Furthermore, supporting infrastructure encapsulates external aspects such as regulators,

educational institutions, standard setting bodies, and the court systems (Teece, 2006).

Effectively recognizing the importance of social institutions on the company-level innovation

processes. This emphasis is important as it integrates the PFI framework into what can be

viewed as an “ecosystem” orientation, as well as coupling it with the Dynamic Capabilities

framework (Teece, 2006, 2018).

Multi-invention context

Prior to Teece`s revisit of PFI, the analytical focus was largely on the enterprise level value

chain - whereas the reconceptualization emphasizes what is called the multi-invention

context. This multi-invention context (Somaya et al., 2011) considers the changing nature,

and increasing complexity, of innovation processes being observed in today's business

environment. An innovation seldomly draws upon one single technology or invention, but
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rather relies on a range of technologies, inventions, complementary assets, and/or supporting

infrastructures to function properly in the market. Following Somaya et al., (2011), it is

especially prevalent in high-tech sectors of the economy - such as AM technology and its

complementary assets and technologies, and supporting infrastructure.

A firm that innovates within a multi-invention context can approach the considerations

provided above from two organizational perspectives: Integrated and non-integrated

approaches (Somaya et al., 2011). Integrated approaches strive to integrate the needed

inventions and technologies internally, that is needed for commercializing innovations. This

usually implies a relatively costly commitment to R&D activities and/or M&A activities.

Non-integrated approaches, by contrast, combine the firm's innovations with other actors'

inventions through market relationships. This is often referred to as “open innovation”

approaches (Teece, 2006), as it is the efficiency of internal processes that often determines

the level of profit appropriation (i.e. how well a firm integrates proprietary inventions into its

products). Furthermore, the approach can be distinguished by two main models of

non-integrated approaches: licensing & component models. By licensing, the innovator sells

rights to other actors which in turn embed the inventions into its products. Component

models essentially work the opposite way by integrating licensed components from other

actors into its own product or system (Somaya et al., 2011).

3.4 Supporting theories, frameworks, & models

In the previous section, we have outlined innovation process literature which will be used for

the forthcoming analysis of AM technology`s impact on innovation processes. The following

section will investigate other theoretical concepts from innovation and business strategy

literature that can advance our understanding of innovation processes management.

In doing so, we will provide the reader with literature on strategic planning for the future,

Digital Ecosystems, Customer Centricity, Technological Transitions, and Strategic Niche

Management. The purpose of this section is to further answer our sub-question: (1) What

theory can be used to understand innovation processes?
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3.4.1 Strategic Planning for the Future

The discipline of strategic management emerged in the 1950s (Drucker, 1954; Selznick,

1957), and was during its inception characterized by the drive for efficiency gains and

control, with an emphasis on forecasting and cost control and value creation through

economies of scale. The early focus of strategic management lay on market and industry fit,

assessing the match of an organization’s resources in relation to its respective industry and

market structure (e.g. Porter, 1980, 1985). This is often regarded as the ‘positioning school’.

Alternative perspectives on value creation, innovation and competitiveness rose parallel to

experiences of globalization in the 1980’s with the neoclassical Austrian and Chicago

schools. The 1990s/2000s presented more complex environments and required more flexible

and dynamic perspectives that were focused on the ability to change and innovate using the

resources and the competencies available to the firm, resulting in the ‘resource-based view’

(RBV) (see e.g. Prahalad & Hamel, 1990; Barney, 1991). The RBV moves the emphasis

towards the development of core competencies with agile and innovative approaches to

manage business complexity (Campbell et al., 2011, p. 8/9).

Chandler (1962) defined strategy as the “determination of the basic long-term goals and

objectives of an enterprise, and the adoption of courses of action and allocation of resources

necessary for carrying out these goals (p. 13). More recently, Rothaermel (2014) defined

strategy as a “set of goal-directed actions a firm takes to gain and sustain superior

performance relative to competitors” (p. 6). Furthermore, a ‘good strategy’ consists of three

elements: a diagnosis of the competitive challenge; a guiding policy to address the

competitive challenge; and a set of coherent actions to implement the firm’s guiding policy

(p. 6/7). For the business firm to sustain long-term profitability, it has to respond strategically

to competition - in order to achieve a competitive advantage. A competitive advantage is

assessed when comparing the firm's performance to an industry benchmark (or industry

average). Hence, the firm that is able to outperform its competitors or the industry average

has a sustainable competitive advantage (p. 7).

Michael Porter’s (1980) traditional position-based view suggests that the firm can develop a

strategy for enhancing the company’s long-term profits by understanding how the five

competitive forces (Entrants, Buyers, Substitutes, Suppliers, Industry Competitors) influence

the attractiveness of an industry. The Five Forces (5F) framework is created for organizations
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to perform a strategic analysis of the competitive forces influencing its respective industry or

sector in order to determine the industry’s profit potential. A later, sixth addition to the 5F

framework is the availability of complements. A complement is “a product, service, or

competency that adds value to the original product offering when the two are used in

tandem”, while a complementor is a “company that provides a good or service that leads

customers to value your firm’s offering more when the two are combined” (Rothaermel,

2014, p. 89).

The RBV school claims that competitive advantages are determined by the core competencies

of the firm, deriving from the interplay between the firm’s resources and capabilities. The

firm can also assess its potential to gain and sustain a competitive advantage by analysing its

external environment through the PESTEL model. The PESTEL model groups six

environmental factors (Political, Economic, Sociocultural, Technological, Ecological, Legal)

that enable the firm to scan, monitor, and evaluate the important external factors and trends

that firms have to consider in order to mitigate threats and leverage opportunities (Aguilar,

1967; Rothaermel, 2014). Alternatively, firms can turn to Mygind’s (2007) PIE method,

assessing political, institutional, and economic factors - going beyond the simple ‘checklist’

method of the PESTEL model. Duus and Bjerre (2015) suggests that companies in

international B2B settings might also turn to the Qualitative value profiling (QVP) (Nielsen,

1995; Duus & Bjerre, 2015) model for strategic analysis. The QVP model was developed to

facilitate a broad environmental analysis for firms operating in international B2B settings,

and will involve the “analysis of societies, firms, the actual goods, and the conditions for

trading, rather than the analysis of consumer behaviour and consumers issues” (p. 5/6).

Whereas PESTEL and PIE focus on the macro issues, the QVP model provides an additional

focus on semantic scaling and the strategic decision making for the firm (p. 14), and

consequently a better foundation for strategic planning in an international B2B setting.

Strategic management is not limited to the (near) present situation of the firm. A valuable

approach for the business firms is to assess its future environment through ‘scenario

planning’. According to Mietzner and Reger (2005), scenario planning “is an internally

consistent account of how the business environment and external environment in which an

organisation operates might develop over time” (p. 224). A scenario according to Michael

Porter (1985) is an “internally consistent view of what the future might turn out to be - not a

forecast, but one possible future outcome”, and can be used to “create images of the world
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external to the organization, its relationship to the world and possible futures” (Ringland,

2010, p. 1495).

3.4.2 Strategic Foresight & Strategic Forecasting

Scenario planning can be considered a subset of either strategic foresight (e.g. Slaughter,

2002; Hines & Bishop, 2006; Ringland, 2010; OECD, 2019) or strategic forecasting (Duus,

1999, 2013, 2016a).

Strategic Foresight Strategic Forecasting

“The ability to create and maintain a

high-quality, coherent and functional

forward view and to use the insight arising

in organisationally useful ways; for

example: to detect adverse conditions, guide

policy, shape strategy; to explore new

markets, products and services” (Slaughter,

2002, p. 1).

“The area of business economics that deals

with the study and the practical application

of methods, theories, models and techniques

for long-term analysis of the non-proximate

environment of the firm with the purpose of

conducting strategic change” (Duus, 2013,

p. 364-365).

Table 6: Strategic foresight (Slaughter, 2002) vs strategic forecasting (Duus, 2013).

Forecasting

Scenario planning can be seen as a subset of ‘strategic forecasting’, described by Duus

(2016, b) as the creation of multiple futures in order to support strategy making in business

(p. 171). Strategic forecasting differs from traditional forecasting in that it deals with general

business conditions and not the conditions that are internal to the firm (Duus, 2016, a).

Strategic forecasting tackles “radically new and often not yet existing markets, products,

issues and activities” (Duus, 2013, p. 363). Moreover, Duus (2013) explains that the

“innovation brought about by strategic forecasting comes close to being synonymous with

successful strategic change” (p. 364). Firms can use strategic forecasting to create options,

ideas, and alternatives that will serve as the necessary prerequisite of strategic planning,

which will allow them to act proactively on future business conditions. This is done through

the practical identification of threats, opportunities, and action alternatives (Duus 1997, 1999,

2013). Finally it is important to keep in mind that strategic forecasting is not about precise
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prediction of the future, but instead about understanding the future better than competitors

(Duus, 2016, a,).

Duus (2013) presents three research directions found under strategic forecasting. None of

these directions are fully isolated from the other directions, and tend to be cross-disciplinary.

They do however have their respective prototypical characteristics:

1. Futures research: has ‘analysis of the future’ as its prototypical centre. Futures

research comprises expert panels, scenario writing, content analysis, demographic

analysis, Delphi technique and technological forecasting (as non-exhaustive examples

of methods) (Aligica, 2007; Graf, 2002a, 2002b; Georgantzas and Acar, 1995;

Heijden, 2005; Marchetti, 1980, 1986, 1993, 1997; Martino, 1992; Michman, 1987;

Modis, 1992, 1998, 1999, 2002; Porter, 1985; Varum and Melo, 2010; in Duus, 2013,

p. 366).

2. Strategic warning: has ‘the management system’ as its prototypical centre. Duus

(2013) explains that strategic warning comprises the environmental scanning part of

strategic market management (Aaker, 2006), and has originated through the work of

Igor Ansoff (Ansoff & McDonnell, 1990; Martinet, 2010). A prominent research

avenue found under strategic warning is “how cultural and organizational change

processes in the firm must be brought about in order to establish and build

competencies and capabilities in strategic forecasting” (Duus, 2013, p. 367).

Furthermore, it is recommended that strategic warning activities are reviewed,

developed and renewed in alignment with other forms of strategic and organizational

development. Development and renewal should therefore “follow naturally from the

company’s existing values, history, culture, and competencies” (p. 366); creating a

link between strategic forecasting and the history, resources, competencies, and

capabilities of the firm (Duus, 1997; Printz, 1992; in Duus, 2013, p. 366).

3. Strategic business cycle forecasting: has the ‘business cycle analysis’ as its

prototypical centre. Duus (2013) explains that “it is in business markets that we find

the largest business cycle fluctuations, the highest degree of internationalization, the

highest degree of technological change, and the most knowledge and capital intensive

firms” (p. 368). Firms that operate within business markets are those who have the

largest gains from better forecasts of business cycles, and to the adaptation to changes
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occuring in their environment throughout the various phases of a business cycle

(Duus, 1999; Puggaard, 1987; Tvede, 1997, 1998, 2006, 2010, in Duus, 2013, p. 368).

Strategic business cycle forecasting is not a mere description of the business cycle as

a macro phenomenon, nor meant to provide inputs to political decision makers, but

rather a normative discipline “concerned with describing, understanding, explaining,

and forecasting the business cycle so that useful knowledge for business firms

emerges” (Navarro, 2009; in Duus, 2013, p. 369).

Foresight

Scenario planning can alternatively be considered as a subset of ‘strategic foresight’, which

has been embraced as a more accurate way of thinking about the future than forecasting

(Tibbs, 1999). According to the OECD’s (2019) distinction, strategic forecasting attempts to

predict a single ‘correct’ version of the future based on evidence and probability, while

strategic foresight is used to assess multiple, plausible scenarios for the future (p. 2). Strategic

foresight offers the means for taking multiple future possibilities into account, and is required

“whenever there is a high degree of uncertainty surrounding changes to the relevant future

context” (OECD, 2019, p. 3). Ringland (2010) explains that the scenarios derived through

strategic foresight emphasise the possibility and internal consistency of the scenarios (rather

than a definite forecast of the future).

In Thinking About the Future: Guidelines for Strategic Foresight, Hines and Bishop (2006)

breaks the process of strategic foresight down to six involvements that leaders and

organizations must do to comprehend their future:

Framing Enables organizations to define the scope and focus of problems requiring

strategic foresight. By taking time at the outset of a project, the team

analyzing a problem can clarify the objective and determine how best to

address it.

Scanning Once the team is clear about the boundaries and scope of an activity, it can

scan the internal and external environments for relevant information and

trends.

Forecasting Considering a range of future possibilities to develop robust strategies that
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will position the organization securely for any future that may occur.

Visioning After forecasting has laid out a range of potential futures, visioning comes

into play—generating the organization’s ideal or “preferred” future and

starting to suggest stretch goals for moving toward it.

Planning Creating a pathway to the future - the bridge between the vision and the

action that will lead toward the preferred future.

Acting This final phase is largely about communicating results, developing action

agendas, and institutionalizing strategic thinking and intelligence systems,

so the organization can nimbly and continually respond to the changing

external environment.

Table 7: Strategic foresight (Hines & Bishop, 2006, p. 1).

In the OECD’s (2019) report on Strategic Foresight for Better Policies: Building Effective

Governance in the Face of Uncertain Futures, the OECD presents a more condensed method:

Horizon Scanning Seeking and researching signals of change in the present and their

potential future impacts. Horizon scanning is the foundation of any

strategic foresight process. It can involve desk research, expert

surveys, and review of existing futures literature.

Megatrend Analysis Exploring and reviewing large-scale changes building in the present

at the intersection of multiple policy domains, with complex and

multidimensional impacts in the future.

Scenario Planning Developing multiple stories or images of how the future could look

in order to explore and learn from them in terms of implications for

the present

Visioning and

Back-casting

Developing an image of an ideal (or undesirable) future state, and

working backwards to identify what steps to take (or avoid).

Table 8: Strategic foresight, a condensed method (OECD, 2019, p. 2).
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3.4.3 Digital Ecosystems

Ecosystems symbolize interdependencies among multiple entities (Loreau, 2010).

Ecosystems are “larger, more diverse, and more fluid than a traditional set of bilateral

partnerships or complementors. By leveraging ecosystems, companies can deliver complex

solutions while maintaining corporate focus” (Williamson & De Meyer, 2012, p. 24). By

adopting an ‘ecosystem’ logic, the firm can also better pinpoint where value is created, define

the role of partners, stimulate complementarity, reduce transaction costs, facilitate joint

learning across its network, and also engineer effective ways to capture profits (Willliamson

& De Meyer, 2012, p. 24). Business firms operate within an environment of intricate

interdependence, prevalent in its supply chain, manufacturing systems, innovation processes,

distribution networks, and among partners and rivals. The business environment can therefore

also be recognized as an ecosystem (Moore 1993; Iansiti and Levien 2004; Williamson and

De Meyer 2012; Kapoor and Lee 2013; in Kopalle et al., 2020, p. 116). The primary goal of

the business ecosystem is to “create new value through the increased number of varieties of

information, services, and products available to the customer” (Kandiah & Gossain, 1998, p.

31).

The emergence of digital technologies is revolutionizing the traditional interdependencies

among businesses, and business environments are turning into ‘digital ecosystems’

(Subramaniam et al., 2019; Kopalle et al., 2020). In this ‘digital ecosystem’, the traditional

interdependencies of the firm are increasingly being influenced by digital connectivity; and

such interdependencies are moreover increasingly manifested in the growing pervasiveness of

smartphones, cloud connectivity, Internet of Things (IoT), Big Data, Block Chains, Artificial

Intelligence (AI) and 3D printing (3DP) (Kopalle et al., 2020, p. 113). Hence, digital

ecosystems are far more expansive than traditional value chains and are disrupting

conventional industry structures in a grand and rapid fashion (Subramaniam et al., 2019, p.

84). Digital ecosystems provide a far broader scope than the conventional industry sector, and

with the expanded scope comes new opportunities for firms to deliver and capture value.

Firms that are still accustomed to competing and operating within the conventional industry

structures need to undergo a ‘digital transformation’ (Westerman & Bonnet, 2015), in order to

compete in, and derive benefits offered by the digitized ecosystem (Subramaniam et al.,

2019, p. 84).
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Subramaniam et al., (2019) explain that the contrast between the traditional

interdependencies in the conventional structure and the new interdependencies driven by

modern digital technologies is evident in the distinction between production and consumption

ecosystems:

Production Ecosystems Consumption Ecosystems

Production ecosystems consist of

interdependencies enmeshed in a value

chain, such as producing and selling a

product or delivering a service to a

customer.” (p. 84)

- Reinforce & extend traditional value

Consumption ecosystems consist of

interdependencies that evolve after a

product is sold or a service is offered and as

it is being consumed.” (p. 84).

- Expand & create new value

Table 9: Production ecosystems vs consumption ecosystems (Subramaniam et al., 2019).

The authors illustrate the change in interdependencies by example of a light bulb. Here, the

production ecosystem entails the interdependencies across various suppliers, manufacturers,

assembly plants, R&D, distributors, and retailers involved in the production of the bulb,

while the consumption ecosystem, entails the interdependencies that come in play after the

bulb is sold (availability of sockets, wiring, and electricity, etc). Naturally, the firm selling a

conventional bulb has been designed to primarily focus on the production ecosystem, as the

consumption ecosystem is hardly of any relevance to their business model. However, in

modern times, when the conventional bulb has ‘evolved’ into a smart bulb (by virtue of

digital technologies), equipped with sensors and IoT connectivity, and connected to a variety

of other objects that have been similarly equipped, the role of the bulb changes quite

drastically. Entirely new avenues for value creation arise for both the producer and the

consumer because of the expanding consumption ecosystem of the ‘evolved’ bulb. This will

continue to expand as more objects, assets, systems, and people become digitally connected.

Accordingly, bulb producers (and other producers that similarly embrace the digital

transformation) engage in emerging consumption ecosystems that subsequently create new

revenue-generating services with their products that go far beyond the conventional product.

This change in dynamics enables a growing range of complimentary products, along with

countless third-party actors that can provide complements - which ultimately is what has
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given rise to the consumption ecosystem (Subramaniam et al., 2019, p. 84/85). Production

ecosystems are also being transformed by modern digital technologies, as they enhance the

features of traditional products and services to reinforce the traditional market position of the

firm (p. 86). The firm ultimately has to embrace new trends in digitization to reinforce and

revitalize their traditional interdependencies in the production system, but more significantly,

add focus to the arising interdependencies in new consumption ecosystems that will open up

for new areas and opportunities for growth (p. 86).

3.4.4 Customer Centricity: “The Democratization of Innovation”

Over the last century, the economy has been predicated based on supply (consumers could

choose from the quantities produced by manufacturers). With the transition into an

information economy, the emphasis has shifted towards demand - and this shift is changing

the dynamics in the marketplace (Gossain & Kandiah, 1998, p. 28).

To stay competitive, business firms have to be innovative and bring new products to the

market fast. The outside-in view that consumers are simply external sources of ideas has long

ago been dismissed (Berthon et al., 2007; Bogers et al., 2010; Poetz and Schreier, 2012).

Customer-centricity provides the best means for companies to develop close and profitable

relationships with their customers, in ways that are hard for rivals to imitate (Day, 1999; Shah

et al., 2006, p. 113). In traditional models of innovation, manufacturers are using patents,

copyrights, and other protection mechanisms to prevent imitators from copying their

innovations - while the role of the user essentially has been limited to “have needs, which

manufacturers then identify and fill by designing and producing new products” (Von Hippel,

2005, p. 2). Today, users of products and services are increasingly able to take on aspects of

the innovation process that historically has been limited to the firm. Eric von Hippel (2005)

terms this the ‘democratization of innovation’.

Customers are increasingly brought into NPD teams to overcome learning curves that are

related to new technologies and new markets, as products become more diverse and dynamic

(Holmes, 1999; Schilling & Hill, 1998; Nambisan, 2002), and customer involvement in NPD

processes has proved to enhance product concept effectiveness (i.e., product-market fit

[Brown & Eisenhardt, 1995]); Nambisan, 2002, p. 392). Meanwhile, novel technologies have

enabled “a shift from a perspective of exploiting customer knowledge by the firm to a
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perspective of knowledge co-creation with the customers” (Sawhney & Prandelli, 2000, p.

31). Accordingly, such technologies have “greatly enhance[d] the connectivity between

customers and producers in a cost-effective manner and to support new models of NDP that

involve customers as partners of innovation” (Nambisian, 2002, p. 393).

User Innovation

The concept of customer centricity dates back more than 60 years. In his book The Practice

of Management, Drucker (1954) wrote that “it is the customer who determines what a

business is, what it produces, and whether it will prosper”. Levitt (1960) later proposed that

firms should focus on fulfilling customer needs, rather than selling products (Shah et al.,

2006, p. 113). In the business community, the recognition of customer-centricity however

lagged until the 1980’s, when customers finally were being embraced as important sources of

innovation (von Hippel, 1988) that provide valuable inputs that improve the firms’ product

development (Lau et al., 2010; Un et al, 2010). In the early 2000’s customer-centricity gained

more mainstream attention with Chesbrough’s ‘Open Innovation’ (Chesbrough, 2003).

Cooper and Dreher (2010) have more recently found that open innovation yields

disappointing results, and that firms instead should turn to Voice-of-customer (VoC) methods

(like ethnography and lead user analysis) to generate breakthrough ideas. VoC methods put

the customer at the very centre from the start, and are strategic and structured ways of

collecting customer information. VoC methods enable firms to gather inputs to product

development projects, while simultaneously developing close relationships with a larger

number of customers (Melander, 2019, p. 215). While ethnography provides perhaps the

greatest insights for firms to understand unmet and unarticulated user needs, applications and

problems (Cooper & Dreher, 2010, p. 41), lead users provide unique insights into market

trends, and are likely to come up with commercially attractive innovations for firms to

commercialize (von Hippel, 1986, 2005). VoC methods thus give firms the chance to

benchmark across industries and regions (Melander, 2019).

User-centered innovation processes provide benefits that traditional manufacturer-centric

development systems do not; users that innovate are empowered to develop and design

products and goods (both information products such as software, and also physical products)

to their exact needs, as well as being able to benefit from innovations developed and freely

shared by others. The contribution provided by the user is largely a result of continuing
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advances in computer and communication capabilities - and users are empirically recognized

to be the first to develop many and perhaps most new industrial and consumer products (von

Hippel, 2005, p. 1).

Companies have pivoted from a company-centric approach, to a customer-centric approach,

seeking to fulfill the needs and wants of the individual consumer - moving away from mass

marketing to segmented marketing (Sheth et al., 2000, p. 55). The ‘one size fits all’ mass

manufacturing strategies of developing and designing products to satisfy the needs of large

market segments are becoming increasingly outdated. Central to the democratization of

manufacturing is the “Do-It-Yourself” (DIY) movement. In “The Rise of Personal

Fabrication”, Mota (2011) explains that “DIY is commonly used to describe the act of

creating, producing, modifying or repairing something that lies outside of one’s professional

expertise. (...) “[it] is about using anything you can get your hands on to shape your own

cultural entity: your version of whatever you think is missing in mainstream culture (Spencer,

2008; Mota, 2011, p. 283). Furthermore, Mota dictates that the DIY movement has evolved

from cost-saving home improvement activities in the 1940s, and transformed into a “creative

act of rebellion against mass production, consumerism, planned obsolescence and waste” in

the 1950s (p. 283).

Co-creation

The consumer is no longer satisfied with the choices among an exhaustive range of

mass-produced products, but are instead interested in custom made products (Prahalad &

Ramaswamy, 2004; von Hippel, 2005). Consumers are increasingly involved in the idea

generation, testing, and support of new product development (Nambisan, 2002), and are

participating in activities of co-creation with the firm. Co-creation is built on the ‘DART’

model of value creation, emphasizing: Dialogue, Access, Risk Assessment, and Transparency

(Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004). Co-creation activities, either autonomous or sponsored

(Zwass, 2010), are recognized as central contributors to the value created by the firm. Rayna,

Striukova & Darlington (2015) explain that co-creation corresponds to the customer-centric

part of open innovation, as activities of open innovation with customers necessarily implies

co-creation. However, if the customer’s suggestion is not successfully commercialized, the

co-creation activity does not result in (open) innovation - as innovation requires successful
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commercialization. They further elaborate that co-creation is often associated with

mass-customization (relating to the above outlined desires for personalized/custom made

goods or services on a large scale). Though processes of co-creation often lead to

mass-customized products, it does not necessarily involve co-creation activities (Prahalad &

Ramaswamy, 2004), or lead to open innovation (Piller & Tseng, 2010; Chesbrough & Piller,

2012). This is because mass-customization might involve a customer choosing from a set of

predetermined options like colour, size, and add-ons. Here, the customer chooses amongst

options set by the firm, and does not provide any input to the process, nor any element of

novelty (Piller & Tseng, 2010); hence it is not co-creation (Rayna et al., 2015, p. 2).

Figure 3: Relationship between open Innovation, co-creation and mass-customisation (Rayna

et al., 2015, p. 2)

Prosumers

New models of production that are based on community, collaboration, and self-organization

(rather than on hierarchy and control) have emerged alongside the profound changes that are

happening in the global economy with regards to technology and demographics (Williams &

Tapscott, 2006, p. 1). Peer production models based on a collaborative culture, mass

creativity, and co-creation is expected to replace top-down business models, and enable the

emergence of transparent, democratic structures, “where power is in the shared hands of

responsible companies and skilled, qualified users” (Van Dijck, Nieborg, 2009, p. 1), and

“people can combine ideas and skills without a hierarchy” (Leadbeater, 2006). Furthermore,

Williams and Tapscott explain that the performance of a firm is driven by collaboration with
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peers across organizational boundaries, creating what they term a “wiki workplace”, where

“customers become “prosumers” by co-creating goods and services rather than simply

consuming the end product” (p. 1). They further expand that companies should embrace the

growth of massive online communities emerging on the web (as well as the benefits of mass

collaboration), because supply chains work more efficiently when the risk, reward, and

capabilities are distributed across networks of partners working as peers (p. 1).

Production no longer only occurs inside a factory but in society as a whole. Negri (1989)

regarded this as a “social factory” or a “factory without walls”. The immaterial production of

ideas used to improve production processes is now more important than the material

production done through physical labor in a factory. Those who consume the product are

increasingly taking part in producing it (e.g. open-source in Linux, Firefox, and co-creation in

Lego). Web 2.0 sites (wikis, blogs, social networking sites) are perhaps the ultimate social

factories, as businesses through such mediums can extract and exploit value from unpaid

labor from ‘prosumers’ (Ritzer et al., 2012). Consequently, the prosumer becomes more

knowledgeable and informed about the product that they “prosume” (Ritzer, et. al., 2012, p.

382), which serves as a mutually beneficial relationship for both businesses and consumers.

The concept of prosumption was first termed in 1980 by Alvin Toffler and refers to the

combination of production and consumption (Ritzer et al., 2012), and has gained increasing

momentum by virtue of various social changes like the rise of the Internet (and the

networking happening on the internet). Prosumption is framed in terms of contemporary

capitalism and has accordingly expanded both in practice and scholarly interest (Ritzer et al.,

2012). Prosumption is however not a novel concept; quite the contrary: “Humans are by their

very nature prosumers (e.g. those in hunting and gathering societies are best thought of as

prosumers), and the existence of largely separable producers and consumers is, at best, a

historical anomaly (Ritzer et al., 2012, p. 380).

In academia, prosumers have been expected to ‘replace’ workers in certain roles or tasks in

the production process (Ritzer & Jurgenson, 2010), or to take a more creative part in the

production process (Tapscott & Williams, 2006), by e.g. ‘hacking’ or remixing existing

products. A more modern take suggested by Rayna et al., (2015) is that consumers are doing

more than that; consumers take part in the production process by using their own means of

production, e.g. using mobile devices to produce multimedia content for Web 2.0 platforms.
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The consumer is also investing in software (e.g. post processing software, 3D modelling

software, spelling and grammar checkers), all of which increases the means of production

available to the firms that are engaging their consumers in processes of co-creation.

Consequently, the consumer and all its investments (whether a better camera or better

software) ultimately becomes part of the complementary assets that are critical to the success

of the business firm (Teece, 1986; Stieglitz & Heime, 2007, Rayna & Striukova, 2009; Rayna

et al, 2015).

Consumers are playing an active role in producing their own experiences - and are

increasingly living in what Pine & Gilmore (2011) call an “experience economy”. We

consume a meal in a restaurant, and simultaneously participate in ‘producing’ the experiences

we ultimately associate with the meal. As we wander through Disney World, we consume the

experiences manufactured by Disney, but through our actions within the park, we

simultaneously produce and consume our own unique experiences (Ritzer et al., 2012). These

combined experiences of production and consumption are natural parts of the everyday life of

the consumer. An illustration of prosumption in the service industries is evident in e.g.

McDonald’s, where customers are “put to work” by standing in line and carrying their food to

the table, or in more recent times by ordering their food on touch screens. Here, customers

are led to do work that was formerly performed by McDonald’s employees (Ritzer et al.,

2012, p. 383), and similar tendencies can be seen in e.g. cafeterias, where customers choose

from a buffet, stand in line, and pay in a register at the end, and ultimately clean their own

table, and increasingly in supermarkets where customers pick their goods, carry them to the

register, and scan, pay, and bag their goods without (much or any) direct interaction or

assistance with or from supermarket employees - only its technologies. The same goes when

browsing for a product to purchase on the internet. Prosumers do all the (immaterial) work

themselves; they evaluate (e.g. by referencing products on various sites), order the product

that best fits their need, and pay for the goods with a credit card or an online pay-service

(Ritzer et al., 2012).

These everyday activities are all essentially the consequences of technological improvements.

Tasks that were previously performed by material workers are gradually being overtaken by

the prosumer. The result is less material labor and more immaterial labor, where technology

(rather than the worker) is assisting the customer - and an increased responsibility is taken on

by the individual prosumer. “As more and more traditional consumption shifts to the Internet,
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where it is difficult or impossible to find traditional workers, it is increasingly clear that

prosumption is what defines much of the Internet.” (Ritzer et al., 2012, p. 385).

3.4.5 Technological Transitions

Frank W. Geels (2002) proposes a multi-level perspective for understanding the evolutionary

dynamics of technologies, or what he calls Technological Transitions (TT). TT are defined as

major technological transformations (transition from one technology to another) in the way

functions, such as transportation, communication, or production, are fulfilled (Geels, 2002).

An example could be the transition from typewriter machines to computers, which drastically

changed the way functions were fulfilled. Another example, which Geels (2002) uses to

illustrate his framework, is the long transition from sailing ships towards steam ships in the

18th and 19th century. The TT in both examples were driven by radical advances in

technology - although over different time spans.

Geels (2002) sees TT happening at three nested levels; sociotechnical landscapes,

sociotechnical regimes, and technological niches (see Figure 4). ST-landscapes refer to the

macro environment of TT, ST-regimes to the meso environment that are embedded within the

landscape, and niches to the micro environment that are embedded within the ST-regime

(Geels, 2002).

ST-regimes constitute the current, or existing, rules that define engineering practices,

production technologies, product attributes, problematization etc. - that all are embedded in

institutions and infrastructures (Geels, 2002). ST-regimes tend to generate incremental

innovations that follow existing technological trajectories and thus enforce the stability of

existing ST-regimes. The reinforcing dynamics of such regimes can be described as

technological inertia or the struggle to break out of existing practices, mindsets, and policies

(Geels, 2002).

ST-landscapes can be seen as “an external structure or context for interactions of actors”

(Geels, 2002, p. 1260). The landscape is slow moving and influenced by heterogeneous

factors like oil prices, economic growth, wars, cultural and normative values, and so on. The

technological trajectories generated in the ST-regimes reinforce or change the landscape

development, depending on the stability of the ST-regimes.
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The last level, Technological niches, constitute the dimension where novelty is generated.

Although ST-regimes and ST-landscapes tend to produce and reinforce inertial trajectories,

they can change when influenced by novelties that are generated in the niche dimension. At

the niche level, novel technologies can be developed without the strict, inertial assessment

criterias of established ST-regimes and landscapes. And over time, niche technologies

influence and shape the trajectories generated within the ST-regimes, which in turn influences

landscape developments (Geels, 2002). Figure 4 shows the nested hierarchy of the three

levels. The arrows depict the interdependencies between levels, and how changes in one level

affects the remaining parts of the system.

Figure 4: A dynamic multi-level perspective on TT. From Geels (2002)

To understand how technological niches influence the ST-regimes, and thus the broader TT,

Geels (2002) uses the concepts of niche-cumulation, technological add-on, and hybridization.

Niche-cumulation describes the overall process of how radical innovations (i.e. the

application of novel technology in a market setting) can break out of the niche-level through

following trajectories of niche-cumulation (Geels, 2002). Niche-cumulation happens as more

and more radical innovations are applied to different markets and/or domains, gradually

replacing/outcompeting the existing technologies and ST-regimes. In Figure 4, this can be

seen as the dotted arrows originating in the niche-level, that evolve into a niche-trajectory
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that affects the existing regimes and the landscape development accordingly. Importantly,

Geels (2002) argues that niches are generated within the frame of existing ST-regimes and

ST-landscapes, and thus it takes time to break out as new technologies often are cumbersome

to apply to existing systems. Trial & error, experimentation, learning processes, adjustments

and reconfigurations are central parts of overcoming the cumbersome application to existing

systems and generating trajectories of niche-cumulation (Geels, 2002).

Technological add-on and hybridization explain the underlying dynamics of

niche-cumulation. Transitions from one technology to another does not occur suddenly, but

happens as a gradual process of reconfiguration of socio-technical elements (Geels, 2002).

The reconfiguration happens gradually through the add-on of new technology to existing

regimes, and through the hybridization of “old and new” technology. An example of

technological add-on is the introduction of iron to ship-building, where iron initially where

used to strengthen the construction of the wooden hull. The next major development phase of

wooden sailing ships, however, involved hybridization as the frame of the ship was now

being constructed from iron with wooden planking. There were no major changes in the

fulfilment of functions although the new technology was used to improve performance of

wooden sailing ships. However, both of these mechanisms add to the accumulation of niches,

as novel technologies and radical innovations are added-on to and hybridized with elements

of the old ST-regime (Geels, 2002).. Alongside advances in steam propulsion technology

(where add-on and hybridization played a similar role), the add-on of iron and the

hybridization of iron and wood led to the emergence of steam driven iron ships as the old

ST-regimes were replaced with new ones in the early 20th century (Geels, 2002).

3.4.6 Strategic Niche Management (SNM)

Managing technological niches are, as indicated in the previous section, a problematic

process for managers. Novel technologies can be described as ‘hopeful monstrosities’: “They

are ‘hopeful’, because product champions believe in a promising future, but ‘monstrous’

because they perform crudely” (Mokyr, 1990, p. 291; in Schot & Geels, 2008). Strategic

Niche Management (SNM) (Schot & Geels, 2008) was developed as a means for

understanding the early adoption of emerging technologies and, as an extension, its potential

for sustainable development. SNM can be defined as “a form of reflexive governance” (Schot

& Geels, 2008, p. 538), that stresses how any actor can steer niche development by

introducing new actors, new learning processes, and/or new projects to the process of niche
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development (i.e. cumulation of niches). In doing so, an actor might be able to steer the niche

trajections towards a desirable path, ultimately ensuring better compatibility with emerging

markets and technological trajections (Schot & Geels, 2008). If successful, one or several

actors might be able to develop a cumbersome technological niche into a market-niche

constituted by an emerging dominant design (Schot & Geels, 2008).

Figure 5: Emerging technological trajectory carried by local projects (from Schot & Geels,

2008, p. 544)

The process of moving from a technological niche to a market niche, and ultimately, into a

regime shift, can be divided into two interconnected dimensions (seen in Figure 5), namely

local projects and global niche level (Schot & Geels, 2008). The process starts with the

introduction of local projects (i.e. locally developed innovations based on new technology)

carried by local networks. Initially, the “shared rules'' of an emerging technology, constituted

by the global niche level, tend to be incoherent, diffuse, and unstable. However, as more local

projects are introduced to the market, the shared rules of the global niche level gradually

become more articulated and stable as different market solutions are compared to each other

through learning processes (Schot & Geels, 2008). This implies, following SNM, that both

successes and failures in applying a new technology to a market setting, contributes to the

process of niche development (niche-cumulation). Learning processes and networking are
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essential means of contributing to, or even steering, the niche development into

market-niches (Schot & Geels, 2008).

4. Meta-Studies on Additive Manufacturing
The overall characteristics of additive manufacturing technologies and its economics were

outlined in chapter 1, introduction. We will outline 3D-printing’s areas of application, what

these opportunities may enable for business firms, and the implications of these in the

following paragraphs.

Specifically, we present literature explaining how additive manufacturing works, how it is

used, and by whom introductory. Here, we explore what effect AM’s usage areas - rapid

tooling, rapid prototyping, direct manufacturing, and home fabrication - might have on

innovation practises. We then explore the spectrum of additive manufacturing applications,

continued by how 3D-printing takes place in practise. These factors will then be explored in

regards to an innovation process, functioning as a final foundation for our analysis.

Specifically, the output will take form as implications for innovation processes - identified

through literature. Lastly, we shift the perspective to the consumer, and explore the dynamics

between the firm and its customers regarding certain aspects of AM technology.

4.1 Additive Manufacturing in Business Firm

4.1.1 Applications

AM technology is conceived of as either disrupting the entire manufacturing technology, to

merely enable novel production, or to coexist with and complement traditional mass

production (Sasson & Johnson, 2016). Currently, however, there is a consensus on when

additive manufacturing yields positive results. This is outlined below.

How Additive Manufacturing is Used

Traditionally, 3D-printing was used solely by business firms to make ‘rapid prototypes’ to

preview and test designs before they are mass-produced. It has since evolved to include the
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manufacturing of tools and molds that are used in ‘traditional’ manufacturing. And in certain

cases, AM technology has enabled economically viable manufacturing of end-products made

entirely with 3D-printers (Rayna & Striukova, 2015). Generally, AM is effective for

low-volume production of small-sized products with varied designs, and less viable for large

volume production (Niaki & Nonino, 2017).

Scholars typically separate the adoption of additive manufacturing technologies into four

areas of usage that yield positive results for business firms. 1) Rapid prototyping was

introduced in the early 1990s; 2) rapid tooling in the late 1990s; 3) direct manufacturing in

the late 2000s; and 4) home fabrication in the early 2010s (Rayna & Striukova, 2016). The

authors present the stages of 3D-printing technologies and their resulting involvement in

production:

Adoption Stage Design Tooling Manufacturing Distribution

Rapid prototyping

Rapid tooling

Direct manufacturing

Home fabrication

Table 10: 3D-printing’s four main areas of application (Rayna & Striukova, 2016).

Rapid Prototyping

In the context of additive manufacturing, rapid prototyping entails a complete production of a

prototype using 3D-printers (Bak, 2003).

Purpose

The main purpose of a prototype is to identify design flaws or usage issues, and prototypes

are needed faster, to be more accurate, and more representative of the final component

(Rahmati, 2014). Using AM for rapid prototyping serves the advantages of earlier 3D

visualization and testing, more design iterations at a lower cost, and is a cost-effective tool

for product design and R&D - commonly used to achieve Proof of Concept (PoC), design

optimization, and high fidelity prototypes (3Dhubs, 2021).
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Effect

Rapid prototyping was first applied in the automotive and aircraft industries, but the practice

did not have a mainstream appeal until the late 2000s, due to the high cost of using the

technology (Rayna & Striukova, 2016). Rapid prototyping sped up the process of building a

prototype to weeks or months, to days or hours, allowing companies to release new product

offerings faster. Not only does this enable firms to initiate new ‘priority’ services alongside

traditional prototyping, but it will likely also boost creativity, innovation, competition (Rayna

& Striukova, 2016, p. 4-5) and the quality of the prototypes (Kumar, 2014).

Rapid Tooling

In the context of additive manufacturing, rapid tooling entails the production of various tools

and objects used in product manufacturing using additive manufacturing technology

(Rahmati, 2014).

Purpose

Companies require fast, inexpensive tools when manufacturing and evaluating components

and products in order to achieve a rapid market entry (Rahmati, 2014). Rapid tooling is

utilized to speed up manufacturing processes and reduce cost by eliminating the need for

casts and other production material. Additive manufacturing technology used for this purpose

accelerates the production process and enables companies to produce customized and

personalized products. The subsequent lower cost of tooling leads to lower cost of production

and - meaning that a greater variety of products can be offered at a lower price (Rayna &

Striukova, 2016, p. 5).

Effect

Rapid tooling makes it easier for firms to modify and personalize products, and opens up for

firms to reach new niche markets that were hitherto neglected due to the high cost of adapting

their product to cater the needs of a particular segment (Rayna & Striukova, 2016, p. 5).

Direct rapid tooling involves no intermediate steps during the process of tool fabrication, and

thus impacts overall cost (Rahmati, 2014). The lower cost of rapid tooling enables a firm to

develop several versions of the same product to target numerous market segments (Rayna &

Striukova, 2016, p. 5).
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Direct Manufacturing

Direct, or rapid manufacturing entails the application of additive manufacturing technology to

construct 3D-objects that are used directly as a finished product or as a component

(Hopkinson & Dickens, 2006).

Purpose

Direct manufacturing enables products or parts to be manufactured on-demand and opens for

firms to completely reconfigure their production process. Whereas a traditional

manufacturing process requires a particular plant or factory, direct manufacturing enables

manufacturing with any 3D-printer (that fits the requirements). It enables large-scale mass

customization, and for customers to actively engage in co-creation processes with the firm.

The subsequent value of the final product is thereby likely to have a significantly higher

value than a mass-produced product (Rayna & Striukova, 2016, p. 5). Hence, direct

manufacturing has a far greater potential for commercial use than rapid prototyping and

tooling, as any 3D-printer that fits requirements can become a complementary asset for the

firm that is in possession of the technology - regardless of location or other capital

requirements (Rayna & Striukova, 2016, p. 5).

Effect

Whereas traditional manufacturing brings high fixed costs (set-up, machinery, transportation,

storage) and a low marginal cost, 3D-printing generally involves lower fixed costs, but higher

marginal costs (Rayna & Striukova, 2016; Niaki & Nonino, 2017). Firms can, using direct

manufacturing, work with thousands of manufacturers (rather than just a few), giving them

significantly more opportunities in terms of workflow, logistics, quality and materials, while

enabling the firm to also sell their products directly to consumers via online 3D-printing

services. Direct manufacturing also removes the previously restricting volume requirements

necessary for economical production, which enables firms to extend their servings to small

niche markets that previously were neglected because of the high initial cost of

manufacturing. It also enables the concept of crowdsourcing - hitherto restricted to the
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idea/design stages of the production process - to also extend to the manufacturing stage of the

production process (Rayna & Striukova, 2016, p. 6)

Home Fabrication

Home fabrication in the context of additive manufacturing entails 3D-printing of objects done

by consumers at their own homes (Petersen, Kidd & Pearce, 2017).

Purpose

The potential of home fabrication is significantly high, considering a far broader range of

services can be developed if consumers have access to their own, personal 3D-printer (Rayna

& Striukova, 2016; Petersen et al., 2017). Every consumer with their own 3D-printer will

become a distribution channel that is part of an extensive value network - and the machine a

complementary asset for the firms operating within the network. Greater adoption of home

fabrication will lead to increased value creation throughout the network and develop further

opportunities for crowdsourcing and mass-customization (Rayna & Striukova, 2016, p. 7).

Effect

Home fabrication leaves the customer to bear the cost and responsibility of manufacturing

and distribution - and with consumers increasingly participating in co-creation activities

(initiation, design and manufacturing), a predicament with regards to who can capture the

value of the final product, and the price the consumer is willing to pay for the product arises.

It also raises questions with regards to the role of the increasingly active consumer in the

production process - who is no longer just consumers, but rather turned prosumers - as they

are involved with the design and production of the goods they are purchasing (Rayna &

Striukova, 2016, p. 7).

In conclusion, there is no consensus regarding the future of AM, but its four areas of

application - rapid prototyping, rapid tooling, direct manufacturing and home fabrication - are

currently accepted as the optimal ways firms utilize the technology.
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4.1.2 The Spectrum of Additive Manufacturing application

Additive manufacturing is currently yielding positive results for business firms via rapid

prototyping, rapid tooling, direct manufacturing, and home fabrication - illustrating a

spectrum of adoption degrees. Some firms compliment existing production processes with

AM, such as with 3D-printed tooling. And other firms utilize the technology to produce fully

fledged products, for example through direct manufacturing (Rayna et al., 2015; Sasson &

Johnson, 2016; Rogers et al., 2016). The combination of these manufacturing methods - AM

and traditional - are titled hybrid manufacturing in this context (Sasson & Johnson, 2016),

and an increasing number of firms find themselves on it.

Additive manufacturing is increasingly penetrating traditional manufacturing processes

through methods outlined above. Firms that embrace AM in their traditional manufacturing

processes, rather than competing with it, typically see even greater output. Firms co-locating

these two manufacturing processes experience more effective production line setups, and are

thus benefiting from cost reductions. This effect is greatest for manufacturers that have

identified an internal equilibrium between additive manufacturing efficiency and

customization benefits and traditional manufacturing’s scale advantages (Sasson and Johnson,

2016).

In conclusion, rapid prototyping, rapid tooling, direct manufacturing and home

manufacturing are the most common usage areas of additive manufacturing, and the degree of

adoption is typically found on a spectrum illustrated by ‘hybrid manufacturing’. Firms using

hybrid manufacturing successfully combine various usage areas of AM with traditional

manufacturing, finding an internal equilibrium.

4.1.3 In-house or outsourced production of 3D-printed objects

Business firms deploying AM technology can do so by either investing in 3D-printers and

associated competencies, or by outsourcing the process to AM service providers. This section

will explore the dynamics of the latter.

When it is not a viable alternative for a company to purchase a 3D-printer or obtain relevant

in-house competencies, there is an emerging variety of on-demand 3D-printing services for

firms to utilize. 3DHubs (2020) identified the AM service provider sector as one of the
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fastest-growing sectors within the 3D-printing industry, estimated to account for

approximately 34 percent of the total 3D-printing market. 3DHubs (2020) further found that

at least 35-45 percent of this share can be attributed to “online manufacturing”, or

“Manufacturing-as-a-Service” (referring to online platforms automating the procurement and

sourcing process in the manufacturing industry, as opposed to the ‘offline’ manufacturing

where most supply-chain operations are performed manually) (p. 18). These services fill the

demand gap until the technology becomes viable for consumers and companies to adopt, and

they comprise everything that can help a customer transform a chosen 3D-model into a

physical object using AM - and are expected to represent ‘major drivers of market growth

over the next decade’ (Rogers, et al., 2016, p. 887). This would in turn imply that the firm

using such services could reap the supply-chain benefits without having to pay the cost of

acquiring the required equipment, training staff, and scheduling maintenance (Hopkins et al.,

2006; Tuck et al., 2007; Gibson et al., 2015; in Rogers et al., 2016).

Rogers et al., (2016) present a classification of 3D-printing services: generative services,

facilitative services, and selective services. The 3D-printing service supply chain can be

viewed as a loop that essentially may be fully integrated into the larger supply chains of

manufacturers, as highlighted by the open ends in the figure below. 3DP services could thus

easily serve as either the start or end point of the manufacturer's supply chain. Service

providers generally do not restrict themselves to one of the types of services. 3DP services for

consumers often strive to become local all-round experts in 3DP over time by offering a

unique combination of individual service components. Conversely, B2B service providers

generally focus on primarily improving manufacturing capabilities, to provide additional

services only once a ‘productive critical mass’ is achieved (Rogers et al., 2016, p. 894/895).
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Figure 6: 3D-printing service value chain (Rogers et al., 2016).

Generative services

Generative services (scanning and construction) “include all services that aim to generate a

3D model for the customer before subsequently 3D printing it” (p. 894). These act as a path

of entry for firms that wish to enter the market for 3D-printed goods without having to invest

in any 3D-printing equipment. Thus, it relieves some of the main barriers of entry for

adopting AM technology. Generative services provide increased digitization capabilities, and

combined with the flexibility of AM, companies experience increased ability to customize

their manufacturing process (Rogers et al., 2016, p. 896/897).

Facilitative services

Facilitative (upload and in-store) “focus on the printing process itself, tailoring their services

to the needs of customers who already possess a 3D model” (p. 894). These services are used

by customers that wish to transform their 3D models into a 3D print. The providers of such

services focus on effective facilitation of the manufacturing process for their customers.

Facilitative services can to a large extent decouple the design and manufacturing process so

that service providers can source orders on a local and global basis from online platforms,

retail locations, other service providers, and crowdsourcing platforms. Products can be
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manufactured closer to the customer, as orders can be manufactured in centralized machine

parks, in regional distribution centers, or by subcontractors, which in turn reduces logistics

and opportunity cost (Rogers et al., 2016, p. 898).

Selective services

Selective services “does not emphasize design or manufacturing, but instead offers customers

a database from which they can select a 3D model, decide how it will be printed and in some

cases even alter the model itself beforehand” (Rogers et al., 2016, p. 894). Services providers

grant customers access to databases with customizable 3D models, and the customers do not

need to be in possession of any 3D models or understanding of AM technology. Providers of

selective services build digital archives and create virtual catalogues for spare parts that are

out of production, and can therefore profit from outdated and obsolete designs, reducing the

need for companies to hold inventories, while eliminating the need for costs and challenges

associated with logistics. It also enables design agencies to outsource their manufacturing to a

service provider, which in turn can provide cost benefits, while eliminating warehousing and

distribution costs. Consequently, service providers enable their partners to dynamically adjust

and match the volumes produced with the numbers sold (Rogers et al., 2016, p. 899).

4.2 Impacts of Additive Manufacturing

4.2.1 What AM’s Areas of Applications Will Enable for Business Firms

AM technology presents new and expanding technical, economic and social impact, and is

currently recognized as a significant enabler for a digital era of manufacturing (Prince, 2014;

Byers, 2020; Jimeno-Morenilla et al., 2021). Van Wijk & van Wijk (2015) have identified

four main areas in which additive manufacturing will have an impact: (1) Cheaper

Manufacturing, (2) Mass Customization, (3) Local Production, and (4) New Products,

Processes, and Applications (p. 27).

1) Cheaper Manufacturing

Several aspects of operating costs, including manufacturing processes (Piller et al., 2015;

Niaki & Nonino, 2017), on-site production (Tuck et al., 2006; Holmström et al., 2010;

Geraedts et al., 2012; Fawcett and Waller, 2014; Van Wijk & van Wijk, 2015), sustainability

(Geraedts et al., 2012; Baumers et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2013; Yoon et al., 2014), and
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material costs (Vinodh et al., 2009; Berman, 2012; Roberson, Espalin & Wicker, 2013), have

been explored.

AM technology allows business firms to produce low volume, complex designs with little to

no cost penalty. This is due to the nature of AM; objects are manufactured using a single

process without the need for tools or moulds (Weller et al., 2015). As AM only requires 3D

data and raw material in order to produce complex, functional parts (Niaki & Nonino, 2017)

in a single step, the need for assembly activities is greatly reduced (Weller et al., 2015). Thus,

the production process AM technology enables significantly affects the costs of flexibility,

customization, capital costs, and marginal production costs (Weller et al., 2015).

AM technology enables the relocation of manufacturing to the location of demand and

consumption. As a result, manufacturing will not be based on a small number of centralized

sites with high investment costs, but rather on a large number of small investments in

distributed manufacturing locations'' (Van Wijk & van Wijk, 2015, p. 27). The ability to

produce locally has profound effects through the removal of inventory costs (Tuck et al.,

2006). Furthermore, AM allows production on demand instead of in advance production,

leading to less destruction of unsold products (Gearedts et al., 2012) and generally reduced

storage costs (Holmström et al., 2010; Fawcett & Waller, 2014).

The nature of how additive manufacturing works in terms of sustainability also have cost

related effects on production. For example, 3D-printing entails less material waste, and

companies can thus utilize more of its purchased raw materials. Material is added,

layer-by-layer, during production. This allows for a more efficient production process with

less waste compared to traditional methods, such as steel-milling (Gearedts et al., 2012).

Also, in terms of energy consumption, additive manufacturing technologies have shown

positive results compared to traditional manufacturing processes (Baumers et al., 2013).

What materials companies require and use in their 3D-printing manufacturing process

influences whether the technology can provide savings or increased costs. Plastic and other

“easy-to-handle” materials typically yield cost benefits. However, according to Roberson et

al., (2013), material costs in complicated manufacturing processes involving sheet metal can

be upwards of 26-times greater than that of standard manufacturing processes (Niaki &

Nonino, 2017).
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Thus, firms utilizing AM experience cost benefits due to the technology’s accompanying

manufacturing process, on-demand and on-site manufacturing possibilities, environmental

effects, and possibly through materials used. This is applicable to rapid tooling and

prototypes, and direct manufacturing.

2) Mass Customization

AM can lead to a real mass customization of consumer goods and a quick response to

business opportunities (Niaki & Nonino, 2017). Prior to the industrial revolution, products

were unique and custom-made, but production was costly and time-consuming. However,

since the rise of mass-production in the early 20th century, products have become

increasingly cheaper and more available, and consumer demand has naturally risen parallel.

Today, 3D-printing returns to the offering of personalized products and goods - and along

with it cheap manufacturing and mass customization (Van Wijk & van Wijk, 2015, p. 30).

Consumers can get products that exactly fit their wishes and requirements. Because there is

no investment in a mold, every product can be unique, adjusted to personal size, shapes,

preferences, and conditions (Geraedts et al., 2012; Van Wijk & van Wijk, 2015). In this way,

on-demand AM enables mass customization. The user gains more direct influence in the final

product through co-creation, raising the question of what will remain the role of the designer

(Geraedts et al., 2012), as 3D-printing shifts value-adding activities from manufacturer to

consumer (Bogers et al., 2016).

Considering the above made points, AM is a powerful tool that offers new forms of

competitiveness and can better satisfy the requirements of different users (Yang and Xue,

2003), leading to better serving of current markets, as well as new market opportunities in

previously neglected segments due to various manufacturing hindrances (Rayna & Striukova,

2015).

3) Local Production

As the cost of AM decreases, and areas of application increase, more products can be

manufactured close to where they are purchased and consumed. Production will thus become

less reliant on the efficiencies of economics of scale. Consequently, this will enable local

production and centralized manufacturing, while mitigating the need for shipping and buffer

inventories, and these savings in the supply-chain will allow companies to operate with a
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higher unit production cost, because they have to spend less on e.g. distribution and logistics

(van Wijk & van Wijk, 2015).

Durach, Kurpjuwiet, and Wagner (2017) note that local production can reverse the changes

that have been made to supply chains over the last decade, where managers have pooled

manufacturing capacities to increase their economies of scale. They further state that AM has

the potential to reverse this development, which “could lead to a revival of manufacturing in

Western countries” (p. 16/17). Ultimately, local production might even involve the production

of products or replacement of parts from home. This is called ‘home manufacturing’, as

previously introduced (van Wijk & van Wijk, 2015, p. 30).

In sum, local production enabled by AM will limit economies of scale, and a consequence is

that production may take place closer to consumption. The latter is also seen through home

fabrication.

4) New Products, Processes, and Applications

Several aspects of new products, systems, and applications stemming from additive

manufacturing have been explored, including innovations (van Wijk & van Wijk, 2015),

sustainability (Geraedts et al., 2012; Wohlers & Caffrey, 2013; Achillas et al., 2015),

production and NPD process (Tuck et al., 2006; Dedoussis & Giannatsis, 2009; Liu et al.,

2014; Rosen, 2014; Wijk & van Wijk, 2015), and product (Reeves, 2008; Atzeni & Salmi,

2012; Yoon et al., 2014).

AM technology opens for new ways of developing and designing products, and will have

significant effects on the development of innovations with completely new functions and

characteristics (van Wijk & van Wijk, 2015, p. 30/31). 3D-printing gives business firms the

opportunity to create new products for the future that are unimaginable today, opening up for

a range of revolutionary products, systems and applications (van Wijk & van Wijk, 2015, p.

31).

The process of additive manufacturing furthermore influences sustainability. Overall, major

sustainability related effects of AM are identified to be less material waste, lightweight
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products, on-demand manufacturing, and circularity. AM ensures less material waste

(Geraedts et al,. 2012; Wohlers & Caffrey, 2013; Achillas et al., 2015) as material is added,

layer-by-layer, during production. This allows a more efficient production process with less

waste (up to 40 percent according to Achillas et al., 2015) compared to traditional methods

(Geraedts et al., 2012). AM can also enable the production of lightweight products. Material

can be placed only where necessary, creating lighter products and thus less material and

energy consumption. Furthermore, on-demand manufacturing leads to less overproduction

and consequently to less destruction of unsold products (Geraedts et al., 2012). Lastly, AM

technology will enable manufacturers to move away from plastics based on fossil fuels and

instead begin utilizing plastics produced from renewable resources like biomass - which

provides the opportunity to realize a ‘truly sustainable and circular economy’ (van Wijk &

van Wijk, 2015, p. 9).

Regarding development processes, as AM does not require tools, changeover, molds,

punches, or multi-functional team-based labor or multiple raw materials; it offers high

flexibility and speed in NPD (Dedoussis & Giannatsis, 2009; Rosen, 2014) and

manufacturing (Tuck et al., 2006). Because AM only requires 3D data and raw material in

order to produce a complex part, it will reduce setup and changeover time, and the number of

assemblies (Liu et al., 2014). Outside its own benefits, this flexibility, and low setup cost and

time, enables new products to be tested in a rapid fashion and to be modified according to

customer feedback, and will be greatly supported by open-source, co-creation communities

on the internet. This way, companies can test small batches of different products and bring the

most successful ones directly to the consumer, “letting the market decide which one is

successful enough for mass production” (van Wijk & van Wijk, 2015, p. 33). Thus, the

additive manufacturing process, with its flexibility and speed, shortens time-to-market for

innovations (Hilton and Jacobs, 2000; Morrow et al., 2007; Petrovic et al., 2011; Achillas et

al., 2015).

Regarding additive manufacturing's effect on products, outside of customizability, overall

quality has been seen to improve (Reeves, 2008). For example, AM is able to produce

simplified parts that can contribute to weight reduction and the removal of unnecessary

material (Yoon et al., 2014). Furthermore, redesigns offered by AM can result in an optimum

strength-to-weight ratio in products and parts, meeting functional requirements while

minimizing material volume (Atzeni & Salmi, 2012).
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Summary: AM usage areas

In conclusion, AM, through its usage areas, will enable 1) cheaper production, 2) mass

customization, 3) local production and 4) drive innovations, sustainable production, a faster

process and improved products through new products, processes, and applications. The

upcoming sections will feature what this implies for business firms.

4.2.2 AM impact for business firms

Regarding cheaper manufacturing, AM is found to generally be a better investment

opportunity compared to traditional manufacturing (Wittbrodt et al., 2013). For mass

customization, AM may enable new competitive opportunities (Yang and Xue, 2003), as well

as new market opportunities (Rayna & Striukova, 2015) and more efficient processes of

co-creation (Geraedts et al., 2012; Bogers et al., 2016). Local production moreover enables a

more flexible and adaptable production line that takes place where objects are used or

consumed (van Wijk & van Wijk, 2015). Regarding new products, processes, and

applications, AM firstly empowers firms to create products “unimaginable today” (van Wijk

& van Wijk, 2015, p. 30/31). Furthermore, AM provides a better basis for competing on

sustainability (Geraedts et al., 2012). Also, AM increase speed and flexibility of NPD and

manufacturing processes (Tuck et al., 2006; Dedoussis & Giannatsis, 2009; Rosen, 2014; Liu

et al., 2014), effectively shortening time-to-market processes (Hilton and Jacobs, 2000;

Morrow et al., 2007; Petrovic et al., 2011; Achillas et al., 2015). The manufacturing process

of AM enables new methods and approaches to co-creation (van Wijk & van Wijk, 2015).

Lastly, firms can furthermore enjoy benefits deriving from AM without having to

compromise on the quality of their products (Reeves, 2008; Atzeni & Salmi, 2012; Yoon et

al., 2014). This is summarized in Table 11.

Area Influencing factors Implications

(1) Cheaper

manufacturing

Manufacturing processes (Weller et

al., 2015; Niaki & Nonino, 2017)

On-site production (Tuck et al., 2006;

Holmström et al., 2010; Geraedts et

AM is perceived to offer a better

investment opportunity in

comparison with conventional

manufacturing (Wittbrodt et al.,

2013)
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al., 2012; Fawcett and Waller, 2014;

Van Wijk & van Wijk, 2015)

Material and energy savings

(Geraedts et al., 2012; Baumers et

al., 2013; Huang et al., 2013; Yoon et

al., 2014)

Material cost (Vinodh et al., 2009;

Berman, 2012; Roberson et al., 2013)

(2) Mass

customization

Cheap mass manufacturing of

customizable objects (Geraedts, et

al., 2012; Van Wijk & van Wijk,

2015) used as parts or products

AM may enable new

competitive opportunities (Yang

and Xue, 2003), new market

opportunities (Rayna &

Striukova, 2015) and closely

facilitated and more efficient

co-creation (Geraedts et al.,

2012; Bogers et al.,, 2016)

(3) Local

production

Reduction of scale economies

(Durach, Kurpjuwiet and Wagner,

2017)

AM enables an increased

production line where objects

are used or consumed (van Wijk

& van Wijk, 2015)

(4) New

Products,

Processes,

and

Applications

Innovation (van Wijk & van Wijk,

2015)

Sustainability (Geraedts et al., 2012;

Wohlers & Caffrey, 2013; Achillas et

al., 2015)

Creation of products

“unimaginable today” (van Wijk

& van Wijk, 2015, p. 30/31)

Increased competitiveness in

terms of sustainability (Geraedts

et al., 2012)
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Production and NPD process (Tuck et

al., 2006; Dedoussis & Giannatsis,

2009; Liu et al., 2014; Rosen, 2014;

Wijk & van Wijk, 2015)

Product (Reeves, 2008; Atzeni &

Salmi, 2012; Yoon et al., 2014).

AM increase speed and

flexibility of NPD and

manufacturing processes (Tuck

et al., 2006; Dedoussis &

Giannatsis, 2009; Rosen, 2014;

Liu et al., 2014), shorting

time-to-market (Hilton and

Jacobs, 2000; Morrow et al.,

2007; Petrovic et al., 2011;

Achillas et al., 2015)

AM enable closely facilitated

and more efficient means for

co-creation (van Wijk & van

Wijk, 2015)

Firms can enjoy benefits

deriving from AM without

having to compromise on the

quality of their products

(Reeves, 2008; Atzeni & Salmi,

2012; Yoon et al., 2014)

Table 11: Implications from additive manufacturing.

4.2.3 AM for Consumers

With the emergence of local manufacturing and extensive open-source, co-creation

communities, as well as the return to personalized products and goods, we recognize the need

to contemplate the changing role of the consumer. When the firm is adopting AM technology

(either through direct ownership or through service providers), its consumers will take a more

active role in product design and manufacturing - and this grants opportunities for business

firms to offer new services and create new business models (Bogers et al., 2016; Rogers et

al., 2016; in Durach et al., 2017, p. 17).
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Consumer involvement in innovation processes

We have previously explored literature emphasizing an increased involvement for consumers

in innovation processes, where it is claimed that 3D-printing is giving momentum to the

‘maker movement’, with ‘prosumers’ at the core (Geraedts et al., 2012; Van Wijk & van

Wijk, 2015; Bogers et al., 2016). To understand how AM technology will affect innovation

processes, we therefore have to illuminate how the consumer may interact with AM

technology in the innovation process of the business firm.

Goffin and Mitchell (2010) argue that certain customers who wish to participate in production

lack the ability to turn their ideas into tangible products. Halassi et al., (2018) found that the

key determinants of consumer acceptance and use intention of 3D-printing technology are

“facilitating conditions, hedonic motivation and a do-it-yourself mentality” (p. 1). For

example, Petersen et al., (2017) found that consumers using 3D-printing in the toy and games

industry can “generate higher value items for less money using the open source distributed

manufacturing paradigm” (p. 1). In this example, consumers firstly have a DIY mentality

facilitated by a simple process. Regarding motivation, Petersen and colleagues suggest that

the consumers can save up to 90 percent with DIY production compared to buying

commercially produced products (Petersen et al., 2017).

Consumer’s unfamiliarity with the technology, is on the other hand regarded as a central

inhibiting factor. The Netherlands is taking steps to familiarize individuals with AM

technology by using 3D-printers for educational purposes in schools, with an aim creating a

snowball effect of social influence (like children educating their parents) (Halassi et al.,

2018). Similar tendencies are evident in the UK, where over half of primary and secondary

schools have access to 3D printers (Miller, 2016).

Thus, consumers have until now lacked an ability to turn ideas into products. Consumers who

find facilitating conditions, motivation and a do-it-yourself mentality are prime candidates to

utilize additive manufacturing at home, or in conjunction with business firms. This holds less

true when the consumer is unfamiliar with required technology. When consumers utilize

additive manufacturing technology, they do so either as autonomous actors, or through

business firms - the next two topics of exploration.
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4.2.4 How consumers interact with AM technologies

Interactions as autonomous actors

There are several ways for consumers to access or interact with AM technology as a sole

actor, but 3D-printing ‘supercenters’ (Sasson & Johnson, 2016), 3D-printing communities

(Halassi et al., 2018), distributed manufacturing networks, local production shops, and

personal 3D-printers are most common (Mota, 2011, p. 230).

The previously detailed regional 3D-printing supercenters will enable on-demand production

for individuals (in addition to manufacturers) (Sasson & Johnson, 2016). Alternatively, there

is a rise in 3D-hub communities, where owners of 3D-printers can offer their services to

others based on the principles of the ‘sharing economy’. Such consumer platforms enable

cheaper production and ease of access to AM technology for those who are not in possession

of a printer - as well as novel sources of revenue for those who are (Halassi et al., 2018, p.

12). A growing number of creators are gaining access to produce goods outside the ‘material

factory’ with the introduction and expansion of online fabrication services, distributed

manufacturing networks, local production shops, and personal 3D printers (Mota, 2011).

Distributed manufacturing networks are connecting designers with local tool owners, which

enables local production of products along with new revenue streams. Meanwhile,

manufacturers of open-source personal fabricators are setting up clustered networks of

3D-printers, which ultimately would make it possible for businesses and ‘prosumers’ alike to

access 3D-printers globally (Mota, 2011).

Interactions through business firms

Consumers mainly utilize additive manufacturing technologies through co-creation with

business firms. This occurs in through organization by business firms where consumers are

involved in different stages of the production process, between individual ‘prosumers’, in

“communities of creation” (Sawney & Prandelli, 2000) or in “communities of co-design”

(Piller et al., 2004; in Rayna, et al., 2015, p. 91).

3D-printing is essentially ‘all about co-creation’ (Clark et al., 2014). Co-creation is

established as a significant source of user innovation, and 3D-printing is generating new

opportunities for co-creation between the firms and their customers (Rayna et al., 2015). The

use of 3D-printing services will “extend co-creation of value to incorporate both the
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experience and the product” (Clark et al., 2014, p. 5). Specifically, co-creation through

3D-printing involves the consumer taking on a proactive role in the manufacturing and

distribution stages in business firms, where the consumer is being empowered to take an

active, leading role in the design process through the rise of co-creation platforms (Rayna et

al., 2015). The extent of the customers’ participation in co-creation activities will vary. There

is a significant difference between a customer printing an object entirely designed by a firm

and a group of consumers designing a product by engaging in crowdsourcing activities

(Rayna et al., 2015, p. 94).

The latter is gaining momentum with the rise of technologies that make mass-customization

economically viable (p. 94). Mass-customisation often requires collaboration between firms

and users (e.g. Ikea’s model of user transportation and assembly). Rayna et al., (2015)

suggests that the democratization of AM technology will lead to more advanced types of

co-creation, where the ‘crowd’ has the sole responsibility of design, while firms are

responsible for manufacturing - and the end product meant for one specific customer, rather

than the mass market (p. 94).

Rayna & Striukova (2015) exemplifies co-creation using AM. Hasbro has moved into the

previously neglected ‘grown-ups’ market, due to their newfound ability to rapidly prototype

and test new business models: Hasbro’s “My little Pony” franchise has ‘historically’ been

targeted at girls aged two to 11. In 2010, however, Hasbro became aware of their growing fan

base of adult, male, ‘bronies’ (or ‘bro ponies’) (Watercutter, 2011). Hasbro called upon the

‘bronies’ to submit their own design, and to select among the uploaded designs on a

3D-printing platform through a 3DP service provider. Fans uploaded the designs, Hasbro

screened the designs, while the service provider made them available on their platform - and

designer fans were given the responsibility to choose the price of the products, and ultimately

got a cut on the proceeds in return (Rayna & Striukova, 2015).

To conclude, consumers can partake in co-creation through activities organized by business

firms, between themself and other ‘prosumers’, as well as through communities of

co-creation. Co-creation has become a massive source of innovation for firms, and consumers

partake in various forms and to different degrees of involvement. Consumers gain access to

or utilize additive manufacturing technologies as autonomous actors or through co-creation

with business firms. Both forms of involvement can provide value for business firms, but in
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order to do so, facilitating conditions, motivation, and a do-it-yourself mentality in the eyes

of the consumer must be in place. Thus, for businesses to reap the benefits 3D-printing is said

to have in the context of co-creation, this must be taken into account according to previous

research.

5. Theoretical Analysis
In this chapter the main theoretical analysis will be laid out. Following the methodology

proposed in chapter 2, we intend to analyse the impact of AM technology (outlined in

Chapter 4) on innovation processes. In doing so, we adopt elements of Goffin and Mitchell’s

(2010) Pentathlon Framework and expand upon the framework by including other theoretical

perspectives (Established in Chapter 3). The theoretical considerations are then contrasted

with 3D-printing’s areas of implications, identified in chapter 4 and summarized in table 11.

The goal in doing this is to identify how AM technology might affect elements of an

innovation process. Per our methodology, the structure of the analysis will follow four of the

Pentathlon`s five phases of innovation, to ensure that relevant aspects covering the whole

process are considered. The specific details of each of the four sections is elaborated on

below.

The Innovation Strategy is the first phase that is analysed due to the significant influence the

strategy has on the four remaining phases (Goffin & Mitchell, 2010). Here, we cover aspects

and conditions of strategy formulation that are argued to change as a result of AM

technology. We first explore how the dynamics of value creation and value capturing are

influenced by 3D-printing technology. We then analyse how AM technology affects resource

allocation within an innovation process. Finally, we explore how 3D-printing mitigates and

create trade-offs, and conclude with a remark concerning future projections.

Having established the overall change in dynamics and conditions for innovation strategy, we

move on with a more specific analysis of how AM technology is changing the innovation

process. We first assess changes in practises surrounding idea generation. In doing so, we

will firstly summarize the influence that the innovation strategy has on idea generation, as the

innovation strategy influences the scope of ideation (Goffin & Mitchell, 2010). Then we

explore changes surrounding the selection of ideas, and establish how AM might affect

selection criterias used by firms when building an innovation portfolio. The implementation
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of ideas is then assessed, where we investigate how AM might change the general assembly

of activities connected to idea commercialization. In these three sections, we cover how and

why AM technology, and specifically the potential of 3D-printers, can improve innovation

processes, as well as to illuminate innovation opportunities for firms.

5.1 Innovation Strategy: Setting the Guidelines

Pisano (2015) argues that an innovation strategy comprises four important steps for

managers: (1) determining how the firm intends to create value for customers and how the

company will capture that value, (2) which types of innovations should be pursued in

achieving that, (3) identifying relevant trade-offs, and (4) assessing future market projections.

5.1.1 Creating Value with AM

This section is dedicated to illuminate how AM can be used to create more value for

customers. Innovations can create value in several ways, but “unless innovation induces

potential customers to pay more, saves them money, or provides some larger societal benefit

like improved health or cleaner water, it is not creating value” (Pisano, 2015, para. 12).

AM enables business firms to charge higher prices for its products. AM technologies allows

consumers to take an active role in designing, testing, and manufacturing the product they

ultimately consume (van Wijk & van Wijk, 2015; Durach et al., 2017). AM facilitates these

products to be customized and manufactured on a scale impossible with conventional

methods (Geraedts et al., 2012; van Wijk & van Wijk, 2015). The result is that AM enables

firms to mass-customize products according to customer specifications (Rayna & Striukova,

2015), without the firm necessarily experiencing any cost penalties (Niaki & Nonino, 2017).

This furthermore implies that AM can be used to enhance features of traditional products and

services, enticing customers to pay a higher price (Niaki & Nonino, 2017), and thus extend

the traditional sources of value creation (Subramaniam et al., 2019).

For example, Hasbro deployed 3D-printing to create value in a previously overlooked

customer segment (Rayna & Striukova, 2015). The toy manufacturer used 3DP to co-create
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customized products in collaboration with lead users (Von Hippel, 2005; Goffin & Mitchell,

2010) on a 3DP crowdsourcing platform, with the help of 3DP service providers (Rayna &

Striukova, 2015; Rogers et al., 2016). Hasbro was consequently able to improve their product

offering by customizing products to a niche customer group, and to sell these products at a

higher price point as a result (Rayna & Striukova, 2015). The toy manufacturer thus created

more value by enhancing the features of their existing products (by customizing the

traditional ‘ponies’ to meet the needs of the ‘bronies’); hence extending a traditional source

of value creation (Subramaniam et al., 2019).

On the other side of the value creating spectrum lies ‘cheaper products’, also enabled by

3D-printing. The literature that has been reviewed so far strongly suggests that AM can

enable the production of improved products at a lower price (Vinodh et al., 2009; Berman,

2012; Roberson et al., 2013; Piller et al., 2015; Niaki & Nonino, 2017). Consequently, firms

can charge less for its products in order to create value (Pisano, 2015).

An example can be found at logistics firm UPS (ups.com, n.d.). UPS has deployed AM

(through a service provider) to offer direct manufacturing of objects at its airport warehouse

in the US. By doing so, costs are reduced for several reasons. Firstly, the need for customized

moulding and other costly manufacturing tooling is mitigated through AM, reducing cost

(Piller et al., 2015; Niaki & Nonino, 2017). Secondly, on-site production eliminates storage

and transportation needs, as objects are manufactured after an order has been made, and ships

directly after its manufacturing (Tuck et al., 2006; Holmström et al., 2010; Geraedts, et al.,

2012; Fawcett and Waller, 2014; Van Wijk & van Wijk, 2015). Lastly, UPS experience

material and energy savings (Geraedts et al., 2012; Baumers et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2013;

Yoon et al., 2014) and, depending on the product requirements, also reduced material costs

(Vinodh et al., 2009; Berman, 2012; Roberson et al., 2013). This contributes to reduced cost,

enabling UPS to charge less for its products and services, and thus increase value creation

through 3D-printing.

The literature also proposes that AM technology induces societal benefits, for example by

enabling the use of environmentally friendly biomaterials as alternatives to e.g. fossil

fuel-based plastics, and furthermore by reducing waste in production (van Wijk & van Wijk,

2015). For example, Hasbro’s process is also likely to accompany societal benefits due to less

material waste and reduced energy consumption (Geraedts et al., 2012; Baumers et al., 2013;
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Huang et al., 2013; Yoon et al., 2014). By producing with AM, the firm uses less material

waste (Geraedts et al,. 2012; Wohlers & Caffrey, 2013; Achillas et al., 2015).

Consequently, we argue that firms can use AM in the innovation process to create more value

for their customers by creating innovations that can be sold at a higher price than previously

possible, sold cheaper, or that brings with it societal benefits.

5.1.2 Capturing Value with AM technology

Business firms constantly innovate to create new value - but unless they also focus on how

they capture value, they won’t realize maximum benefit from their breakthroughs (Michel,

2014). Pisano (2015, para. 12) highlights the importance of this, as “value-creating

innovations attract imitators as quickly as they attract customers”. Thus, strategic decisions

concerning how business firms can capture the aforementioned value creating opportunities

stemming from 3D-printing is vital in innovation processes as AM is seen to both enable and

prevent firms from capturing value (Rayna & Striukova, 2015).

Firstly, regarding facilitated value capturing, Rayna & Striukova (2015) argue that firms are

able to increase value capturing due to AM’s cost structure. The speed and flexibility of an

AM-oriented manufacturing process (Tuck et al., 2006; Dedoussis & Giannatsis, 2009;

Rosen, 2014; Liu et al., 2014) enables direct manufacturing (Rayna et al., 2015; Sasson &

Johnson, 2016). And direct manufacturing allows firms to produce objects on-demand - that

is - production after the product has been sold. UPS can again be used as an example. The

logistics firm and its partners receive money upfront and then pays for manufacturing,

ensuring that the created value also gets funneled back to the firm (ups.com, n.d.).

Simultaneously, what enables this immediate capture mechanism also increases the

complexity of value capturing - specifically for firms dependent on intermediaries or service

providers. This is partly due to the fact that AM technology is usually placed within a

multi-invention context (Somaya et al., 2011). AM innovations are used and developed in

conjunction with myriads of complementary technologies, inventions, and supporting

infrastructures. Examples of such complementarities are the laser technologies utilized in

3D-printers or AI technologies that support design processes for 3D-printing.
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It is also partly due to the fact that 3D-printing is by nature a complementary and highly

modular asset (Teece, 2018; Subramaniam et al., 2019). This means that AM technology can

enhance the importance of complementarities among ecosystem actors (Teece, 2006, 2018;

Rayna & Striukova, 2015). As a result, AM technologies will increase the emphasis on

interdependencies among technologies, and will consequently have significant impacts on

how actors and their assets can interact in the ‘digital ecosystem’ (Subramaniam et al., 2019;

Kopalle et al., 2020). This is especially evident as firms without extensive in-house

competences surrounding AM are required to involve an increased number of actors in its

innovation processes compared to traditional manufacturing. Here, UPS again makes for an

illustrative example. What enabled value creation and value capturing at first shifted the

dynamics of profit allocation. UPS utilized 3D-printing to create additional value for its

customers. While doing so, they ensured its initial capture through AM’s cost structure, as

profits were allocated amongst participating actors before any costs incurred. However, the

logistics firm now has to share its profits with its service-providers, illustrating an increased

complexity in capturing value from AM oriented innovations (Teece, 2018).

Thus, firms (not able to purchase in-house AM capabilities and tech and require

intermediaries) will have to allocate their profits amongst several actors (Teece, 2006, 2018;

Somaya et al., 2011: Rayna & Strikova, 2015), making value capturing increasingly

challenging.

As a last remark, revenue models might face a challenge alongside the emergence of AM. For

example, the introduction of 3D-printing has led to quite the conundrum for the popular

board game ‘Warhammer’. AM technology has enabled their customers to upload and

download designs of Warhammer’s proprietary board game figurines on online forums and

platforms. ‘Games Workshop’ (creator of Warhammer) has consequently struggled to capture

any of the associated profits from their proprietary designs, and has even gone as far as to

explicitly state that materials based on Games Workshop’s IP are not to be scanned or casted

(games-workshop, n.d.).

5.1.3 Resource Allocation

Pisano (2015) explains that the firm must have an explicit strategy concerning its resource

allocation to optimize its innovation performance. Furthermore, Pisano (2015) proposes four
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types of innovations that can help firms to determine the right innovation strategy focus,

namely, incremental, disruptive, radical, and architectural innovations (see chapter 3).

Incremental innovation builds on a company’s existing technological competences and fits

with its existing business model—and hence its customer base. Thus, generally, innovations

in this category normally require less re-allocation of assets. With AM, firm’s can utilize the

technology to conduct incremental innovation with varying degrees of asset re-orchestration.

For example, fashion and cosmetic brand Chanel launched a 3D-printed mascara brush in

collaboration with Erpro Group, offering incremental product improvements (AMFG, 2019).

Chanel experiences a low barrier to entry, and thus less asset orchestration, as it utilized Epro

Group’s technology as opposed to purchasing its own technology. Another example of

incremental innovations in the context of AM takes place in the aerospace industry, where

GE has used 3D-printing to produce small engine parts with in-house printers (Steenhuis &

Pretorius, 2017). GE’s barrier to entering production with AM was higher, as it obtained

in-house technology.

Disruptive innovation (see for example Christensen et al., 2015) requires a new business

model but not necessarily a technological breakthrough. Disruptive innovations typically

introduce a very different package of attributes from what mainstream customers historically

have valued (Steenhuis & Pretorius, 2017), by reconfiguring the way value is created and

captured in a market. Although different understandings of the concept exist, we cannot

identify any disruptive innovation stemming from AM, yet, following the conceptualization

of Pisano (2015). We believe this to be a result of the enabling properties of AM technology,

as it has not yet reached maturity (i.e., general-purpose technologies) (Teece, 2018). As such,

disruptive opportunities are expected to emerge as the technology reaches maturity, and the

technology is seen in widespread and general use.

Radical innovation relies mostly on technological innovation, and is consequently highly

relevant in the context of 3D-printing. An example can be found in the medical industry,

specifically at Open Bionics. Open Bionics utilize 3D-printing to create prosthetics, and by

internally deploying the printing technology, prices have dramatically been reduced (Open

Bionics, n.d.)., challenging the industry's status quo. Another example can be found in the

retail industry, where both Nike and Adidas have deployed AM through service-providers

(Materialise, n.d.; news.nike.com, n.d.).
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Architectural innovation combines technological and business model disruptions. An

example is Multiply Labs (multiplylabs.com, n.d.), which mass manufactures customized

medicine capsules on demand. It has allocated resources to develop internal capabilities as

well as assets surrounding additive manufacturing. Another example is again UPS, who has

utilized AM in conjunction with a service provider in order to expand its business model to

also include manufacturing (UPS, n.d.).

Thus, firms can utilize additive manufacturing to create value through incremental, radical,

and architectural innovations. However, how firms allocate resources to achieve this will

influence how value is captured. In practise, firms must contemplate how much of the

potentially created value they aim to capture. As for example seen at UPS, limited

investments into AM capabilities were made. Yet, it has deployed an architectural innovation.

However, the logistics giant captures less of this value, as profits are allocated between all

involved actors. Firms must then contemplate whether to allocate resources into developing

in-house AM competences and thus be reliant on fewer external actors and capture more

value, or not to do so, but suffer from a weakened value capture mechanism.

5.1.4 Trade-offs

In addition to providing an understanding of which practices a business firm should conduct

in relation to its innovation efforts, an innovation strategy should also help navigate trade-offs

(Pisano, 2015). This section will explore 3D-printing’s effect on the popular innovation

practices’ ‘crowdsourcing’, ‘co-creation’, and ‘stage-gate systems’ trade-offs.

Crowdsourcing

By inviting a vast number of people to address a challenge, the likelihood of developing a

novel solution increases (Pisano, 2015). However, a large number of these potential solutions

must be tested, and testing is costly and time consuming. This is the trade-off to

crowdsourcing. With additive manufacturing, however, this trade-off could be mitigated. As

previously determined, 3D-printing allows rapid prototyping without cost penalties, making

crowdsourcing more viable than with conventional manufacturing.

Co-creation
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Advocates of “co-creation” approaches argue that close collaboration with customers reveals

insights that can lead to novel offerings (see for example: Payne et al., 2008). But others say

that customers do not always know what they want (Duus, 2017). Therefore, relying too

heavily on customer insights might hinder truly disruptive innovation (Pisano, 2015). This is

the trade-off to co-creation. However, AM’s rapid prototyping allows for an increasingly

iterative co-creation process. This means that firms and their customers can go back and forth

in the co-creation process, enhancing how co-creation is done. For example, a firm can

develop a “market push” idea and subsequently involve customers in co-creation processes.

The customer's feedback can be implemented digitally, and prototypes can be printed within

hours (Niaki & Nonino, 2017), and again tested with the same customer. As such, the

customer might get an idea for what s/he wants from the initial idea, and further develop it in

conjunction with the firm, mitigating the practice's trade-off.

Stage-gate models

Models like the stage-gate (Cooper, 2008, 2016) add structure and a degree of predictability

into the innovation process. A trade-off is however argued to be the process’ way of

hindering creativity. This is because it does not allow considerable iteration required for

combinations of new markets and new technologies. Those uncertain and complex projects

require a process that involves rapid prototyping, early experimentation, and iteration. AM,

however, fulfills these requirements (sources), and thus arguably mitigates the trade-off

concerning managed innovation processes.

Implications

Additive manufacturing technologies contribute to the mitigation of trade-offs surrounding

crowdsourcing, co-creation and stage-gate models. But as previously identified regarding

value capturing, trade-offs follow its usage as well. For example, inviting a vast number of

people to address a firm's challenge will likely involve that the value created must be shared

among an increased number of parties (Teece, 2018). This is evident in the Hasbro case,

where an innovation problem is co-created with a crowd, and the designers of the chosen

products receive a part of the dividends. The trade-off results in a solution that solves a

problem in a previously unexplored market, but is grounded in the compromise that

complementary actors are paid their fair share of the profits. However, Hasbro would not
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have been able to successfully commercialize this particular innovation without involving

external complementary actors. This illustrates that certain trade-offs are often necessary

when using AM technology to increase value creation.

5.1.5 Assessing Technological Trends

We conclude our exploration of innovation strategy in the context of AM with important

considerations business must take regarding technological trends. Formulating and

implementing an innovation strategy requires identification of current and future

opportunities and threats. Business firms must therefore anticipate how competitors, market

trends, and technological trajectories might influence the status quo in terms of innovation

processes. Management must then carefully align the organization’s capabilities, resources

and structures with the projected market development (Goffin & Mitchell, 2010). Every firm

faces unique competitive circumstances which should dictate the innovation portfolio it

pursues (Pisano, 2015). We dedicate this section to provide a detailed analysis of how firms

can comprehend the ambiguous trajectory of AM technology, and how they in turn might use

planning strategies to act proactively on future conditions.

AM is an emerging technology associated with high levels of uncertainty in terms of the

future trajectories (Petrick & Simpson, 2013; Rayna et al., 2015). Following the Pentathlon

framework, AM can be argued to bring forth a range of futures, or even true ambiguity, based

on its level of uncertainty for the future development (see Courtney et al., 2000, in Goffin &

Mitchell, 2010, p. 112). With the level of uncertainty that AM prescribes, Goffin & Mitchell

(2010) then emphasize the importance of methods of strategic planning (see lit. review AM).

These are to be deployed to deal with the potential range of futures involved in future AM

developments.

However, the potential ambiguity associated with AM trajectories can make it challenging to

predict any future scenarios at all - Goffin and Mitchell (2010) even goes as far as saying that

radical new technology, that is truly ambiguous, is impossible to objectively predict. Theories

within Science and Technology Studies (STS) (Geels, 2001; Schot & Geels, 2008: Latour,

1991) might, however, provide some guidance for dealing with such ambiguous uncertainty

regarding AM technology.
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Strategic Planning

Methods of strategic planning (Porter, 1985; Duus, 1999, 2013, 2016a,b; Slaughter, 2002;

Hines & Bishop, 2006; Ringland, 2010; OECD, 2019) can provide useful insights into the

process of understanding customer demand and future opportunities for growth in

new-markets and competitiveness. The Pentathlon Framework (Goffin & Mitchell, 2010),

presses the usefulness of scenario planning in predicting uncertain environments with the

possibility of multiple scenarios occurring. This approach is thus also useful for the context

of AM.

In addressing the future, managers can approach scenario planning as a subset of strategic

foresight (e.g. Slaughter, 2002; Hines & Bishop, 2006; Ringland, 2010; OECD, 2019). The

emphasis on scenario planning is important when considering the diffusion of AM, as there

are various opinions on how current areas of application will evolve or how potential new

areas of applications might look. Ultimately, the different scenarios can be used through

processes of visioning and back-casting (OECD, 2019) to provide managers with visions of

ideal future states and what steps should be taken in reaching the vision.

An alternative to using foresight as an approach to predicting the future is strategic

forecasting. As forecasting focuses on the “non-proximate environment of the firms with the

purpose of conducting strategic change” (Duus, 2013, p. 364-65), it represents another

appropriate response, as AM’s current areas of application might very well be bypassed by

more novel reconfigurations and other digital technologies in the future - that create new

avenues for growth.

Technological Transitions (TT) and Strategic Niche Management (SNM)

The potentially ambiguous uncertainty associated with AM technology can be approached

through strategic forecasting, in that the method aims at identifying radically new

opportunities that differ from present AM solutions. This, however, needs insights into very

many different scenarios and might become too big of an ordeal for managers to prioritize

over other strategic activities. A different approach to those described above and by Goffin

and Mitchell (2010), can be found within Science and Technology Studies (STS) (see lit.

review concepts) which tries to describe the evolution of technologies as a reconfiguration

process of socio-technical systems and networks (Latour, 1991; Geels, 2001; Geels & Schot,

2008).
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On an overall level, Geels’ (2001) Technological Transitions (TT) can be used by managers

as a framework for understanding evolutionary dynamics and mechanisms of technological

development. A central element in TT is how trajectories of niche-cumulation come about,

which can be analysed by assessing the degree of technological add-on and, subsequently, the

level of hybridization that is present in markets. With the case of AM technology, both

processes can be observed in varying degrees depending on the level of integration within

industries.

Strategic Niche Management (SNM) departures from TT and focuses more specifically on

how the micro process of niche-cumulation can be steered by individual actors and/or groups

of actors (Geels & Schot, 2008), with the ultimate goal of making other actors ”enroll to their

programme” (Latour, 1991). Enrolment essentially entails that the actor positions itself as an

obligatory passage point (OPP) for other actors, forcing them to follow the trajectory

established through that OPP. In the language of innovation, this is the same as influencing

which dominant designs that will emerge as adoption rates increase in a given market.

Individual actors can bring about changes in emerging trajectories or consolidate a certain

trajectory, through introducing new actors, new learning processes, and/or new projects to the

process of niche development (Geels & Schot, 2008). In the context of AM, this can be

illustrated by for example an actor introducing a 3DP service provider to a network (market

domain) which enables the actor to utilize e.g. AM components in combination with

conventional components (i.e., hybridization of “old” and “new” technologies). The example

illustrates how the actor`s network is expanded by internalizing the service provider as part of

their BM and, if successful in doing so, might incline other actors to follow the same path. As

more actors “enroll” in this socio-technical network, dominant designs typically emerge as

technological niches transition into commercially viable market-niches.

The identified impacts of AM can be expected to increase the importance of long-term

strategic planning, as it is prescribed by the Pentathlon model, to anticipate business and

market trends. By recognizing and acknowledging these changes, and acting proactively,

managers can deploy reassessed methods of strategic planning for the future and thus position

the firm optimally for emerging AM opportunities and threats. Scenario planning is judged to

be beneficial for firms dealing with highly uncertain environments, and can be approached
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through both foresight and forecasting methodologies, although with different strategic

applications and implications.

Furthermore, literature from STS can be used to understand evolutionary dynamics of AM

technology when dealing with ambiguous uncertainty. Such methods will not provide

answers in the same way as methods for strategic planning, but rather point managers'

attention towards socio-technical systems, and how niche trajectories can be steered or

influenced by changing elements of the existing network system.

Phase Implication(s) Underlying factors

Innovation

strategy

AM creates new

opportunities for

value creation

while increasing

complexity of

value capture.

3D-printing allows business firms to create additional

value by enticing new and existing customers to pay

more, by offering cheaper products, and by

contributing to societal gains. 3D-printing does

however increase the complexity of capturing the

above mentioned created value. The adoption of AM

typically requires involvement from external

intermediaries, and profit tends to be allocated

amongst more actors as a result. Additionally,

manufacturers are threatened by pirated 3D-printed

product copies.

Table 12: A summary of AM’s implication on innovation strategy.

5.2 Idea Generation: Generating Viable Ideas

“Innovations may begin in the mind of a single individual, but if they are to generate

valuable products or services they need to be developed by a community of thinkers”

(Economy Intelligence Unit; in Goffin & Mitchell, 2010, p. 160).
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The aim of this section is to analyze how AM technology can assist the firm in managing the

fuzzy front end (FFE). According to Goffin & Mitchell (2010) idea generation the FFE

consists of (1) identifying customer problems, (2) defining the nature of these problems, (3)

generating ideas of how to solve them, and (4) developing full product (or service or business

model) concepts. With these four factors in mind, our aim is to establish how AM technology

can assist the firm in generating commercially viable ideas.

In broad terms, business firms’ innovation strategy influences the FFE by setting guidelines

surrounding idea generation (Goffin & Mitchell, 2010). In terms of additive manufacturing

technology, 3D-printing contributes to new possibilities for value creation. And as the firm

faces new ways of delivering value, the scope of idea generation increases. Furthermore, both

mitigated and emerging trade-offs stemming from AM must be considered in the idea

generation phase of the Pentathlon.

5.2.3 Generating Viable Ideas

Co-creation

AM technology is, as established, ‘all about co-creation’ (Clark et al., 2014). AM facilitates

processes of co-creation that enable firms to rapidly test prototypes and products with the

customer or other actors in its ecosystem (Rayna & Striukova, 2015), which ultimately grants

the customer more direct influence on the final product (van Wijk & van Wijk, 2015). Using

AM in co-creation processes is therefore likely to derive better insights to customer needs and

problems, and consequently enable the firm to adjust the product or service according to the

needs of the user and the market, as illustrated in the Hasbro case (Rayna & Striukova, 2015).

This is however reliant on consumers who are willing to participate in 3D-printing based

co-creation activities. Firm’s pursuing to generate insights through co-creating as outlined

above are therefore reliant on creating facilitating conditions, motivation and a do-it-yourself

(DIY) mentality (Halassi et al., 2018). For example, Hasbro facilitated co-creating conditions

by inviting customers to design its own products, simultaneously sparking a DIY mentality.

Hasbro furthermore delivered value by giving its customers freedom over product attributes,

as previously outlined, and thereby elevating its customers’ motivation to participate.

On-site production
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Furthermore, 3D-printing enable manufacturing close to the place of consumption (Tuck et

al., 2006; Holmström et al., 2010; Geraedts et al., 2012; Fawcett and Waller, 2014; Van Wijk

& van Wijk, 2015). By developing and consequently testing products close to consumption,

firms stand to gain an improved understanding of how the product is consumed on a

day-to-day basis. This understanding enables the identification of unarticulated problems the

user faces with the product (Von Hippel, 2005; Goffin & Mitchell, 2010).

Rapid prototyping and small-batch testing

AM speeds up the process of building prototypes (Niaki & Nonino, 2017). Meanwhile, AM

also enables these prototypes to be tested in a rapid fashion and to be modified according to

customer feedback (van Wijk & van Wijk, 2015). As AM enables cheap and rapid mass

manufacturing of customizable objects (Geraedts et al., 2012; Van Wijk & van Wijk, 2015),

companies can test small batches of different products in real world scenarios in an iterative

manner, and thus increase the amount of products to be tested in a shorter timespan - from

single, late-stage prototypes to several functional ones. Thus, frequent testing of prototypes

accelerates the increased information flow stemming from the co-creating and on-site

production activities explored above.

When products can be rapidly manufactured close to the point of consumption and tested in

close collaboration with the end-user, we will argue that it is probable that the AM will assist

the firm in (1) better identifying customer problems, (2) the nature of these problems, (3)

generate ideas of how to solve them, and (4) ultimately developing commercially viable

products in the process. Using AM in the innovation process allows firms to test several

prototypes more rapidly and earlier in an innovation process as opposed to traditional

manufacturing. On-site production furthermore allows firms to bring innovation closer to the

consumer, allowing for an increasingly iterative co-creation process. By using AM, firms can

arguably better identify customer problems and their nature, and generate ideas of how to

solve them in conjunction with the customers. This can be done during several phases of the

innovation process, contributing to the whole development of commercially viable products.

Phase Implication(s) Underlying factors
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Idea generation AM contributes

to an improved

toolbox for

ideation.

As previously non-viable avenues to value creation

turns to promising opportunities, the scope of

ideation widens. AM contributes to an improved

toolbox for ideation. It does so by enabling closer

facilitated and more effective processes

co-creation, on-site production, and rapid

prototyping and small-batch testing. This, in turn,

leads to an increased flow of ideas, and

consequently its testing.

Table 12: A summary of AM’s implication on idea generation.

5.3 Portfolio Selection: Reducing the Risk of Innovation

The portfolio selection phase in the Pentathlon framework is used to filter out innovation

projects organizations deemed unviable based on non-financial and financial assessment

methods. The goal is to reduce the risk associated with innovation projects by ensuring

alignment with the firm's innovation strategy (Goffin & Mitchell, 2010).

Non-financial criteria

Regarding non-financial selection criterias, we argue that firms will become better equipped

to determine their innovations’ fit with customer and market needs. 3D-printing enables

companies to directly involve individual consumers and business customers in product testing

in an increasingly interactive manner (van Wijk & van Wijk, 2015), and hence take a larger

part in testing and developing prototypes early in an innovation process. 3D-printed

prototypes can replace conventional sketches and product descriptions when assessing market

and customer-fit (3Dhubs, 2021). It can thus provide more accurate and appropriate customer

feedback (3Dhubs, 2021) than the firm would have access to using a traditional stage-gate

system, where prototypes tend not to be introduced before the final stages (Cooper, 2008).

Thus, the go/kill decision previously made on the basis of sketches and illustrations can be

replaced with customer data gathered from testing rapid prototypes without cost penalties

(Niaki & Nonino, 2017).
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Using AM to make rapid prototypes in close collaboration with consumers (instead of

conventional sketches, etc.) will subsequently ensure more robust data and reliable insights to

whether or not the product design meets customer requirements, equipping firms to make

more qualified assumptions with regards to product and strategic fit.

Financial criteria

We argue that firms that use AM technology in the innovation process can satisfy an

increased amount of financial requirements, and provide more reliable calculations to

measure the probability of success.

Regarding financial selection criterias, AM is perceived to offer a better investment

opportunity than conventional manufacturing (Wittbrodt et al., 2013) while ensuring product

standards equal or better to traditional manufacturing (Reeves, 2008; Atzeni & Salmi, 2012;

Yoon et al., 2014). This, underlined by the fact that innovations utilizing AM often involves

cheaper manufacturing processes (Weller et al., 2015; Niaki & Nonino, 2017), materials

(Vinodh et al., 2009; Berman, 2012; Roberson et al., 2013), storage (Tuck et al., 2006;

Holmström et al., 2010; Geraedts et al., 2012; Fawcett and Waller, 2014; Van Wijk & van

Wijk, 2015), and more efficient energy consumption (Geraedts et al., 2012; Baumers et al.,

2013; Huang et al., 2013; Yoon et al., 2014), suggests that innovations utilizing AM will

yield more promising financial results, and thereby satisfy more financial assessment

criterias. As AM production tends to be reliant on fewer components (one printer can replace

moulds and entire production lines, as well as the associated cost), there may also be less

uncertainty associated with the cost of production, and the financial criterias might

furthermore become increasingly reliable.

Phase Implication(s) Underlying factors

Idea selection AM can reduce

the risk

associated with

developing an

3D-printing can reduce risk associated with developing

innovative concepts. Firstly, concepts developed with

AM typically involve less costs compared to

traditional manufacturing. Also, selection criterias

become increasingly reliable following the adoption of
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innovation

portfolio

AM, equipping firms to make decisions with less

uncertainty. Here, financial insights become more

reliable as there are less assumptions regarding

production costs involved. Non-financial criterias

become more reliable as customers can increasingly be

involved in the concept development phase, limiting

uncertainty regarding product-market fit, etc.

Table 14: A summary of AM’s implication on idea selection.

5.4 Implementing Innovations: Optimizing Implementation

“Generating and selecting an idea is only the first step on the journey; the real work starts

with the implementation” (Goffin & Mitchell, 2010, p. 255).

Drawing on the overall notion that AM technology has the potential of speeding up and

increasing efficiency in the implementation process of bringing innovations to market, we

retrace to the four different usage areas for AM technology, namely rapid tooling, rapid

prototyping, direct manufacturing, and home fabrication (Rayna & Striukova, 2015). By

retracing we can identify why AM technology potentially boosts efficiency by looking at the

opportunities AM can enable in development of concepts and subsequent production.

Firstly, firms can use rapid prototyping to increase process efficiency in implementation, as it

provides a more efficient way of achieving Proof of Concept and design optimization (Rayna

& Striukova, 2015; 3Dhubs, 2021). Apart from the direct influence this has on early

development of concepts (as covered in the idea generation phase), rapid prototyping can

benefit the implementation process at all development stages. Project teams can, with relative

low costs associated, review promising attributes of new products by printing prototypes. The

contrast to more conventional manufacturing settings are apparent, as prototypes often are
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expensive and take time to produce. A significant process impact from AM is, thus, the firm's

ability to rapidly, and on an ongoing basis throughout the implementation process, produce

prototypes. This not only lowers costs and reduces TTM, but also contributes to lowering

risks when implementing radical products associated with high levels of uncertainty.

Secondly, firms can apply the process of rapid tooling to produce specialized tools and molds

on-site by using a 3D-printer (Rayna & Striukova, 2015), granting increased efficiency in

manufacturing and prototyping, without the need to acquire specialized tools and molds

(Tuck et al., 2006; Dedoussis & Giannatsis, 2009; Rosen, 2014; in Niaki & Nonino, 2017).

As such, the firm with AM assets can improve the efficiency and reduce the cost of

implementing novel concepts.

Thirdly, by using direct manufacturing, the firm can also fully reconfigure their production

process to fit the needs of the customer and market (Rayna & Striukova, 2015). Direct

manufacturing potentially enables the firm to produce customized products in large volumes,

while still being able to keep costs at a relatively low level. It also alleviates the need for

many production steps (such as manufacturing components, modules etc.) as 3D-printers are

used to manufacture the complete end-product. As such, direct manufacturing can increase

efficiency in the implementation of product innovations. Importantly, this effect will mostly

apply to, and depend on, the natural attributes of a type of product - a plane cannot (yet) be

directly manufactured whereas a shoe potentially could.

Lastly, home fabrication enables increased efficiency as it facilitates direct contact,

collaboration, and even, direct distribution through customers from home (Rayna &

Striukova, 2015). Following the same restrictions as apply to direct manufacturing of

products, home fabrication can allow for external organization of some stages and gates. This

can potentially be used to effectivize implementation processes, as customers fulfill functions

that previously were conducted internally. This could not only reduce costs in development

and production, but also reduce TTM.

Taking this into account, rapid tooling and rapid prototyping enables a smoother process for

project teams as tools and prototypes can be acquired on-site as it is needed in development

or production. Rapid tooling also reduces the costs by alleviating the need for expensive and
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specialized tools produced conventionally. Rapid prototyping can be used for reducing risks

associated with product development, as well as lowering prototyping costs.

Direct manufacturing and home fabrication has the potential of optimizing implementation

processes by reducing the amount of steps needed to develop a commercially viable

innovation. Direct manufacturing can be used to consolidate all production into one step and

one process, effectively reducing costs and risks in production processes. Direct

manufacturing also enables mass-customization at relatively low costs, opening up new

market opportunities not commercially viable with conventional manufacturing. Home

fabrication can produce similar efficiency effects, as some steps and gates can be out-sourced

directly to the customers, potentially reducing costs, risk and TTM for the firm. Direct

manufacturing and home fabrication are, however, limited to certain types of products as

mentioned earlier.

Phase Implication(s) Underlying factors

Idea

implementatio

n

AM can

increase the

efficiency of

implementing

ideas.

3D-printing can increase the efficiency of

implementing ideas through systematic NPD models

(e.g. Stage-Gate) without compromising ideation (see

trade-off section). Efficiency is also increased as AM

offers production without moulding and other time

consuming production initiatives, rapid testing and

prototyping, and on-site production.

Table 15: A summary of AM’s implication on idea implementation.

5.5 Findings

We have identified several factors influencing innovation strategy and the generation,

selection, and implementation of ideas. These factors result in four findings concerning a

firm's innovation strategy as per the Pentathlon, summarized below:

Phase Finding
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Innovation strategy AM creates new opportunities for value creation while increasing

complexity of value capture.

Idea generation AM contributes to an improved toolbox for ideation.

Idea selection AM can reduce the risk associated with innovation.

Idea implementation AM can increase the efficiency of implementing ideas.

Table 16: Findings summarized.

6.0 Illustrative Case Analysis
This chapter entails our final analysis of how firms can benefit from adopting AM in their

innovation process. The aim of this chapter is to expand the readers’ understanding of how

business firms in practice can navigate and understand the conditions accompanying AM

technology.

Thus far, it has been established that the adoption of AM into the innovation process

emphasizes the need to comprehend how AM changes the dynamics of innovation, and the

changing relations between market actors. Resultantly, this increases the emphasis on how

firms should go about planning, structuring, and organizing their innovative efforts in

accordance with said altercations. We have hitherto assessed that general changes that affect

the overall innovation strategy, and subsequently illuminated the dynamics that will likely

play an important role in determining how firms can benefit from capturing and creating

value with AM technology. What however remains to be investigated is how firms, in

practice, organize their innovative efforts and furthermore how they navigate their respective

context.

In this chapter, we will present and contrast a practical illustration of how four different case

companies, from four different industries, have adopted AM technology. Our intention is to
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analyze these cases to support and expand on the theoretical understanding that has been

accumulated and analyzed so far.

We have chosen to categorize our illustrative case-companies based on whether the firm is an

incumbent or a challenger, and if the firm’s AM innovations are oriented towards businesses

or consumers. We believe this achieves a holistic representation that furthermore provides a

broad illustration of how firms practically can benefit from AM in the innovation process.

Incumbent Challenger

B2B Industry: Aerospace

Company: Airbus

Industry: Service providers

Company: Carbon

B2C Industry: Medical Devices

Company: Sonova

Industry: Housing

Company: ICON

Figure 17: Our two-by-two matrix for the illustrative cases.

The case analysis will firstly begin with an overview of how each of the respective industries

are using and subsequently benefiting from AM. Secondly, we will outline how each firm is

benefitting from using AM technology. Thirdly, we explain how the firm creates value with

AM. Fourth, is an analysis of the factors that enable the firm to create and capture value with

AM. This step involves establishing the context of innovation, organizational model, and

patent strategy. This approach is intended to support what has until now been gathered

throughout our analysis, and ultimately generate a more holistic understanding of how firms

in practice organize their AM innovations to benefit from the technology.

Context of Innovation

Here, we will establish what constitutes the multi-invention context of the firm. We will

additionally establish the central complementary assets that are necessary to bring the

respective AM innovations to market, both with regards to the external and internal sources

of complementarities.

Organizational Model & Patent Strategy
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The organizational model will be used to explain whether or not, or to which extent the firm’s

AM efforts are integrated or non-integrated, following Somaya et al., (2011). What we

achieve by separating between the two categories is to gain a deeper understanding of how

activities are organized within the ecosystem, but also to illuminate certain dynamics that are

central to explaining how the firm creates value within this ecosystem, and furthermore to

illustrate the dynamics in play with regards to the final theme - capturing value from AM

innovations.

6.1 Personalized Medical Devices: Sonova

With regards to personalized medical devices, the most common applications of AM are

device prototyping for modelling and validation, custom/complex geometry devices,

modelling for simulation/training for medical professionals, and personal protective

equipment. AM in medical device manufacturing can be used to make everything from

tongue compressors and latex gloves, to x-ray machines, custom hearing aids, and biomedical

implanted devices (Roberts, n. d).

The Hearing Aid Industry

The hearing aids industry provides a paramount example of how personalized medical

device-manufacturers can benefit from using AM technology. Hearing aids have evolved

from the 17th century ‘ear trumpets’ to amplifiers containing microprocessors that regulate

their own sound levels, volume, come with Bluetooth connection, and can stream audio from

external devices like smartphones or TVs (3DSourced, 2021). Today, nearly 100% of custom

hearing aids are 3D printed - with an estimated number of 10 million 3D printed hearing aids

in use. 3DP hearing aids are modeled to the anatomy of each individual patient, and provide

superior comfort and fit in comparison to the ‘retail’ version/conventional manufacturing.

3DP has increased manufacturing effectiveness by a landslide. UK-based custom hearing

device manufacturer ACS Custom has reported a 400% increase in capacity and 200%

increase in efficiency, with a 50% reduction in material consumption, and saved up to 80% in

labour costs using a unique 3DP solution. Thus, the impact from 3DP has resulted in

increased production capacity and efficiency and higher quality products to customers

(Griffiths, 2020). Before, manufacturers had to create individual negative molds for each

customer, but with 3DP, these can be mass produced faster and with better accuracy, while
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saving both material and cost. Customers are also willing to pay more: the average cost of a

pair of hearing aids was approximately $2,400 in 2000. In 2020, Americans are willing to

spend an average of $4,680 on a modern pair of hearing aids (3DSourced, 2021).

6.1.1 Case Company: Sonova

Sonova installs unique custom hearing pieces globally, and is, in terms of market share, the

leading manufacturing of hearing aids, and aims to differentiate its product offering from its

competitors by being at the forefront of hearing aid development (TCTmag, 2017). Sonova

operates through three core businesses: (1) Hearing Instruments, (2) Audiological Care, and

(3) Cochlear implants. These core businesses (1) develop, manufacture, and distribute hearing

aids; (2) operate networks of stores and clinics, supporting consumers with advanced services

and a deep audiological expertise; and (3) address severe forms of hearing loss. These three

businesses work together closely, exchanging assets and technologies, to give Sonova the

depth and flexibility to capitalize on new opportunities (Sonova, a, n.d.).

6.1.1.1 How Sonova Creates Value with AM Technology

3DP has been a standard at Sonova since 2001, when the company became one of the first

companies in the world to deploy AM technology in manufacturing - which, at the time,

represented a breakthrough in the modernization and digitalization of hearing-aid

manufacturing. Prior to this breakthrough, each unique piece had to be finished by hand in a

time-consuming and costly process. Today, nearly all parts of their various hearing aids are

produced using 3D printers, enabling the shape to be tailored to the wearer’s individual needs

(Sonova, b, n.d).

The process of customizing a hearing aid device and bringing it to the market can be

described as follows: silicone impressions of the ear canal are first scanned into the computer

using laser technology, and processing is further carried out digitally on-screen through

specialized software. Once the digital 3D-model has been finished on the computer, the

3D-file is stored on a central database and transmitted to Sonova’s on-site 3D-printers. Every

product differs in shape and size, but by using AM technology, Sonova can mass-produce

hundreds of thousands of custom-made products to their customers every year (Sonova, b,

n.d). Hence, Sonova dervies benefits from using AM technology through direct

manufacturing of mass-customized products to support efficiency in the manufacturing
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process, and also to provide the customer with convenient and more reliable products. This

application of AM technology has allowed for a radical process innovation in that new

technology is leveraged to boost performance of the existing business model significantly

(Pisano, 2015).

6.1.1.2 What factors enable Sonova to Create Value with AM?

Context of Innovation

Sonova’s hearing aids rely on several key-inventions and -technologies, some of which are

developed internally, and others which are accessed from external sources. Examples of this

include, but are not limited to, microphone, sensor, and audio processing

technologies/inventions that support the deployed AM technology. As such, we can establish

that Sonova is an innovator within a multi-invention context (Somaya et al., 2011). This will

have implications for the strategic market approach and corresponding organizational mode,

as will follow in the next paragraphs.

Internal Complementarities

Phonak

Sonova has developed 3D-printing capabilities through its subsidiary Phonak, which has

allowed for integrated manufacturing of the main component of Sonova`s end-product; the

personalized ear shells. The 3DP capabilities in Phonak, which can be seen as a radical

process innovation, has enabled Sonova to generate a radical innovation that leverages new

technological capabilities in bringing personalized hearing aids to the market (Pisano, 2015).

We argue that this indicates an emergence of a niche trajectory (Geels, 2001; Geels & Schot,

2008) in the personalized medicine device sector, as a Technological Transition (Geels, 2001)

from conventional “hand-by-hand” manufacturing to 3DP manufacturing has been carried out

successfully by Sonova.

External Complementarities

Although Sonova has integrated 3D-printing and controls many complementary technologies

in the context of commercializing hearing aid devices, they do still rely on external

intermediaries to support efficiency in the integrated manufacturing process.

Materialise
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Sonova has collaborated closely with the generative service-provider (Rogers et al., 2016)

Materialise in developing a proprietary 3D modeling software model that turns their silicon

impressions into a digital 3DP design. The software that is owned by, and licensed from

Materialise, and tailored to Sonova`s business model, has allowed for an efficient

(customized) design process. Materialise's software is furthermore argued to contribute to the

radical process innovation that enables Sonova to deliver their radical innovation, the

personalized hearing aid, to the market (Sonova, b, n.d.).

EnvisionTEC

Prior to developing their own 3D-printing capabilities, Sonova used the service-provider

EnvisionTEC`s 3D-printers in manufacturing. Sonova initially licensed the use of

EnvisionTEC`s 3D-printing technology (DLP printing) when they adopted AM technology at

the beginning of this century. The partnership came about when Sonova realized the need for

biocompatible materials to ensure safe long-term use without causing irritation or discomfort

for the end-user, and has allowed for production of hearing aids of superior quality

(Envisiontec, n.d.).

Organizational Model

Sonova’s software enables every personalized silicone impression to be designed,

manufactured, and delivered to the customer in a matter of days (Sonova, b, n.d.). The

software is however licensed from Materialise, and thus not owned by Sonova. Drawing on

this, Sonova seemingly deploys a licensing model for accessing external key-inventions and

technologies needed for delivering their hearing aid device to the market. This corresponds

with a non-integrated licensing organizational model, as prescribed by Somaya et al., (2011).

In their early days of AM adoption, Sonova licensed EnvisionTEC’s process and printer

technology. This enabled the firm to transition into a finely-tuned digital manufacturing

process, and furthermore to access materials that were imperative to reach the quality of

today's hearing aids (TCTmag, 2017). The example illustrates how Sonova initially adopted

AM capabilities through a facilitative service-provider (Rogers et al., 2016), which were

licensed through a non-integrated approach (Somaya et al., 2011). However, later on, Sonova

developed their own 3DP production technique in the subsidiary Phonak. The new production

technique, called cDLM (continuous digital light manufacturing), allows for about four times

higher accuracy in production while consuming the same amount of time as the “old” DLP
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process (provided by EnvisionTEC), thus improving Sonova’s printing processes

significantly (TCTmag, 2017).

By integrating the new technology, Sonova has increased their control of their internal AM

manufacturing process. And though Materialise’s enabling technology (3DP software) is not

owned by Sonova, the manufacturer has still integrated the necessary complementary

technology (Phonak`s cDLM process) into their manufacturing process, which corresponds

with an integrated organizational model. As such, we can argue that Sonova initially

deployed a non-integrated approach to access external AM capabilities, but that they today

are pivoting towards an increasingly integrated model (Somaya et al., 2011) - with elements

of an non-integrated licensing model (Materialises software).

6.1.1.3 How Sonova Captures Value with AM

Although Sonova benefits significantly from integrating 3DP capabilities in-firm, they still

need the specialized software and Materialise`s expertise to align the “new” manufacturing

system with the business model properly. This illustrates that Sonova are coordinating

external AM capabilities through a non-integrated, licensing approach, although they have

integrated the 3DP technology (Somaya et al., 2011). This has implications for the value

distribution between Sonova and complementary actors, as will follow below.

The hearing aid manufacturer has co-created their solution with the external, complementary

actors EnvisionTEC and Materialise, who have provided Sonova with enabling technologies

(Teece, 2018) that have been necessary for commercialization with 3D-printing. Sonova

could not initially have produced their hearing aids without these technologies, and would

subsequently have to give up parts of the value created from the novel hearing aids. However,

Sonova were able to integrate superior capabilities by developing a radical innovation in the

subsidiary Phonak (cDLM process), and were thus able to capture the value that previously

had to be shared with EnvisionTEC. Ultimately, this has led to a strengthening of their patent

strategy as less spillover to complementary actors occurs following the integration.

Sonova has benefitted from licensing the necessary components of Materialise’s enabling

technology to co-create their proprietary software, but the non-integrated approach to

Materialise's AM capabilities entails some spillover, or loss of value, to the partner.
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In sum, AM enables Sonova to undergo large scale mass-customization of specialized

consumer goods, which has proved great benefits for both the firm and the end user. Sonova

hence enjoys benefits stemming from their AM innovations with regards to

mass-customization enabled by use of direct manufacturing (DLP or cDLM process

techniques) and specialized design software (Materialise). In achieving these benefits Sonova

has deployed both integrated and non-integrated approaches to adopting AM and

complementary technologies. Sonova do, however, seem to pursue an all over integrated

approach to commercializing their radical innovation, the 3D-printed hearing aids.

6.2 The Aerospace Industry: Airbus

The Aerospace Industry

One of the sectors that is expecting the biggest gains from applying AM in their processes is

the aerospace industry (3DHubs, 2020) - an industry that works around two basic principle

requirements: low weight and high safety (Joshi & Sheikh, 2015, p. 182). AM provides many

opportunities to the aerospace industry with regards to design, material, and fabrication

methods. AM also aids the industry with just-in-time production of complex parts with ease,

and to make improvements that lead to better fuel efficiency. AM also increases reliability

and reduces costs, and is viable for printing parts that rarely are replaced, and producing parts

that are no longer in production; reducing material waste as well as the cost of production

(Lim et al., 2016).

Despite intense research efforts, the adoption rate of AM in the aerospace manufacturing

industry is still rather slow. Joshi & Sheikh (2015) attributes this to strict certification

requirements that are inherent to the safety of air and space crafts, and also that it is

challenging to identify a set of certification rules, considering that AM is still a rather

ambiguous and not yet a fully matured technology. Hence, certification and qualification of

parts must be in order before parts can be implemented for commercial use - and although

AM provides great benefits, the risk that comes with the implementation of the technology

must be mitigated before it can be fully embraced (Lim et al., 2016, p. 21).
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6.2.1 Case Company: Airbus

Airbus manufactures airplanes and other aerial vehicles, and is broadly recognized as the

industry leader in the global aerospace sector (Airbus,a, n.d.). This encompasses complex

production and implementation of thousands of highly customized components and modules

into the end-product - airplanes. As such, Airbus relies on a plethora of suppliers, both

controlled subsidiaries and autonomous actors, to deliver its final product to the airlines.

The next paragraphs will first explain how Airbus is using AM to benefit in innovation

processes and how they enabled these benefits strategically, before we contrast this with the

findings from analysis.

6.2.1.1 How Airbus Creates Value using AM

The aerospace giant is increasingly adopting AM into its organization, with an overall goal of

producing cheaper, faster, better, and closer to market compared to conventional

manufacturing (Airbus annual report, 2020).

Airbus recognizes the potential for AM technology to revolutionize its production line by

producing aircraft parts that are 30-55% lighter, while saving up to 90% of the material, and

reducing energy consumption by up to 90%. Overall, Airbus estimates that they can save

between 10-30% in the long run by using AM technology (Lim et al., 2016, p. 20). Some

examples of how these effects have been achieved are illustrated below through their

successful long-haul plane, the Airbus A350 and the innovative A330neo machine.

Airbus has implemented 3D-printed cable-covers in the A350 that cost 80 percent less to

manufacture than the previous conventional solution. They have also fitted the airplane with

additive manufactured fuel-pipes that are 30 percent cheaper than its conventionally produced

predecessor. Components like the cable covers and fuel pipes weigh up to 50 percent less

while also reducing raw material consumption by up to 90 percent, as well as improved

production in terms of component quality and ecological footprint.

The A350 aircraft now consist of over a thousand 3D-printed components, leading to cost

benefits, increased product performance and reduced CO2 emissions. The whole production

process has been optimized, as one of the advantages of AM is that new components can be

virtually designed, printed on site, and then tested – all in a very short time span. The
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increased quality and reduced weight of AM manufactured specialized components has

furthermore supported incremental innovations, such as the new A330neo machine that due

to weight efficiency is consuming 25 percent less fuel than the previous generation (Airbus

annual report, 2020). However, Airbus does not use additive manufacturing as a core

manufacturing technology yet, but rather as an enabling technology (Teece, 2018) that

supports the conventional manufacturing processes in Airbus` industrial system.

Airbus sees benefits such as fewer design restrictions, weight reduction of components,

significantly lower energy and material consumption, and reduced production time from

on-demand (Just-in-time) production of parts. This is achieved through using rapid tooling

and direct manufacturing principles, as both custom tools and components can be made as

soon as a demand arises (Just-in-time) in production. The new applications of AM and

complementary technologies have enabled both radical process innovations (JIT tools and

parts) and incremental product innovations (the A350 or A330neo) in the complex

manufacturing system of Airbus (Pisano, 2015), as will be shown below.

6.2.1.2 What factors enable Airbus to create value with AM?

Context of Innovation

Before we discuss the potential market approach, we must establish the technological context

Airbus operates within. Considering the myriad of components, modules, technologies,

techniques, inventions, and supporting infrastructures and institutions that are involved in the

complex industrial system of Airbus, we can establish that Airbus is indeed innovating within

a multi-invention context (Somaya et al., 2011). This has several strategic implications for

Airbus that must be addressed when considering AM.

Internal Complementarities

AEROTEC & SATAIR

Airbus has developed 3D-printing capabilities (AM technology) in the wholly owned

subsidiary, Premium AEROTEC, which has enabled Airbus to produce complex, 3D-printed

carbon-fibre components for most of their plane models (Airbus, 2020). The attributes of

3D-printed carbon fibre have contributed to weight-reduction and sophisticated shapes of

components not possible prior to AM. The significant improvements of such components has
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enabled Airbus to deliver the innovative A330neo machine and improve performance of the

flagship, the A350. Although the improvements can be argued to be of a radical nature (by

drawing on new technology), we see them as incremental product innovations as the 3DP and

AM components complement the conventional manufacturing process and components

(Pisano, 2015). This can furthermore be argued to be a case of hybridization (Geels, 2001;

Geels & Schot, 2008), as new AM technology is hybridized with conventional plane

manufacturing processes.

Furthermore, several complementary technologies are also controlled directly by the

aerospace company, such as the Airbus subsidiary SATAIR (a specialized actor focused on AI

technology). The “ADAM” (Advanced Digital Design and Manufacturing) project combines

technological capabilities from subsidiaries like SATAIR and AEROTEC with the mother

organization to develop new methods for reducing development time (TTM) and production

costs drawing on digital technologies. Airbus has reported that this already has enabled

significant reduction in development time due to use of rapid tooling and AI technology

(Airbus annual report, 2020). Specifically, the project has developed a more efficient method

of global inventory steering of spare parts, by predicting demand through AI technology and

producing them on-site, just-in-time with 3D-printers (Airbus annual report, 2020).

The aerospace giant furthermore recently partnered with Local Motors Industries to create the

subsidiary, Neorizon, which is a 3D-printing solution for ground and air mobility, for

example, urban cargo, drones, and autonomous creations. Neorizon utilizes on-demand and

on-site production, where “future products will stem from local problem statements that need

an innovative approach and solution” (3dprint.com, 2019). Neorizon both produce and test

products where they are consumed, and feedback is regularly iterated to match customer

needs and preferences (3dprint.com, 2019). AM thus enables co-creation of solutions to local

problems on the production site - and on-demand.

All this serves as an example of how AM technology, in tandem with other digital

technologies, can enable novel reconfigurations of capabilities and resources to produce

innovations. For example, Airbus’ improvements in inventory steering would not come about

without combining AI and AM technology. As such, it becomes evident that by integrating

3D-printing capabilities, Airbus has been able to leverage complementary digital

technologies they control in producing a radical process innovation (Pisano, 2015).
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External Complementarities

Materialise

The giant is also dependent on autonomous specialized actors to some degree. The service

provider Materialise (also cooperating with Sonova) serves as such an example, as Airbus

draws upon their AM expertise in designing and producing interior components for airplanes

(Materialise, n.d). Although Airbus has strong capabilities within certain AM usage areas

(e.g., carbon and metal printing), Materialise effectively provides capabilities for 3D-printing

of sophisticated plastic shapes. The partnership with Materialise has led to considerable

radical process improvements (innovations) in both interior design and interior production,

as AM technology is utilized to speed up design processes (including customer feedback) and

the subsequent additive manufacturing of interior parts.

Organizational Model

Airbus has developed necessary 3DP capabilities internally in their subsidiaries, and has

primarily used what Somaya et al., (2011) defines an integrated organizational approach to

commercializing AM innovation. By integrating these new 3DP capabilities, Airbus has been

able to leverage the complementary technologies necessary for producing their incremental

innovations and radical process innovations.

6.2.1.3 How Airbus Captures Value with AM

Airbus mainly deploys an integrated approach with regards to their patent strategy. We

nevertheless observe that Airbus is dependent on licensing Materialise’s enabling technology

to produce 3DP interior components for their airplanes, and will therefore involve elements

of a non-integrated approach to commercializing AM innovations. This example illustrates

that even the most resourceful incumbents still choose to license certain technological

capabilities from external sources to fully leverage their technological and AM capabilities,

even though it entails some spillover of value to partners.

6.3 Industry: 3D-printing Service Providers: Carbon

The 3DP service industry

The 3DP service sector accounts for a third of the 3DP industry (3Dhubs, 2020). 3DP service

providers can offer a full spectrum of services by use of 3DP, including sales services,
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servicing of AM equipment, design and/or manufacturing of 3D printed products, and

consultancy services (Rogers et al., 2017; Sasson & Johnson, 2016; Chaudhuri et al., 2019).

The service providers themselves claim to “help mechanical engineers create custom 3D

printed parts for application in multiple industries and sectors” (3DHubs, 2021), “improve

your business strategy and speed up your innovation” (Sculpteo, 2021), and “break down

design barriers and scale your business with manufacturing on request”, by reducing

assembly time, enable fast turnaround, and deliver reliable quality (Shapeways, 2021).

6.3.1 Case Company: Carbon

Carbon is a 3DP technology company helping businesses to develop better products and

bringing them to market in less time (Carbon, a, n.d.). Carbon’s Digital Light Synthesis™

(Carbon DLS™) platform allows businesses to “ (...) speed up the product development

process, reduce risk, improve the design of existing products, and bring radically new ones to

market” (Carbon, b, n.d.). Generally, Carbon is working with prototyping, low-volume, and

high-scale production in industries ranging from automotive, dental, life science, to consumer

products - with hundreds of global organizations in its roster (Carbon, c,  n.d.).

6.3.1.1 How Carbon Creates Value with AM technology

Carbon entered the AM technology domain in 2015 by introducing their innovative DLS

technology (Carbon, b, n.d). The company demonstrated their M1 printers on-stage,

successfully printing composite materials with sophisticated attributes in less than ten

minutes. Carbon`s process effectively challenged AM layer-by-layer techniques, as the DLS

technology “lifts” parts out from a pool of composite materials, not having to add layer after

layer. This results in a 3D-printed object that is fully dense, and no potential structural

weaknesses, which has alleviated some of the major problems with older 3D-printing

techniques.

Carbon has been leveraging AM as their core technology through the DLS manufacturing

technique (process) since its conception. By developing DLS, Carbon has positioned itself as

a strong technology (service) provider effectively supplying a range of industries and

markets. As such, Carbon can be argued to benefit from AM technology as they provide

complementary actors access to AM technology, and thus open up innovation opportunities

for both parties. Carbon provides the proprietary DLS process that enables other actors to

develop functional prototypes and end-use (directly manufactured) parts on a single
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3D-printing machine (Carbon, b, n.d.). The new 3DP technique can be seen as an

architectural innovation (Pisano, 2015) due to the fact that Carbon has built a new business

model drawing on new technological capabilities (DLS process).

6.3.1.2 What factors enable Carbon to create value with AM?

Context of Innovation

Carbon controls several key-inventions specialized towards the DLS process and the M1

printers. There are essentially few limits to what might comprise complementary technologies

or actors in this context, as the DLS process has been demonstrated to complement very

different technological domains successfully (e.g., the automotive and dental industry). What

we can establish, however, is that Carbon has been innovating within a multi-invention

context, as prescribed by Somaya et al. (2011). How Carbon has approached this

multi-invention context is elaborated on below.

Internal Complementarities

Carbon is an (upstream) innovator of a technology that enables other business firms to utilize

3DP in their innovation processes. Carbon is licensing their enabling technology to other

market actors as an intermediate input that is transferred to downstream firms. These firms

are not in possession, nor in control of the required complementary assets for in-house

commercialization of their AM-based innovations, and will therefore have to form

partnerships with actors like Carbon in order to reap the benefits of using AM technologies in

their innovation process. By developing all the technology and key-inventions (radical

innovations) needed to operate the novel DLS process in-house, Carbon has been able to

offer an architectural innovation to the market (Pisano, 2015).

External Complementarities

Carbon possesses all the necessary complementary AM technologies internally. They are

however reliant on licensing their 3DP services to complementary actors in order to create

value with their offering. Carbon assisted Dynamical 3D in saving 70% in cost for

low-volume production, and also to complete prototyping in one day with rapid design

iterations (Carbon, d, n.d.); Golden Ceramic Dental Lab in decreasing time needed for

denture creation by more than 50%, decrease number of denture refits by 85%, while also

moving production from overseas to the US (Carbon, e, n.d.); and JINS Eyewear Designs to
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shorten their development time by 66% through prototyping, design, and production with the

DLS 3DP process (Carbon, f,  n.d.)

Adidas

Another example is Adidas, who with the help of Carbon have been able to commercialize

ideas with less restrictions. Adidas’ product development traditionally follows the subsequent

steps: design, prototyping, tooling, and production. Typically, firms can only afford three to

five redesign cycles before finalizing the design. With Carbon’s rapid product development

process, Adidas has been able to co-create and iterate over 50 different designs before landing

on the current design. Adidas can now increasingly test small batches of different products in

real world scenarios in an iterative manner (Carbon, g, n.d.), consequently improving

insights, as well as commercial viability.

Organizational Model

Carbon licenses its enabling technology (Teece, 2018) to a broad variety of customers,

through a series of market relationships, where prototypes and end-use parts are developed

through processes of open innovation. Their technology is however organized in the market

as a non-integrated service for other actors to access and use in the commercialization of AM

innovations. Their organizational model is hence compatible with that of a non-integrated

approach (Somaya et al., 2011).

6.3.1.3 How Carbon Captures Value with AM

Carbon has built its business model on a radical innovation (the DLS printing technique)

which has enabled them to deliver an architectural innovation to the market. Carbon is a

service provider that provides an enabling technology to actors in the market that choose to

license AM technology to create more value. Carbon’s business model is built on the premise

that it serves to optimize the product offering of its customers. This implies that all value

created ultimately will be co-created with actors whom Carbon’s service will complement.

Carbon’s non-integrated licensing patent strategy therefore inevitably involves Carbon's

clients having to share the profits from end-users with Carbon. Carbon nevertheless possesses

full control of its proprietary technology, and can hence capture the value that their services

provide for their customers (and not the final end-user).
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6.4 Housing Construction: ICON

The Housing Construction Industry

The housing construction industry has seen little change over the past decades in terms of

material usage and building methods (ICON, a, n.d.). Buildings are typically manually built

using materials such as steel, concrete, bricks, wood, or a combination of these. The buildings

are either built on site, or assembled on site using components/modules manufactured

elsewhere. This has yet to change, but how the actual building of houses takes place is about

to be.

3DP is used in the construction industry to construct complex and bespoke components at a

faster rate and a lower cost, while also reducing labour costs and production waste

(DesigningBuildings, 2020). The benefits of additive manufactured homes are seemingly

many. Homes that are built with AM have firstly shown to be more energy efficient,

sustainable, and more resilient than conventional wood-built homes (Olick, 2021). In the US,

the construction of 3DP-houses has been several months faster than conventional

construction, and can be 30/50% cheaper than traditional methods, while potentially

eliminating up to 99% of construction waste (Higgins, 2021; Olick, 2021; Williams, 2021).

But US-based 3DP constructions are not the only initiatives making news. It is expected that

25 percent of all Dubai buildings will be 3D-printed by 2025. Similar predictions are found

surrounding the chinese market - with ongoing experimentations with a six story apartment

building and a large villa taking place (BMCR, 2021).

6.4.1 Case Company: ICON

ICON is a construction technology company on a mission to make dignified housing

accessible to everyone, and to advance humanity with their technology by using “3D-printing

robotics, software and advanced materials” (ICON, a, n.d.). ICON states the population

growth and increased demands for homes have by far surpassed a stagnant home building

industry.

6.4.1.1 How ICON Creates Value with AM technology

According to the firm itself, ICON uses AM technology to challenge the inefficient and

wasteful traditional building methods. ICON is tackling three critical problems in this regard:

(1) Affordability, (2) Sustainability, (3) Availability (ICON, a, n.d.). In order to do so, ICON
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has developed specialized robotics, software, and materials as their core technologies that are

available to their partners and home buyers (ICON, b, n.d.).

ICON wishes to tackle sustainability issues, low supply of homes and high prices with the

aforementioned activities. But even though houses are sold as ICON’s product, the firm

partners with local construction firms and contributes with expertise and technology (e.g.

ICON’s printers and proprietary cement mix). ICON and their partners can thus offer home

buyers custom houses that are cheaper and more environmentally sustainable than

traditionally built buildings. By developing AM capabilities within housing construction,

ICON has brought an architectural innovation to the market as they have leveraged new

technology (3DP, materials, etc. for houses) and deployed a new business model

(“affordability, sustainability, availability”) to tackle challenges within the industry. This can

be seen as a result of several radical innovations implemented by ICON, which will be

illustrated below.

6.4.1.2 What factors enable ICON to create value with AM?

Context of Innovation

ICON has developed an enabling technology (Teece, 2018) that drives technological change

in the housing construction industry, while also generating considerable economic benefit and

social surplus for the firm and its customers. ICON’s AM innovations combine technologies

such as 3DP robotics, laser and software, and we can therefore establish that they are

innovating within a multi-invention context (Somaya et al., 2011).

Internal Complementarities

ICON Platform

ICON has internally developed new technologies in robotics, software, and advanced

materials that push the boundaries of home building capabilities. This is all connected on

their ‘ICON Platform’ - “a tablet-operated robotic printer, integrated material delivery

system, and groundbreaking cement-based material for building homes” (ICON, b, n.d.).

Vulcan

ICON has furthermore developed their own 3D printer, “designed specifically to produce

resilient single-story buildings faster, more affordably, and with more design freedom”

(ICON, b, n.d.). The Vulcan can be transported to customers in ICON’s custom trailer with no
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assembly required, and comes with an integrated tablet-based operating system, and features

that ensure that set-up, operations, and maintenance is as convenient, and straightforward as

possible (ICON, b, n.d.). The Vulcan can furthermore be defined as a radical product or

process (depending on the area of application) innovation, in that it leverages new technology

in building houses (Pisano, 2015).

Lavacrete

ICON has additionally developed a proprietary cement mix that enables them to rapidly print

homes that are structurally sound, and cost effective. The Lavacrete is built on an advanced

formulation that combines easy-to-source raw materials with advanced additives, enabling

materials to be sourced from anywhere in the world. The cement mix used to enable rapid

build times, and to reduce overall cost, and is furthermore able to withstand extreme weather

conditions to minimize the impact of natural disasters (ICON, b, n.d.). Lavacrete also has

properties of a radical innovation, as new technology is utilized in optimizing the attributes

of construction materials (Pisano, 2015).

External Complementarities

Though ICON possesses all the capabilities for 3DP production internally, they are engaging

external actors to locate and organize the projects that best suit their technology.

New Story

ICON has, in collaboration with the non-profit New Story, built two houses in an

impoverished, rural part of Mexico in late 2019. These houses were built with a total

manufacturing time of 24 hours, which is about two times faster than it takes New Story to

build a home with regular construction methods. The homes were built with ICON’s Vulcan

II, and co-designed with input from the families that will live in them. New Story

(Zdanowicz, 2019).

3Strands

ICON, with local developer 3Strands, has also recently developed four homes for sale in

Texas following a seven home housing project for homeless people, also in Texas (Olick,

2021). ICON’s 33-foot, Vulcan printer pipes out the Lavacrete proprietary extrudable

concrete that hardens when it dries, building the walls one layer at a time. ICON prints the
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homes on site, using its Vulcan construction system, at a high speed, and a low cost (Olick,

2021).

Organizational Model

ICON has developed all the requisite capabilities and key inventions (e.g., 3DP, Vulcan,

Lavacrete) that are needed to construct sustainable homes with 3D-printers, but ICON

accesses external entrepreneurs in order to realize commercial projects. This corresponds

with a non-integrated model as prescribed by Somaya et al., (2011), as the firm provides 3DP

capabilities for partners' projects. The firm has used AM to undergo radical innovations that

enable them to create more value for customers, while simultaneously providing societal

benefits. The complete offering of ICON can even be argued to contain elements of an

architectural innovation, as it draws upon radical innovations (e.g., Lavacret or Vulcan) and a

new business model (by rethinking how value creation and capture is defined in the housing

industry).

By accessing ICON’s advanced construction technologies, companies like New Story and

3Strands can impact the lives of more families faster, while simultaneously improving the

quality and design flexibility. “Through the technology, software, and advanced material, the

teams will learn, iterate, and then share the learnings with other nonprofits and governments

to help everyone improve and reach families faster” (ICON, 2019).

6.4.1.3 How ICON captures value with AM

ICON controls most of the technological capabilities needed for the 3DP construction

process, however, they do collaborate with complementary actors (such as New Story and

3Strands) in order to access viable concepts. This points to their projects being organized in

the market rather than in-firm, which correspond with a non-integrated approach to their

patent strategy as argued initially in this section.

By using local entrepreneurs in order to access projects, ICON consequently has to share

some of the profits generated by their allover architectural innovation (ICON`s platform).

This implies that the company must negotiate deals in the market for every project they want

to realize. Although this might induce significant isolated costs, it also allows for ICON to

focus on developing their technological core competencies (which after all is 3D-printed

houses and not commercialization per se).
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6.5 Summary, Case Analysis

The illustrative case study has illuminated similarities and differences between the four

companies in regards to the innovation context, patent position, how value creation is realized

and enabled, and lastly, what these factors implicate for capturing value from AM

innovations. This will serve as a benchmark for the next chapter, the cross-case discussion

(chapter 7). The result of each respective case is elevated below, as well as in Figure 18.

Sonova has utilized principles of direct manufacturing and mass-customization in order to

radically innovate the manufacturing process of hearing aids, as well as bringing a radical

product innovation to the market. The company has approached the commercialization of its

product through an integrated patent strategy.

Airbus has developed and implemented rapid tooling and direct manufacturing capabilities in

order to complement and increase efficiency in the conventional manufacturing process. This

has produced radical process innovations for Airbus, as well as incremental product

innovations. The company has approached the commercialization of its AM innovations from

an integrated patent strategy.

Carbon has developed a novel proprietary direct manufacturing process technique that has

enabled new applications and new attributes of 3DP components and products. Carbon`s

service is furthermore characterized as an architectural innovation as it draws upon a radical

innovation (DLS process) in order to design a new business model for providing AM services

to the market. In doing so, Carbon has approached commercialization of AM innovations

with a non-integrated patent strategy effectively organizing its service in the market, where

complementary actors can license the use of DLS technology and -manufacturing from

Carbon.

ICON has developed full AM/3DP capabilities in order to build houses using principles of

direct manufacturing. The company's 3DP platform is viewed as an architectural innovation

as it draws upon radical product and process innovations in order to deploy a novel business

model for how value is created, and consequently captured in the housing construction

industry. In doing so, ICON has approached commercialization of AM innovations by
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licensing its products and services to external NGOs (or similar non-profit projects/firms)

wanting to commercialise sustainable housing projects with a non-integrated patent strategy

AM usage area Patent strategy Types of innovation

Sonova Direct

Manufacturing &

Mass-customization

Integrated

commercialization

Radical process innovation

(cDLM printing)

Radical product innovation

(mass-customized hearing aids)

Airbus Rapid tooling and

Direct

Manufacturing

Integrated

commercialization

Radical process innovations

(inventory and tools)

Incr. product innovations (A350

and A330neo)

Carbon Direct

Manufacturing

Non-integrated

licensing

Radical innovation (DLS

printing)

Architectural innovation (New

tech. has enabled novel

application and value creation)

ICON Direct

Manufacturing

Non-Integrated Radical product/process

innovation (Vulcan, Lavacrete)

Architectural innovation

(ICON`s platform)

Table 18: Our extended two-by-two matrix: The usage area, patent strategy and innovation

types of AM adopting case firms`
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7.0 Discussion
The aim of our thesis has thus far been to establish the conditions in which business firms can

benefit from AM technologies in their innovation process. A prerequisite for answering this

question has involved a holistic breakdown of the components that constitute the modern-day

innovation process. We have connected central components of the innovation process to the

broad impact that AM can have on business firms, which has enabled us to map out the effect

of introducing 3D-printing into the innovation process. This has left us with a list of findings

that illustrate the impact of AM technology in each of the four steps of the chosen Pentathlon

framework:

Innovation

Strategy

AM creates new options for value creation while increasing complexity

of value capture

Idea Generation AM permits firms to use more effective tools for ideation.

Idea Selection AM can reduce the risk associated with innovation

Implementation AM can increase the efficiency of implementing ideas

Table 19: Generalized theoretical findings from chapter 5.

These findings are derived and generalized on the basis of a broad literary analysis. We

therefore acknowledge that these initial findings might potentially be lacking in practical

applicability, when considered in regards to how individual firms can benefit from

introducing AM into their innovation processes. The aim of chapter 6, the cross-case analysis,

was therefore to further illuminate the practical impacts AM has had on the different firm’s

ability to create and capture value, but also to elucidate the dynamics and considerations that

have led each firm to benefit from their respective context of AM innovation. This, we

believe, has contributed to painting a holistic picture of how AM innovations play out in a

practical business setting. The main characteristics of each case company is mapped out

above, in table 19.

The accumulated findings from the theoretical analysis (table 19) and the case study analysis

(table 18) will be discussed in order to describe the practical patterns and principles that
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derive from each of the illustrative cases. The four different cases reflect four different

positions and contexts, and will, as such, serve as a benchmark for the practical application of

theoretical findings in this chapter. We do want to stress that the incumbent vs. challenger and

B2B vs. B2C categories from the matrix are not used with the intention to generalize on

behalf of all incumbents and challengers, nor to suggest direct correlations with regards to

whether or not the firm attends to a business customer or an individual consumer. These

categories rather serve as a means for ensuring a relatively representable sample size, and by

being a relatable distinction/categorization for most business-oriented readers.

7.1 Innovation Strategy

Innovation

Strategy

AM creates new opportunities  for value creation while increasing

complexity of value capture

7.1.2 How can business firms use AM to create value?

We have established that AM technology creates new strategic opportunities for value

creation. The question then remains how business firms practically can go about benefiting

from the identified findings and dynamics in chapter 5 & 6.

Value creation is enabled by enticing customers to pay more, offering cheaper products, or by

providing some larger societal benefit (Pisano, 2015). As such, business firms wanting to

innovate with AM technology to create more value for customers must formulate an

appropriate innovation strategy and business model that aims at fulfilling one or more of the

three criterias. In order to make a qualified decision on the appropriate innovation strategy

and BM, managers must consider several strategic aspects relevant to AM technology, as will

follow in the next sections.

7.1.2.1 Understanding the innovation context and technological trends

The prerequisite for all astute innovation strategies and BMs is a proper understanding of the

context that the respective innovator operates within (Teece, 2006, 2018; Schot & Geels,

2008; Goffin & Mitchel, 2010; Pisano, 2015). This is further emphasised as we have

established the ambiguous nature of AM innovations in a typical Multi-Invention Context
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(Somaya et al., 2011). The cases illustrate how the four companies have different degrees of

complexity in their market-systems, which illustrate the importance for practitioners to

understand their respective context of innovation. For example, we observe that Airbus is not

able to deploy radical end-products due to the systemic industrial system of Airbus and the

highly regulated nature of aerospace manufacturing. The three other case companies

apparently experience less complexity than that of Airbus, as they are able to deploy radical

process innovations and architectural end-products (Carbon and ICON). Drawing on this, we

argue the MIC framework to be a good way for managers to comprehend the

complementarities needed in order to innovate with AM technology, and thus gain a better

understanding of their innovation context.

In all innovation settings, managers should deploy long-term planning methods with a focus

on envisioning future possible scenarios, and back-casting the scenarios in order to formulate

concrete action plans for how future value might be captured (OECD, 2019). We argue that

managers should commit considerable resources towards long-term planning methods,

considering the ambiguous nature of AM technology. Furthermore, we have emphasised the

role of strategic foresight and forecasting in establishing appropriate scenarios and action

plans.

Moreover, we would argue that managers should pay attention to the evolutionary dynamics

of technologies. This can for example be done by identifying emerging technological niches

within the realm of AM technology, which, in turn, can provide sources of inspiration for

managers (Geels & Schot, 2008). Hybridization (Geels, 2002) is also an interesting concept

that can shed light on the example of Airbus not being able to deliver a radical innovation

directly to the market. The main proportion of manufacturing is still dominated by the

conventional paradigm, and as such, AM only comprises some supportive elements to the

conventional process of manufacturing planes. This resembles what Geels (2002) terms

technological add-on, which indicates an early stage of technological transition in the

industrial system of Airbus. In the other cases, we see a higher degree of hybridization as the

companies are able to conduct most of their manufacturing with AM techniques. The

evolutionary dynamics of transitioning technologies are not easily applied to a practical

setting, but we believe it to be an essential approach for identifying novel opportunities that

can be developed in a protected technological niche environment. This might enable a

business firm to avoid technological inertia created by general-purpose technologies (Teece,
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2018), as well as map out new technological trajectories that can be benefitted from in a

future scenario (Geels, 2002).

In sum, our considerations on the context of innovation and technological trends are argued

to be important elements of an astute innovation strategy. As such, we do not claim that AM

changes the way long-term planning should be conducted, rather we emphasise the

importance of committing considerable resources into long-term planning. This is based on

the dynamic Capabilities framework and the concept of evolutionary fitness (Teece, 2018b).

Understanding the evolving dynamics of a firm's environment can allow for dynamic

capabilities in regards to sensing new technological opportunities, seizing the required assets

(complementarities), and reconfiguring existing resources and capabilities in alignment with

new opportunities (Teece, 2018b). The actual capability of a firm's management to efficiently

conduct sensing, seizing, and reconfiguration activities, determine the degree of evolutionary

fitness a firm has accordingly. Following Teece (2018b), we can argue that dynamic

capabilities and evolutionary fitness are essential in gaining long-term competitive advantage

in a complex, multi-invention context (Somaya et al., 2011), such as innovating with AM

technology.

7.1.2.2 Resources and capabilities

In order to benefit from AM technology, managers can turn their attention to how the

identified opportunities can be used to capture value from AM innovations. In order to do so,

managers must contemplate what resources and capabilities they possess that can be used to

leverage and complement AM innovations. The four case studies mainly reflect two different

examples in this regard.

For example, in the cases of Sonova and Airbus, the companies possessed strong

technological capabilities prior to adopting AM, and could consequently leverage many

complementary technologies in tandem with the adopted AM capabilities. Carbon and ICON,

however, have developed AM resources and capabilities without leveraging existing

complementary technological capabilities in-house. As such, not all managers will find

themselves in a position where the previous basis for earning profits can be leveraged in

terms of adopting AM. These will have to design a new innovation strategy and BM for

pursuing AM opportunities.
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7.1.2.3 Accessing new AM resources and capabilities

After having determined what resources and capabilities are needed in order to realize any

given AM innovation, managers must turn attention towards how to access these.

Accordingly, when accessing new technological resources and capabilities, managers have

three main options to consider: internal development (R&D), mergers and/or acquisitions

(M&A), and partnerships (licensing/outsourcing/joint ventures) (Teece, 2018b).

Carbon is a suitable example for how a business firm can approach organic development, as

they internally developed a novel 3D-printing technique (the DLS process) that allowed for

faster production and more sophisticated attributes of printed AM components. ICON

realized the potential in AM for the housing construction, and decided to allocate resources

towards developing the technological resources and capabilities needed internally. Airbus has

also developed internal AM capabilities in some of their subsidiaries. These subsidiaries were

initially acquired by Airbus to strengthen their R&D efforts and technological capabilities.

We can also see that Airbus is accessing necessary capabilities from their partnership with

Materialise. Sonova initially approached AM capabilities through a similar partnership, but

eventually decided to develop their own 3D-printing manufacturing process - though still

collaborating with external intermediaries to ensure regular process-improvements. A last

point is how Carbon and ICON have organized their services in the market, essentially

offering other actors the opportunity to license/outsource Carbon and ICON’s AM resources

and capabilities through a partnership.

Accessing AM resources and capabilities will accordingly entail very different approaches

depending on the context of a company. Some industries and markets will have relatively

established access points through e.g., service-providers, whereas other contexts might dictate

internal R&D development in the absence of any previous AM application. The important

point in regards to accessing AM resources and capabilities is the level of financial

commitment and risk willingness shareholders and other stakeholders will accept.

7.1.2.4 Types of innovation

Parallel to the processes of determining the right organizational structures for creating value

for AM innovations, is the type of innovation a company should pursue in order to leverage

the newly accessed resources and capabilities.
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By analysing the case companies, we have established that all companies have produced

radical innovations to different extents, and with different results for their respective

end-products. This dynamic is well illustrated between the incumbent cases: Sonova was able

to deliver a radically new hearing aid device by developing a radical process innovation (the

additive manufacturing system). Airbus has enabled incremental product innovations (e.g.,

A330neo) by drawing on radical process innovations (e.g., inventory steering and 3D-printing

capabilities). The explanation to why Sonova is able to deliver a radical end-product, and

Airbus is not, can be found in their respective context, although they share a similar

incumbent position. Airbus operates within perhaps one of the most complex industrial

systems in the entire business world. A range of regulatory aspects, industry standards and

intense competition (i.e., Boeing) exhibit rigidness on their innovation opportunities

accordingly. Every AM based component must be certified following strict guidelines and

policies. For Sonova, such aspects also play an important role, for example in terms of the

material used and ensuring no customers experience harm or irritations from the hearing aids.

Nonetheless, Sonova seems to have less difficulties in navigating such inhibiting factors

considering that they were able to deliver 3D-printed hearing aids directly to customers.

For the challengers, Carbon and ICON, we have identified a pattern in the way they innovate

and how they are positioned. Both companies have developed radical AM innovations that

have enabled novel business model solutions in regards to 3D-printing services and housing

construction. Combined, this has allowed the actors to bring a new architecture to the market

that, in turn, has enabled novel solutions for their partners' innovation problems. It should be

noted, however, that this has been achieved through a non-integrated patent strategy which

has significant implications for the appropriation of profits (forthcoming in value capture).

7.1.2.5 How Value is Created

Enticing customers to pay more

All four firms have used AM to provide their customers with either a service or a product that

is differentiated from existing market offerings, and often tailored according to exact

customer needs. Resultantly, the firms can provide customers with products or services that

live up to a standard that has not been possible with conventional manufacturing. Airbus has

for example differentiated its offering by using AM to provide efficient inventory steering of

spare-parts, and also by allowing customers (airlines) to efficiently design interior-solutions
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through AM software. Sonova has used AM to mass-customize hearing aids that customers

are willing to pay double to what they were paying 20 years ago prior to the introduction of

AM methods. We also see that ICON can use their technology to build houses twice as fast as

conventional methods, while also being able to build at locations previously impossible (e.g.

in space). Carbon finally offers a 3DP-service that provides its customers with the

opportunity to make drastic process and product improvements. Hence, we suggest that AM

can be an efficient tool in enticing customers to pay more than they would with conventional

methods.

Cheaper products

It is evident that each case-company has experienced reduced costs and increased efficiency

in production as a result of their AM innovation efforts. On a general basis, we argue that

more efficient processes and a lower need for capital investments will be sufficient grounds

to offer customers with cheaper products. Hence, we suggest that AM innovations, generally,

will be likely to enable firms to offer products at a lower cost.

Societal Benefits

We have found that all of the firms in some way or another have transitioned towards

adopting more environmentally sustainable production methods, either with regards to the use

of biocompatible materials, the drastic reduction of waste and energy consumption in

manufacturing, and/or by mitigating the environmental cost of supply-chain activities.

Sonova uses AM to access biocompatible materials, and to reduce production waste. Airbus

has (among other things) used AM to incrementally improve the A330neo machine that

effectively consumes 25% less fuel than its conventional predecessor. Carbon has enabled

clients to produce more efficiently, with less material waste, and also to mitigate

‘unnecessary’ steps in the supply chain (which, although somewhat implicitly, will have

significant societal effects in the long-run). Finally, ICON has not only developed vastly

superior methods considering the environmental impact, but have ultimately used AM

methods to differentiate their offering through the societal benefits (e.g. reduce homelessnes

and improve living conditions) they induce. We hence consider that AM can be used to

induce significant societal benefits.
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7.1.3 How can business firms use AM to capture value?

We have shown how the four case companies have approached the adoption of AM

technology by deploying either integrated or non-integrated approaches to commercialization

of AM innovations. An important consideration here is the difference between having

internalized for example 3D-printing manufacturing capabilities, and having integrated the

ability to commercialize AM innovations. Sonova and Airbus use AM resources and

capabilities in order to commercialize their own innovation projects, ideas and concepts. This

goes to illustrate that they both have organized the commercialization of their AM

innovations by leveraging an integrated approach to patent strategy. Carbon and ICON, on

the other hand, use AM resources and capabilities to solve problems for market actors in need

of complementary, AM solutions. Hence, they have approached the commercialization of

their projects through non-integrated approaches. Following this, the context of a firm is

essential in determining the right mode for commercialization of AM innovations that enables

capture of value.

Several considerations emerge when having to choose between either of the approaches.

Firstly, an integrated approach will make it comparatively easier to protect against spillover

of profits to complementary actors (partners or suppliers), than a non-integrated approach.

This is due to the complementary role of non-integrated actors, and their business models

being built on supplying products and services to other market actors. As such, every

non-integrated project will involve spillover of profits to some degree. The integrated actors

will also experience spillovers (unless they possess every required resource and capability,

which is highly unlikely), but to a much lesser extent as the main proportion of value is

appropriated by the actor bringing the product to market. This is illustrated by Airbus` and

Sonova`s partnership with Materialise (the service provider appropriates some of the profits

from e.g., the A330neo or the personalized hearing aid). Similar tendencies are observed in

the case of ICON and Carbon, as they both use a business model that essentially is built on

co-creation. An inevitable implication is thus that portions of the value created will be shared

with their ‘clients’.

Secondly, integrated approaches will usually entail a more complex organization that is

capable of capturing the value created through commercialized end-products. As such, an

integrated approach typically requires considerable investments which, in turn, involves high
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levels of risk in regards to viability of innovation projects. Non-integrated approaches might

alleviate the need for major initial capital investments and the associated risk, but the actor

will also have less control over the respective market dynamics. In order to create increased

value and grow, non-integrated actors depend on improving their offer and finding new areas

of application where they further can appropriate integrated actors' spillover effects.

A last consideration is the costs of negotiating access to external actors. Non-integrated

approaches will involve continuous negotiation and transactions with existing and new

partners in the markets. Integrated approaches can alleviate some of these transaction costs

in that most of the required resources and capabilities are controlled in-house (keeping in

mind the costs of developing/acquiring them initially) (Somaya et al., 2011).

7.1.4 Implications for the Innovation Strategy

Important implications arise from these considerations. When seeking to undergo AM

innovations, managers must choose between accepting the risk of failed innovation efforts

with considerable losses (integrated), or accepting a lower risk approach that relies on

external sourcing of ideas, projects and concepts (non-integrated). In addition, the two

approaches tend to entail different cost-structures, where integrated approaches typically will

require heavy capital investments into R&D and/or M&A activities and non-integrated

typically will require lower initial investments but considerable costs in terms of market

transactions (in the form of spillover).

7.2 Idea Generation

Idea Generation Additive manufacturing technology improve ideation tools

AM permits firms to broaden their ideation scope, and provides more efficient tools for idea

generation. We can see that Sonova and Airbus have both developed subsidiaries that develop

novel solutions that assist the parent company in creating new value that live up to

previously unattainable standards. Airbus has used the subsidiary Neorizon to ensure regular

iteration according to customer feedback and furthermore to produce and test products at the

place of consumption. This exemplifies how AM can be used to both generate and solve

novel ideas locally with continuous input from the end-user of the product. We also see that
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Airbus and Sonova have elected to use a partnership model instead of developing an internal

solution to internal problems, with significant results for idea generation: Airbus’ partnership

with Materialise has enabled the aerospace giant to co-create bespoke interior solutions with

its customers, while Sonova has used Materialise to produce tailored hearing aids with the

end-user.

On the other side of the spectrum, Carbon and ICON have developed AM capabilities that are

used to solve problems for market actors whom their technology complements. This means

that both firms have essentially built a business model on the premise of using AM solutions

to co-create novel and bespoke solutions to customer problems. Carbon and ICON both use

AM to effectively pose as a complementary actor that sources project ideas from other market

actors who can benefit from using AM to improve their product and service offering. An

appropriate example is Carbon’s collaboration with Adidas. Adidas uses Carbon’s services to

facilitate local co-creation and effective prototyping in an iterative manner, which in turn

permits them to collaborate closely with partners and customers, and ultimately design

products according to desired user specifications. ICON, on the other hand, has developed an

AM platform that allows them to co-create customized and sustainable homes in

collaboration with local construction firms and the to-be occupants of their 3D-printed

homes.

From the illustrations, we find that AM can be used to facilitate local co-creation with

insightful partners and customers. The insights that are generated as a result can be tested

directly by means of rapid prototyping, which means that feedback can be implemented

directly back into the design. Hence, we find that their AM innovations enable the firms to

source ideas with and from a broader range of inputs, and with considerably closer

collaboration with complementary actors and/or the consumer of the product. This

furthermore allows firms to generate ideas in, and for new markets, as well as better being

able to leverage inputs from existing collaborations than possible with conventional

manufacturing.

How AM improves the interplay among tools for idea generation

From the above, we see practical examples of how firms can improve idea generation from

the interplay between co-creation, on-site production, and rapid prototyping as suggested in
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chapter 5. We can illustrate this interplay by firstly looking at Airbus. Through their

partnership with the intermediary Materialise, Airbus is now able to co-create interior designs

in close collaboration with their airline customers. As a result, designs can be rapidly tested

locally, directly modified and implemented according to customer feedback. Another

example can be seen with the Airbus subsidiary, Neorizon. Neorizon uses AM to co-create

designs with locals, according to local problem statements, and to rapidly prototype and test

the resulting designs directly where the idea is to be implemented and consumed. A third

example is Carbon’s collaboration with Adidas. Carbon’s AM technology allows Adidas to

undergo more efficient prototyping of designs, in a comparatively larger scale. Adidas thus

access broader and more accurate insights from the prototyping, which in turn provide

enhanced inputs to the co-creation process. As the co-creation process now occurs on-site,

these inputs can be implemented directly into the concept in development - according to

continuous feedback from relevant collaborators.

In sum, we find that rapid prototyping increases the efficiency of on-site production. This is

furthermore strongly supported by AM’s facilitation of local co-creation, where ideas from

customers and partners can be continuously reiterated and implemented throughout the

innovation process. This goes to show that the individual tools for idea generation play off

the strength of each other, and in combination ultimately generate significant synergies that

enable firms to generate more viable ideas.

7.2.1 Implications for Idea Generation

AM grants businesses with better tools to generate viable ideas, that in combination may

contribute to significantly improve the output of ideation. With AM, firms gain access to

tools that enable them to locally co-create novel solutions to novel problems and to rapidly

produce prototypes that can be tested at the point where the problem occurs, and where the

solution will be consumed. We thus argue that AM can facilitate the adoption of a broader

and more accurate scope for ideation when searching for novel solutions to the problems

firms experience, or conversely, to find novel problems that another firm’s solutions might

solve. The result is ultimately that firms can use AM to source and choose among more

appropriate ideas, that are tailored to solve a specific problem, and increasingly differentiated

from existing market offerings. These ideas may ultimately be more likely to satisfy the

needs of the end-user, and hence, have a higher commercial viability.
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7.3 Idea Selection

Idea Selection AM can reduce the risk associated with innovation

AM enables firms to select and use materials and methods that grant a lower risk of

innovation, and can thus be used to set new and revised selection criteria for innovation that

satisfy previously unattainable standards and needs.

We see that Sonova has been able to solve significant problems related to the comfort and

reliability of their product, by co-developing material and software solutions with a service

provider. Products are now developed with drastically improved product market fit, and

Sonova can furthermore ensure that all products are produced and sold on-demand in

accordance to the exact specification of their customer. Airbus has through the use of AM

been able to select production methods and materials that have had an immense impact on

their innovation efforts. Resultantly, Airbus can explore selection criteria that were

impossible with conventional methods, and consequently reduce the weight of their

components, and also ensure higher safety (which is at the crux of aerospace innovation) -

and thus experience a clearer path of innovation, and follow new methods to satisfy

ever-increasing standards. Moreover, Carbon has developed a 3D-printing technology that

provides its customers with the opportunity to select criterias that lead to (among other

things) rapid prototyping of products, decreasing production time and TTM, reducing cost of

production, localizing production, etc. As a consequence, these firms are now permitted to

select among options that reduce multiple previously inhibiting barriers. Carbon’s customers

therefore do not need to develop such solutions themselves, and will experience more

efficient production, with more secure criteria. We argue that this may well lead to reduced

risk of innovation for Carbon’s customers, which arguably in turn will reduce the risk of

innovation that Carbon experiences. ICON has used AM to develop methods that permit the

construction of affordable and safe houses, built with sustainable methods and materials. The
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result is firstly that inefficient building methods are mitigated, and in turn that the financial

and non-financial risks and uncertainties of conventional house construction are reduced. But

moreover that NGOs and organizations alike can select among criteria that are more

appropriate to satisfy their cause and purpose, leading to reduced barriers for pursuing such

causes, as well as reduced risk of innovating in the sector.

7.3.1 Implications for Idea Selection

AM can be used to mitigate the risks associated with innovation, because it permits firms to

select ideas on the basis of criterias that would not traditionally have been viable, or even

available to begin with. First of all, firms can choose materials and methods that are more

cost- and time-efficient, either through developing these internally, or by licensing from other

complementary actors. Risk of innovation is thus reduced because AM provides new, more

viable options to solve both old and new problems, which can provide the firm with a more

secure and clearer path of innovation.

7.4 Idea Implementation

Implementation AM can increase the efficiency of implementing ideas

By using 3DP, firms can adopt more efficient ways of implementing concepts that have been

deemed viable for commercialization.

Sonova uses 3D-modelling methods and direct manufacturing of mass-customized products

to efficiently implement and commercialize their products. The result is that Sonova has

shortened their implementation process to be completed in a matter of days, which is

considerably more efficient than conventional methods. Whereas Airbus previously had to

use specialized tools to produce spare-parts and prototypes, the incumbent can now use

3D-printers to rapidly print prototypes, tools and molds, exactly where and when they are

needed. Airbus can thereby use AM to rapidly replace dysfunctional parts for their customers

directly, instead of the customer having to wait for the part to be produced (perhaps in

another continent), and afterwards transported to the location of the dysfunctional aircraft.

Carbon delivers a service that optimizes the totality of its customers' innovation process,

which allows their customers to rapidly prototype concepts, and directly manufacture viable
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ideas. This in turn ensures that the AM solutions that Carbon co-create with their customers

can be commercialized and implemented with increased efficiency and accuracy. For

example, Carbon’s 3D-printing capabilities have been used to eliminate steps in Adidas’

conventional method for prototyping and tooling. Now, Adidas goes directly from design to

production, exemplifying the massive efficiency gains. Lastly, ICON has developed 3DP

capabilities that have doubled the speed of construction, which furthermore can be used to

implement direct manufacturing of houses in places that were deemed impracticable (or even

non-viable) with traditional construction.

7.4.1 Implications for Idea Implementation

AM reduces significant barriers to facilitate flexible and efficient implementation of ideas. It

does so through enabling rapid prototyping, as high functioning prototypes can be created

earlier in an NPD process. It also does so further down the implementation process through

direct manufacturing, tooling, and mass customization, eliminating the need for manual

labour on custom machinery and molds. On-site production also contributes by eliminating

need for storage, and consequently transportation.

8. Concluding Remarks
The purpose of this study was to theoretically examine how business firms can benefit from

introducing additive manufacturing (AM) methods in their innovation processes. Our study is

intended to assist managers who wish to introduce AM technologies (or 3D-printing) into

their innovation process, and will bring with it various strategic and organizational

implications for managers. We want to stress that managers should acknowledge that the

trajectory of 3D-printing technologies is still highly ambiguous, and that its appropriate usage

cannot be deducted into a cohesive set of rules or clear guidelines.

Due to the recent nature of AM technology, it is not surprising that the link between the

innovation process and 3D-printing is not yet fully explored. So, in an attempt to decrease

this research gap, we have used Goffin & Mitchell’s (2010) meta-innovation framework, the

Pentathlon, to achieve an overarching representation of the components and dynamics that

comprises the innovation process. The Pentathlon is however a very general and holistic

framework with an emphasis on the internal organization of innovation processes, and thus
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not directly applicable to the scope of our thesis. Therefore, we elected to dissect and modify

the Pentathlon framework from its initial five phases (innovation strategy, idea generation,

idea selection, implementation, and people, culture, and organization), where we have

excluded the latter, and instead implemented the focus of external organization of activities

to be comprised in the innovation strategy stage. Our thesis thus investigates four steps of

innovation, explaining how firms’ innovation strategy formulation, idea generation activities,

concept selection criterias, and innovation implementation processes might change when

using AM technology and 3D-printing. We have furthermore undergone extensive efforts to

gather resources that have contributed greatly to support this delineation and the overall

scope of our thesis. What this ultimately has enabled us to do, is to illuminate how AM

technology affects the context of innovation, and also to establish what managers and

organizations must contemplate when approaching AM innovations with the intent of

creating and capturing value. The implications of our findings are presented below.

8.1 Managerial Implications

It is important that managers first consider what they seek to achieve by implementing AM

technologies in their innovation process, whether it is to reduce the cost of internal processes,

to reduce waste and environmental impact, to alleviate barriers to innovation, or to co-create

a superior product offering in close collaboration with end-users. This requires careful

consideration of what is possible to achieve in the firm’s respective context of innovation.

This entails mapping out the opportunities and limitations that lay in their respective business

environment. Additionally, this requires an assessment of what resources and capabilities can

be used to leverage or complement their AM innovation, and whether it is viable to develop

these internally, or if they should be leveraged from external sources. Managers should also

acknowledge that 3D-printing is a systemic technology that relies on myriads of components

and complementary technologies, inventions, assets, and infrastructures, all of which tend to

require extensive R&D efforts and considerable development costs for the innovator. With

this in mind, we move over to present the implications our findings have for managers

seeking to adopt AM technology.

We have laid out that a firm's innovation strategy determines how it generates ideas, and

consequently how it selects and implements them. Therefore, the innovation strategy is the

turnkey for how innovation is carried out, and is therefore of utmost importance. For example
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it encapsulates guidelines surrounding how a firm can create value, and in turn capture it.

These two activities sum up the scope of our paper, which is how firms can benefit from

using 3D-printing in their innovation processes. Therefore, we will dedicate the majority of

this section to assess one key implication managers must contemplate regarding its

innovation strategy before seeking to achieve increased value creation or capturing with AM.

Firstly, firms can commercialize innovations through either an integrated approach or

through a non-integrated approach. An integrated approach to commercialization entails that

all resources and capabilities that are necessary for commercializing the AM innovation are

internalized (e.g. internally developed proprietary 3DP technology). Contrarily, a

non-integrated approach involves commercialization with the use of external resources and

capabilities (e.g. through a 3DP service-provider or platform).

Integrated approaches will often require considerable investments, either through R&D or

M&A efforts, and will naturally involve higher risk of innovation, as the approach brings

with it uncertainty regarding the commercial viability of the innovation, while it also will

necessitate re-allocation of internal resources and capabilities. The integrated firm will

nevertheless have more control over its IP and “commercialization” assets, and is thus better

able to protect against imitation and spillover of profits to complementary actors. The

integrated approach will thus require initial investments, but simultaneously ensure that the

firm can capture most of the increased value created.

The non-integrated approach will typically require a lower need for initial capital

investments, and thus reduce the risks associated with internal development as they provide

tailored solutions to complement existing market problems experienced by other actors. As

such, they do not have to “gamble” on whether their innovation can create value to the same

degree as integrated actors (which will have to predict demand to realize innovation

opportunities). The non-integrated firm will however have little control over the assets

necessary to commercialize their AM innovations, as these are controlled by their clients or

partners. This entails that the non-integrated actor will have to share the value created by their

solutions for every transaction that is made with complementary actors. These transactions

will, in turn, produce considerable costs in terms of negotiating access in markets. We do

however see that the non-integrated approach typically will be more modular and broadly

applicable to leverage complementary functions in new, as well as existing markets and
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ecosystems. As such, non-integrated actors will have to share the profits created through

every transaction but can, in turn, alleviate this by being applicable to comparatively more

market settings than that of integrated actors.

The implication for managers is that AM will require significant initial investments when

positioning to maximize value capturing, or require less investments when value capturing is

secondary to revenue generation.

Furthermore, managers must acknowledge that the appropriate approach will be highly

dependent on what the firm seeks to achieve by introducing AM to their innovation process,

and also the conditions under which the innovation process will play out (as outlined above).

This will determine how AM innovations can, and should be commercialized, and will

furthermore provide some significant impacts on the risk, cost, and expected return of

innovation.

We have found that innovations built upon AM often lead to incremental improvements (e.g.

increased quality and reduced weight of components to improve product performance),

radical innovations (e.g. rapid tooling of parts, rapid prototyping of concepts, or radical

enhancement of product attributes), or by enabling novel process or product applications

through architectural innovations (e.g. by using AM to undergo BMIs to reach new markets,

or previously unattainable customer groups). This must be taken into account, and should be

an influencing factor in determining whether to pursue an integrated or a non-integration

approach, based on the firm's overall innovation ambitions.

The second and last managerial implication is thus that managers should assess its innovation

ambition, how AM can fulfill that, and accordingly review whether an integrated or

non-integrated approach is economically viable based on expected return on investment.

8.2 Limitations

As with any research, our pragmatic, multi-method study has certain limitations. We have

established how the use of secondary data implicates the triangulation achieved through

analysing different sources of qualitative data. As such, we cannot guarantee that our

results are easily reproduced by other researchers, nor the credibility of the collected data.
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This is due to our subjective approach in establishing patterns between the innovation

process and AM technology, and that the collected secondary data from AM meta-studies

are produced in a different context/frame than we have adopted (the Pentathlon).

Therefore, while this study indicates that business firms can benefit significantly from

adopting AM in innovation processes, our findings should be further studied and tested

empirically before definitive conclusions on the practical applications of AM technology

in the innovation process can be made.

The inherently ambiguous and complex nature of innovation management and the

technological “realm” of AM has consequences for the theoretical application of our

findings. The difficulty of measuring a novel technology`s impact on innovation

processes dictates subjective interpretations and speculation in order to establish patterns.

Therefore, analysing a complex technological phenomena based on general prescriptions

of technologies' roles in innovation processes, might produce too generalized

considerations not encapsulating AM-specific dynamics. Accordingly, managers should

be aware of this limitation as it essentially establishes the need for understanding

technological trajectories and the innovation context of the firm. However, while

researchers need to acknowledge these limitations and difficulties of conducting

qualitative research, it is vital that scholars continue to study and advance concepts and

frameworks in order to drive progress in both research and practice, despite limitations

related to subjective interpretations of data and theoretical concepts.

8.3 Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to theoretically examine how AM technology can be perceived

to change certain conditions of the innovation process, and in turn how business firms can

benefit from the established findings. Our pragmatic, multi-method study has established that

AM technology grants the opportunity to (1) experience cheaper manufacturing, (2) enable

firms to undergo mass-customization (as opposed to mass-production of goods), enable (3)

local production, and to develop (4) new products, processes, and applications. For business

firms, this permits many novel options for leveraging resources and capabilities to both

existing and new markets - and subsequently new avenues for value creation. As such, we

can return to answering our research question: “How can business firms benefit from

additive manufacturing technology in their innovation processes?”
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Business firms can benefit from AM technology the following ways:

For the innovation strategy, firms can achieve increased value creation by utilizing AM to

create cheaper and richly attributed products, or by creating some larger societal benefit.

Finally, by strategically choosing the correct approach to the adoption of AM (e.g. integrated

vs. non-integrated), firms can capture value according to its innovation strategy and business

model.

For generating ideas, firms can improve their tools for ideation through AM processes of

co-creation, by use of rapid prototyping, and through on-site production. 3D-printing permits

managers to source more higher-quality ideas, sourced from a broader scope of inputs, with

better means for creating commercially viable, differentiated concepts.

For selection, firms can reduce the risk associated with innovations as both financial and

non-financial selection criterias are increasingly fulfilled and exceeded, supplemented by the

fact that AM poses as a superior investment opportunity to traditional methods. 3D-printing

can be used to mitigate the risks associated with innovation, because it permits firms to select

among more efficient materials, methods, and complementary technologies, than with

conventional manufacturing - and thus provide a clearer, more secure path to

commercialization.

For idea implementation, firms can effectivize its implementation process by utilizing rapid

prototyping, on-site manufacturing, and mass customization. 3D-printing can be used to

reduce time to market, and to produce products on-demand, just in time, according to exact

specifications - at the place of consumption.

Innovations based on AM will however rely on myriads of components, technologies, and

supporting infrastructures, and likely necessitate increased involvement from external actors,

and will therefore bring with it increased complexities with capturing value. When seeking to

benefit from AM innovations, every firm will have to consider different factors, and no

situation will be the same. We nevertheless suggest that the factors outlined above can serve

as a blueprint for managers to how business firms can adopt AM in their respective context of

innovation, and subsequently benefit from the changed conditions in their innovation process.
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8.4 Implications for future research

We sat out to create a holistic overview over how firms can benefit from additive

manufacturing technology in their innovation processes, based on the research gap

surrounding 3D-printing identified by Jimeno-Morenilla et al., (2021), Kumke et al., (2016),

and Lindwall et al., (2017). By adapting the Pentathlon framework (Goffin & Mitchell, 2010)

to the context of AM, we believe to have contributed to closing the aforementioned research

gap to some extent.

Regarding existing research, we identified AM as an enabler for value creation in chapter 5,

and found supporting evidence of this in literature. For example, Böhme et al., (2016)

conducted two case studies exploring the usage of 3D-printing in the manufacturing of

consumer products. They found that AM caused the creation of additional value streams for

both companies, with co-creation as a major underlying factor. This coincides with our

identification of AM as an enabler for co-creation, and that co-creation activities, in turn,

affect value creation positively. Similarly, Clark and colleagues (2014) mention AM

technology as an enabler for co-creation of value. Also, Niaki and Nonino (2017) argues that

consumers are willing to pay a premium for AM customized products, which represents one

avenue for value creation and thus coincides with our findings. Lastly, regarding value

capturing mechanisms, Petrick and Simpson (2013) found that collaborative innovation

between actors in a firm's ecosystem is necessary to reap the benefits AM brings forth. This is

similar to the reasoning behind our remark on the increased complexity of value capturing in

the context of AM. Thus, aspects of our findings concerning innovation strategy do seem to

coincide with previous research.

Our findings regarding AM technology’s effect on idea creation, selection, and

implementation does however seem to have a higher degree of originality. For example, we

have not found any research assessing what increasingly accessible co-creation activities

have on selecting innovative ideas in the context of AM. Following this, we suggest a series

of case studies looking into how additive manufacturing is utilized in specific activities

within the Pentathlon framework. For example, whether the risk of developing innovations is

actually reduced following the adoption of AM, or how rapid prototyping contributes to

increasing implementation efficiency in different manufacturing settings, would be

interesting case studies in this regard.
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Moreover, we limited our paper’s scope regarding internal organization. Knowing that

additive manufacturing technology requires extensive resources when an integrated approach

is used, research concerning optimal organizing to benefit from 3D-printing is also suggested.

For example, we have identified that AM brings forth a high degree of speed and flexibility

in manufacturing. Here it would be interesting to assess the optimal organization needed to

properly exploit these opportunities through for example longitudinal case studies. Here it

would be interesting to investigate the optimal organization needed to properly exploit these

opportunities through for example case studies of matrix and functional organizational

structures in an AM context. Furthermore, we suspect leadership to be an integral function for

firms wanting to adopt AM. As such, it would be interesting to conduct research on

sense-giving and sense-making processes of organizational change in regards to AM

adoption. Case studies on innovation culture and change management processes could

accordingly also shed more light on the internal aspect of organizing for AM adoption.

Lastly, we have several times highlighted the importance of the context a firm innovates in.

Industry specific research similar to ours would arguably produce more practical insights into

how firms can benefit from AM, given a specific context. Here, the focus on governance,

financial aspects, and standards could be additional areas to explore.
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